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.ABSTRAC-
A study sought to deei;nine'(1) whether a teleyfhion

program designed,toenhance persOnaLysocial, and emotional'
development can have positive effects on children's behavior and, (2)

'what elements in a child's environment produce thp greatest positive
effects. Two components oethe environment were studied:. (4) training
of the adult*care-givers to implement materials ,and, (2)" concepts
rel'ted to the programs and arrangements`, of the physical environment
`to ificrese theiIikelihood that the child will use material: fiom the
program in his everyday-beha4or. The television program called Mr.
RogergeNeighborhood was dubbed to 16mm film;.t,he subjects were

4 children enrolled in the Head Start'pro4ram. Twenty films were shown
. in each classroom during the eight-week experimental period: Play
materials relevant to prok)cial.television were designed to provide
cues; =books, games, and records,devoid,of proSocial context' were

. bhosen as irrelevant material, Prdsocial television produced few
behavioral Cifferbnces fibril the neutral treatment, but the effects of-
Trosocial television accompanied by relevant Playnaterials varied
.iiith'classroom structure. the study indicates the, usefulness of .

roiocial television and related curriculum materials in day care and
educational prograMp for young children of the economically.
disadvantaged. Fifteen statistical tables detail the material,nsed
and measurement figures./ Suggested neutral materials, film content,
and observition of behavior are appended. (Auhori/W),
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The studs described ere deals with a twofold ptoblemr "id
-:
.,

determine whether'a teleigsion,orogram designed to enhance, personal,
, osocial and emotional deVeiopment can have ositiVe effects on

. -

,
. child.rene s behavior and to determine What elementd"in the child'6,,
environment may combine with exposure to such a pregramto produce

' t

the IreateSt posit effects. To components of tfie environment4
1 .weie studded' training of the adult caregiverstO implement .

.

materials and concepts related to themrograms and arraligem6ent-of the,
physical envircIpment tolimcreaso the likelihood that the child will
use material from the program in hla everyday.behavior. The program'
selected forstudy wasrplfrei#ogers' Neighborhood.," The gtouP

,settings were.!early childhoor education programs for lop income
children, , "

ry

:

Background Literature

The theory and research n observational learning-(Ban dura

U96 provide one conceptual.badis for the selectiOnof variables
stu ed in evallkting.the'effeicts of'television. As one applies f
,t148 theory to complex natural settipg4 however many questions

that cannot be answered
natural.,

the laboratory- findings alone.

,* _For example, children,imitate altruism helping. delay of gratifica
"tion, andsafAmposed sten rds of .performance when exposed to a
single model (ftoffman 1970, Staub, 1971a),. These studied' do not,
indicate how children will respond to more complex televfsion
programs with 'multiple models.':Nor go they address questions such
as' how much chir1ren generalize material' observed in one situation
to other'settings, how much they beyond imitation V, 'engaging in

:,behavior that is related but diefetent from 'that observed or how
xr,

daablt the- effects of particular observation experiences arks.

An _earlier studk by the.piesent investigators.reflects.,o
concern with generating knowledge that bridges the ;gap betwee

-.psychological theory and laboratory research on one hand and social
appliCation on the other. Xhe effedts of Ise Neighborhood
on the naturalistic behavior of preschool children in a nursery
school setting were examined (tiiedrich F. Stein. 1973 Stein &
':riedrich6, 1972). 'Children who 'viewed ilisteregers were eel:Tared to
those-shown-miscellaneous children s films (the 'neutral' group)
and to those shown algreesive cartoons. Observations were conducted
during a baseline perfod before the television ,programs were "shown,
during a four-week period in whiCh programs were shown three times
a week', and for two weeks following the pro/warns. Children who saw
Nisterogers showed higher levels of self coritrolling\ani achievement
bhavior (task per#Istence) than those,in the other two groups. 0

For children from lower social status families, exposure to 'asterogers
was also associated with increased prosocial,interpersonal behavior
(cooperition, nurturance, and verbalization of feeling) in Comparison
with other treatment groups. Higher social statIts children did not
show positive effects on interpersonal behavior. , .

z
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Sul,sequently, other-resprcliers have ficlind,positive efcects on
measures of naturalistic behaviof associated with'vekwing MiSe*ogdr-s
Neighborhood. Pith a middle class presthool sample Shirley (19174)
found increased sharing and decreased aggression. but tlite,wdrq 410,
changes in cooperation or helping. Lower class preschool children j
showed increases in imaginative play, partieularry-wher: an adult was
present during viewing to focus attention on relevant aspects of the
pr ;rams (Singer Singer,& Sier, 1974). ,../.

,

. 0-
* ..

I.; k.
. ,..

. . .
, .

Exploration of the environmental variables that enhance the
effedts of viewing prosocial television was.ithe focus of two recent ,/,

laboratory studies conducted by the presenj investigators. (First .1

year of the current research project): 11,he effects of physical cues .
.

from the television programs and rehearsal of program themes with
the aid and,direCtion of'apbadult4were investigated: ..4

°

Both studies fo1lo4e4 ?arairel formats though they dealt'with -

different areas of behavior and different types of environmental
a-svariables. In each, groups of children were,dhown folly)

/dseltogers' Neighborhood programs over -the course of fsour

consecutive days. Control groups saw neutral films which had , -c.

been transferred to videotapes Acquisition.and/o'r performance
was measured during the week following the end of v.ipwing. Thus.
these studies were considerably more extensive thanthe usual ,

oneseesion laboratory study in both number of exposures and in
thetime sink; between viewing and measurement, but they were
more lipited han the pievious field study,,,(Stein & Freidrich.
in press p. 3).

In the first study. the television programs serected were
focused on persistence and autonoliy

t
in learning activities,

The effects of these piograts on three types of .

yersistence, reflectivity,' and motor inhibition.Aire investigated.
A number of experimental Studie6 have demonstrated imitation
of reflectiVt conceptual tempo (Debus,,1970 Denny, 1912

''''4Riliberg, Parke. 6 Herherington, J.971). As the tenor of the
':fr. Rogers' NeighBorbood' programs is slow ,calm, and/gentle,
they nay provide a generalised presentation of reflectivity
In addition, the particular programs shown emphasized the need

stogy and consider a situation carefully before, attempting'
another rocket i,aunch. Thus increases were expected in
children's willingness and ability to slow, down ,dela7 respaiding,

band tonsider, their reactions carefully as well as increases in
task,persistetice." (Stein ',.Friedrich, in press p.

The effects of,cues frOm the prosocial television programs On
persistence Ilerc also investigated.

I-
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Irhysical cues that: aare similar,:to n obseried stiMulUs should.'
increase the of imitatioh. Toys, pictuyes records,
coetumess .and other objects denolting,televised charadters or .

'events may serve as eliciting stimulitorobseived responses
andfoi as instigators for tehearsaf through-play activities. ..
Direct lahofatory tests of .this hypothesis with children are
not'avgable;' but there is evidence in Berkowitz' research
that ad Its display more ithitativeaggression when the Mille of

. the target person similar' a charaacte; in a vio/erit film
than When it is dissimilar (Berkowitz, Z970). Situational cues
may be patticularlyinporttant in facilitating generalization
natural settings foi young children because of the situation- ,.

.specificity, of much social behavior alischel,,i9m4, Cues `in
this.situation were conceptualizea.primarily as eliciting

*stimuli for previously learned behavior: there was little
oppbrtunity fOr extended rehearsal of televised content," (Stein
& Friedrich, in preas,'p. 14).

Two persistence measures were employed' a puzzle which usS
ikossibleto, finish, and,a carnival game fit which failure and "partial
success occurred in a predetermined ta7ndom'order. Disabusement was
carried out by permitting success on both tasks. Cues-lpictures and .

VASIZ from ti*,prosocial_programswete manipulated on each_task...

1

s

'Ieasures of reflection-impulsivity and motor inhibition were:
administered immediately following the sedond persistence task. These
included the Kansas ReflectionImpulsivity Scale, for Preschooler's

/ . (Wright, 1971) Draw a Line Slowly and Walk-a-Line Slowlyia.ccoby,
4 h Dowley. Dagen & Degermap, 1965).4' 'Details of .the procedured and results

appearipin Stein,.Friedrich, and Tahsler (1973).

r

,,,.
. -

.. -, *
Dgferences between the prosbciar and neutral teievisidn conditions

occurred only for girls., There were no effects for boys. 0,L

,

, *
----1 I. .

Girls`inthe prosocial television condition had significantly
,

longer respOnse times, on .both motor inhibition' measures than 2
girls in the neutral conditip and than boys in both conditions.
They also tended to have longer latencies and fewer errors on
the KRIM but the'differenAliere not significant (Stein &

...J. Friedtich..in press). . c . '

'(iris'
Otrsistence scored depended on 1)oth television viewing and,

order of a;:3ninistratibn of the persistence tasks. When the tasks
involving partial success alt failure tame first (carnival game),
females in the prosocial condition had the longest perSistence and
highest number of ladals of any subgroup on both persistence taskp.

& 4,
However, when the puzzle test: which was charaeterited by success ' :\ /

.

followed by contlnuous failure came first, these subjects had the.
lowest persistence times and number of trials of any subgroup on both' . a.

tabks.

4.
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The messages concerningwer'sistence that are.conveykd in the`The
appear to be \staying,with a task is most

fruitful if one stops tot more informatio or tO.try',a new
approach after a failure -and..doitg something is
more satisfying than having it done for yeti: Girls who saw

the prOsocial programs and Incorporated.thit,message may have .

responded with greater persistence when initially confronted

with'the carnival game becadse that task provided some success
new approaches ,appeared to ee possible, and the final success

luasachieveaindependently. Positive_ experience with this :

as may have carried over to the second task. When girl who

were sensitized_ to these pessages.recaived the puzzle first.

they may have been particularly discouraged bpi the continuous
failure_ the apparent abSence of new approaches. anethe need

. for'experimenter aid. Again, heirdiscouragement may have'
influenced tfleir response'to.the second task. In essence it

is possible that the prosocial television content led to quite
different reactions- to different Stimulus situations. The

proposal at girls in both orders-of administration were

respondiiiKto 0.e.saffie teleirigion messages is supported by the

fact that ,groups,manifesied the predicted Changes onthe
motor inhibition tasks,--and to some extent, on the KRISP.

These tasks did not permit voluntary.terminaifon, do children
who ma: have been discebragedby early failure had no choice
but to attempt the latter tasks (Stein & Friedrich, in press,
,p. 17)

The limited effects of thteleviston programs oh persistence
in this study are inconsistent wit -the `clear c* changes in
persistence, fbr both sexes in the firbt btudy,,

2hree of the four television -programs Ara
%

identical In the
N

! two studies. One,reason fbr the discrepancy may berthat the
1

quality of-persistence 'hat occurred in a natural setting was.
different from the mental tasks employed. Much of the

persistent behavior sa ed in natural observations did not

involve frustration or failure children were simply
concentrating on a task such as painting, building. or motor

4 activity. Hany naturally occurring 'tasks" have no tlearly
defined goal- so success and failure cannot be so easily ,

reeognize by the child as in the experimental tasks used.
Finally, in the nursery school children choose their activities.

'Experimental tasks conforming mere closely to the characteristics
of naturally occurring endeavors mpht provide more 'Appropriate

jneasuresofchildren's persistence.. (Stein & Frfedrich in

pre§d. pt 11).

4 .
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Cues from the "Mr. Bogert' Neighborhood' programs were expe
to increase persistence for' children in, the prosocial .television"':
condition. 1 ..-. g

i
. .

On both tasks, attention to the tasks without manipulation was
higher for children inthebprosocials.cues treatment than for

, those receiving ivel(eyant cues, but Krsistence time did, 'not N

. differ as efunctioniof cues. The differ'ences. asbocia5.ed with
cues appeared for Childr**f in both television vieVingconditions I
probably because chiadrezi in,he neutral viewing group were
familiar with. the, program from home* vl.ewing. Data on home 4

viewing indicated thatiimany were steady vieyers.
;

. .
.. .4. . t_,"

.., ' iihy should cues4ft.ct*onmanipelative attention "but not
persistence? One explanatiofimay be thatt4children N/ere studying
the taskhr stopping. td AonstZei. the nza move. ,Carefull,
consideration and thought in,tasiz"i,erformahce is emphasized in

/ 1

miany 1.(r. RogeKs? teighborh ;I" pragramb, sb. cues from the .

programs might stimulate su i behavl.or.t.`/) lternatlye-explan--,
... ation is l .hat the prosocial cues were simply.'nore novel nd '

Anterest ng than the irrele0ant cued so that They distY.,:a e;
the child's attention more often ficim active inanipulation of ,

.,.. . the' -plc. This explanation cannot 'be entrtely rej ected . but
.it appears less,likely thatt'the first because persistence t me
Vid not decline with prosocial cues nor 'did distraction inc ase .

. .'as one"nioht a e.y. ect if the cues were *e'etacting..the oclii.14's % fk
. ..-, . A

' attention:away ..om the central'tisk. - :4 -. , -;,
.

,.. . . .'

t ' % 1

IN....

. 4 % In summary; sho;t-term exposure to prosoAal televildiciirti .. 1'01

-programs stressing persistence att.independence led to ificressed 1` .A
t

s

,
-Z,., ....-moto'r inhibition,. and limited increases in reflectivity ancb .

persistence for girls but not for toys. Cues from the predoc19,1''' '
programs in( the tasks were associated with More quiet attention
to the tasks": but noto with increpp.cl persistenet; Ste1.1.-6 .. ,.:

' Friedrich. in. press.'" p. (19) . ...

<, . - '-- 4 r r %.- - ,
110." I

14Adults in the environment- may provide' variet of conditions
that should enhance:thh' effects of tele;.risi n vievi g4, Iii the ' 4, - ..,.,..

i: sebond laboratory study (kriecirich & ;tein.! 1975) tw adult4.1.ed :. .:.°,-
...,.

rehear.sal'mAhods ''ere assiessed.. "verbal labeling of ritram*csiNt6nt 9....
and role *lying, of program sequences. -. 4 4 e ***;

ill * . 1 'IT

., .,,,,. e

aT' "` i t
' Verbal lAelino., and questioning of the child.d.s..11.Icy, to, prOvide - 4

. tthe child with a mane of coding and togiiitivfrr repreisenting . ; s." ,
e

. 0 %5

paterialttha, .wirl-be considerably moie efficletft thin .ill'e'mithods. 4 t'. -.
he 'generates on his own, Preschool opildrentdo not readgy pgoduce. 4

verbal lattels to code their dpe .ence, thongh Ihey often can Ilse `.',.', ..
eitsuch labels if someone else provi them. " (il'.1 yell ' Beach ikr ..7 ,-..,Chinsky, 1966). Por example,' four. -yearwold cliilft n -fearnect ;and. ',

' . .
( ji"... . . . . . ,.

,., .g.

II 4 w,

V'
V

I t \'( r '
A

. i

p ). f 1k

i
ire . 4.4

1k.

r
I, , 44* 14 4.

4 9
4

I. yf * A . * .
.4, . ,A'r '4.... '6. ; :. .11 .. .. 4,..-.

. s , .4.. , . ...... .
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recalled more of .a model's behavior when an adult labeled thetbehavior
verbally than they did through observatiOn aloWcodtes &,ilartup J-

. 1969). Bandura,and his colleagues have also egMonstrated that
. children and adults learn observed materials mo'e efficiently when

,...
they' have usef'zl verbal labels for; mitat they observe-(Bandura 19fi9).

u . As eelevisiOn stimuli are mnrdcOplex.and more numerous ,than
'4r ,

41 ; 1.,
moielipg sequenceauted irrthe.laboratory. st.tch devices for under-

It.. standing and storing material may be imp'rtAt.. Verbal%abeling
*a `

? .`1
1 o ohAlyalso enables the'chila to gene ieetelevi.aion content
a ropriately to -new situations., . ..

It .

.1-

..4' .f... .

ra
* .,* '

Role plgYing may be a particularly effective 1:79, for young
... children to rehearse and incorporate the Content,of'the programs in

their oiin fiayst, ,Asking.children tottake'the role-of another mny:
. engage them-Orsbnally and enhance their understanding of othere

,t. feeling9 and behavior. 'There ds some evidence thet,encouraging

t '. chadrn,tp role play-increases the likelihood Ogl helping and ,

.''' (1 .sha''iillg'behaviok (Spa* 1971T.' ..

/
.

,.
.

$ ethe-yerbal4lapeling &lheafal. an adult read books in which
the'important 4olvep6 and behavior in the' television Programs were
presented:: The CKrst half Orthe.bbok was "a simplified version 'cif
the television program. and-the'second half was-apaiallel stoiy, ' .,

flealing:with _ ildren .in whipi the ame labels were veed. QuesEidns

followed the -alorie's se that the ildrpn were able to rehearte these

...1 V
verbal labels. The boOks,were.read td the children in a session
"iimmediatelS, fo leiing'each television program.

4..

.

. -
, .

puppets like those In t : televisionyrogfam-to replay sote,of the
In the four role plying rehearsal spss'ions childien. used

,central events'of,61e.story.:They then useetpupp44, ofchilren to
role 'play parallel situations-involving.children. .

...

s,.,11- ..r.

The subiects for Phis Stby wgile.,kindergaften children from 1,.'

middlgH and lower middle-class,familfed.' Four sreaps of jubjectsq
saw seriesot-fbul. 'Ile, Rogent'a Neighborhood programs that were.

ec uj 'at.,fear'and anger, expressing,,,fOdused on leelings s fauch

wttg*attpi saw the standard. utrarfilms on Videotape. 1 ..f:P

helping,'dhari. , andjulderstanding otherd.' A contr.pl-
-

. -.
,..., .- ,

e vie wing-and:Ahear, sal sessions were conducted in sm41.
...1 groups (3-10"wiEh an adult. The rqhearsaftsainingiWa5.19-25,
-- .. minutes in,lengtht....:Of%the four.groups who saw theTrosocial'films.
. % one recePei botheverballabeling and,r,(53,e playing. one received.

, ....

...
verbal leielInp only ohe tdceived role.rdOing only And one Oas

4

r .

a "..1.1.7p. irrele.vant acrivities (educational.f.'ames and books) .1 These...1
.v.

.. r
iair elevant.act*itieswere alno given to the nedtral.fitm gr64. r

d '' .. , 4. . . rr t. . ... J . ._;
4 V. ",/ ,

v.,"41
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TwO principal measures were designed toftap.learning of program

content a multiple choice 'content test,' testing recognition of
both specific.content,from the'progars anei'generalization of 1,

.* N i
.c...-- r A .

gragraM themes to, other situations -and an .interview using a puppet

.. ., it Which the chill had the opportunity to verbalize-both specific em r
_t I, r conte0 andgeneraliedAlearning. All groups o had seen the'

prbsocial programt performed significantly bet an both measures

than those who he seen the neutral programs rbal performanCe

. pni\phe generalization section,indiCated that they:were-also able to
,_

t.
apply the content to everyday situations involying children.

,

. Learning was facilitated
.

ed by verbal labeling training, particularly
. .

.

for' girls.. In genera]. role playing.did not facilitate learning by
itselfl.tut boys.did best with the combination of bOth types of

... -treat ment. ---, .' .
,

''' . , t

A Helping behavior was the facus of two performance matures'
...

. fantasy h tping rturing one part of the puppet interview and actual
.. 1

help giv n another Child iTtan'experiMedtal.situation. The alleged
.

-reasot,,fOrVie subjeo,tto,be present was to make a collage. _Attempes

. 3 to r Pair the other child's col/eage were scored.as'helping:
. . .

. .
,. .

7 ,

,,..3

.

,.,,i .
Sllorttermviewtng,Ofeprosocial televisimprograms by-1.......th

. -

I.

- themselvesdld not .affect ,the performance of heaping .bdhavior.
/ , t .

Additional rehearsal traininq. however, led to.signif,icant diffetences.
Role playing trainini following prosodial,television was associated
WiXhthigher levels of helping for both the behavicial and the fantasy

,

' measure, nart*ularl]y f'qr boys. Girls1Who receiVed the combined
.

4 '', condition were,eVen'More helpful than those who received role playing
Y allone,,butiqiyewere most-helpful whek,they had 6,nly role playing

-
. . .

rejleatsal. ?. ; c
, %

a
i ...

7 .
) .

.

, . , c
. . . .

In summary. 'Aildren *ari,,learn content hrougIT relatively '

shorrterievietring of prosocial television. -Translating this

content into action' which'are-quite &moved' fromthe program
l .... I

),
content; requires additional rehearsal. Ver61 labeling rehearsal

a
facilitated rearming of program content and generalization'Irole

,
, ,, A '

nlayltrithearsal facilitated perfortance of fielpinf>, behaviorc'

llevertheess 'thetadditi4e as w 11 as the differential effects of
. a
%. . the two types of training arc n teworety. The combined training

,r.- coqitioTaften led,to the hifiliest scares for both'spxes. 4
.4 1 4 s . : ..'

- .. ' t
. " *tit 9 1The 14Itt two studies presented have led us td tome tentative

. . .
" x'Conciusi n -bout prosocial television., children can Learn a

11 variety,af ether tomple'lleas frori brief.eXposures to

J. to visien* underStarding eelings Sharing. helping. knowing,

_

...eict wishes,doNnot'pake thinge"haPpen and' appreciating_ the

value of aV indiVii,Ual as a uniiteperson:. :lore important.

. they are ble to ge erelize televised contenuto sltuationsain
their own ives. 1:!G fOrMante'bracting oon tlie irld4s'they see

on televi ore` is, lest clgarly inflpencyrafteirthe brief
expos in,thelasttvo studies but of rst sSudy indicates

.

'' I
-- -..

. - I / : ,,

.

.0) ...,

11

t,
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that lonfrer exposure does influence persistence, self-regulaticific
and interpersonal behavior in.a fiTirry.gencral fashion*: After
short-term eXposures..persistence and serf-regaation. did /

. imphve for girls who saWlthe peosociarprograms in one laloratory,
'Vtudy. but not consistently' across all measures. In the second

, . study, helping'behavi4 was not increased by exposure to the
,

programsalone though'itodid inccease wl4en.role p yihg .

rehearsal followed the programs. .(Stein & Priedr 1.1,in ftess.,

p. 25.) --
,

, .-
-.4.

.
6

.

The, present study was.designed,to incorpdrate and expand the ,

previous, finflihgs in a natural setting'in order to determine ways it,
, which adult car givers and teachers might use prosocial.telavision
,

arid related, training. materials to enhance social deve. lemist., .
. ,

.
. ,

The dependen t'veriables.fell'in four Aajd
br

catego/Aps' .

1) positive sociai'interaction with. peers' --- cooperation ,nurt apse t.
.,

helping, sharing. understanding,'and:verbalization of fie gs,
.. -

1

' 2) self-regultion and achievement behavior-task. persistence, .. rc

-freedom from diatraction. williingness to'tolerate delay. spOntaneousi
I

r acceptance of rules independence and autonomy, 3) creative fantasy _

and.imAginative play and 4) z:;Ssertiviness and aggression. ,

.

.%
.

.
.

. , .. ,

. The firstObjective was'to determine the.effects pf a well-:.
,

, '::.

designed television programs. nist4ogers' Neighborhood,' on pr,Sch8O1 .
children's personal. social and emotional development. . The , 1......

lAstecogers' program was sefectedas the best current available
prograi and therefore the one most likely to produce some effects.

*!,3- The specific areas of,children's development studied were'
... % .-

positive
.

a) o social inCeraction.skills such as cooperation.
, q, helping other's- sharing, showing affection, and verbalizing'

'' fIlings. ,
,

.

b) se f-refulation and achievement behavior including
. persisterice, freedom from distraction initiative,

e .independence: tofeLnce f&. /minortfrustrations and

accepting naapOnsibility.' /I
/.

1....
-c) creative fantasy. :, - ;'",

''d) assertiyenessand'agr,redaion. - .

r
The second .obye.5,tive *as t o'investickate Some factors in the

child's <enVirormient that may enhEince.the effects of viewing the.

'NtelevisionApror,,ram. The environMental'Ipiriables'examined Tigre

.

. a) cues-provided by object and. materials that were similar

to the televis,ion prograMs.

,-b) presence of ad'ultswho were. trained in th'd principles'
that are llomoted bp...bhe Television program.

.

12 ./
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...: 0.0 verbal labeling and rehearsal of events and activities'in
the, felevision ,program.

,
.

d) Tole-playing based on the program. .

:e) reinfordement consequences_ the child experiences when he
adopts behavior that is encouraged by the program. .

4.
N.

The third objective-was to explore the variables described abovp-

1

in a natural setting as well as in the tontroIl.ed conditions of, the
laboratory. Examination in a natural setting provides fairly direct
infotmation aboUt'the applicability of the research findings to -real,

, life:settings: It also.determines whether the variables of4interest
,1

. are:sufficiently powerfdl to be mangestedatross a variety of ,

1 situations and despite interference of other sources of variation.

A related obiectivevas to provide, inforMipon that could 4
,,t useful in planning .of day!care programs for preschool children.

Television. is an available and Anexpensivetool that may have
beneficial effects on children if used properly. The research Was
designed to spell'oUt some of the conditions under which it might be

g a A so used.
ie

pethodsa

'Subjects

The subjects for the study were children enrolled in Head Start
programs in Philadelphia' Their ages ranged,from 3 years -4 months to
3.years-4 months. All centers were located in the inne city except
one that bussed children fromighetto neighborhoods to a chool in the
suburbs, .Theie were 4ve center's containing a total of 1. classes.
The maximum%enrollm'ent.in each class Vas 15 children. Baseline data
were obtained during, the experiMental perioMor 141 of these subjects.

All children came from families whose incomes. qualified them
for Head Start. The maximum income for a gamily of four was '0300. .

Both bidck and white children were included4-in the satOle, but thdy
were in different centers due to the residential segregation of:the
city.

\
Settings

.
4,

.
.\ .

.

' Path class had one
.

head teacher, one aid and occasional:parent
volunteers., The classroom procedures in different centert,varied.
A part of-theNdaylh each class was devoted to teacher- directed
learning\ectivities, but the relative:emphasis On such structured
activities valkiect.,,Thus; the time gpent in.frec activity varied.
Classes in onetenter-(Center A) 'mere half -day (1.30"- 1: 10 or

-.412:30 -.4'00). Classes in .the other centers mere fullday (3 30 7
3'00). All programs. provided -meals and a- rest period.

.

....,

,
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In thrA centers.(Centers A. B. and C),. each class was housed'
in:a seepara£e.classroom.. Classes sometimes shared playground
facilities and classes here ocaesionalli combined for group 'activities,
but most of the'indoor activity occurred in .a self - contained classroom
Of 12-15 children. In thefourth center (Center D}, two clashes
shared a large room with moveable liartitions that could be used to
create separate groups. ."In practice, theiteachersand aids often
divided the children into four ^,roups of six or. seven each fot.leaining
activities. Ih the fifth center (Center E), thtee classes shared a

71/5.chiidren were sometimes taken for learning activitie ,. Insi
large central room. There were several small rooms to which g dups
of 12

all. centers except one,'Physicai'facilities were limited in space and

/there was limited outdoor play'space immediately adjacent to/the
classrooms. Therefote, children were often taken to nearby parks and

; playgroun4 for outdoor.activities.
.,

, ,

Design of Study. Q..
9

'
.

.

Baseline dhtaiwere Collacced'for all classes from January through-
mid-April.),Classes were then. assigned to one of four experimental
treatments?. 1) Prosocial television with, teacher training for
rehearsal votivitiesand relevant play materials in the classroom.
2) ytosociki television with relevant plarmaterials in the classroom,
3) Prosocial televi7 sion with irrelevent'play materials in the

7
claSsroom6and 4) Neutral films with irreleyant f)lay materials in the

. clapsroom: 4 . --
'

. i

.

. .

The experimental treatments lasted eight weeks from mid-rApril
to early June: 411 Mr. Rogers programs were transferred from-video-,
tape to 16 mm. *vie film:in order to permit showing in the classroom A
The major reason for this change in medium was that prOjeetors were
avatbablgtand videotape equipment was Apt. In addit1on, the larger
image provided by movie film was thought to be more appropriate for
,group viewing t an

tl

a television screen:°.Ihe neutral films were 16 mm.
,

public
,. o 'movies selected from the school film library.

:...

A total o 20 films were shown in. each classroom uring the
eight-wele% exp rimental period.. Teachers .presented t e films+at
convenient tim in the class,schedule. Each teacher received a
weekly supply f films to be shown on a schedule decided by her
during that w ek/ The order of the series during the eight weeks
was different ter.

Teacher here givenIreedoM to establish whatever viewing
procedures t eY had previously determined were the most,successful
foretheir p titular situations. If they wanted suggestions, the
following w re given:

t.



1) Select a time early in the day before thechildren are
tired.

'2) 'Choose an area in .the room that can be darkened, and that
is as free of distracting materials as possible.

3) Have children sit on chairs.
4) Ptovide for bathroom and thirst needs first,

.'Exoerimental Prosocial Television Programs. The20 Mr, Rogers
Meighborhood.progrems were Selected to represent a variety of
prosocial themes. In selecting the 2h Itister Rogers Neighborhood
films these criteria were used (1) each series'would be a complete
dranaticsequence with enough action to maintain a high level of
interest among the. Children. and to stimulate subsequent dramatiza-
tion by-them in their play; and (2) the prosoCial themes in ea*

° series needed to be ,clear, to facilitateteaching and learning and
needed to be relevant for yoiing children in a group setting. I;rogkams

were ,arranged in sequences of taro to four programs each.-1Those$ffhin.
a sequence followed one plot line throughout the sequende. The themes

.4
represented-in the programs are desdribedin Table. 1.

t,
Table 1 about here

1 _- .

*"\ sz ----:--

The seveksequenhea' nd the themesidentified-in each are described,,
in 6Pendix A. All o :\ .the programs were editea from 23 minutes to
14-20-minutes. The Neighborhood of Make Believe section of the
program in which .puppets and'aetors play out a plot involving the
themes of interest in this study was retained in,all programs. The
opening and closing scenes it: which Ur. Rogers greets the audience
and says good-bye were retained: Other sections presenting songs or
icoimentary by Mr. Rogers about the prosocial themes and a few scenes
that appeared especially interesting to urbaA black children were
also retained. The content that was eliminated generally, involved
visits-6. mdsiciens, artists, stokes and the like.'

Neutral films. "Films tier selected from the catalogue of the
Philadelphia Public School Film Library and The Pennsylvania State
University Audio-Visual SerYice. They prdsented miscellaneous
content, with no strong emphasis On prosocial behavior. Although
it was originally intended to use only black and'White films (because
the Mr. Rogers programs were black and white) the'dated content of
most black and white films made this procedure questionable.

.

.Virtually ail of the movies made within the Zeal: 15 years were, olor.
Therefore. about half the films were in color/and about half were
black. and White. Because of uncertainties in scheduling delivery
-of films, alternate films were ordered for each week. If the
'scheduled film did not arrive. 'the alternate was shown. Therefore.
the contentio6the neutral films varied between classes. A summary
of the neutral films appears in Appendix B. (

Gt.

,
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Prosocial Materials. The prosocial maerials were designed to
provide 'opportunity for rehearsing the programs cantdnt, The materials
were designed for individual use. and kor use in small groups'and
cooperative, plAy. There were dramatic play materials, craft materials,

. books, and records. The records were from "Mister Rogers Neighborhood "'

as, were the books except for two. Pictures, posters, and a puzzle .

weie alSo;available from 'luster Rogers.' geighborhood." Portable

play'wheels and stand-up figures were available commercially, The

4,41,oher materials were created especially for the study. The list of
prosocial materi s appears in Table 2. Suggestions for their use
appear in Append C:

ti

Table 2 about here

Irrelevant materials; Books, games arid records made up the

materials for the neutral condition: They were as devoid of pro-
sOcial content as possible. %he books covered a variety of svbjela
matter (humor, transportation, nature) and a range bf complexity.
The games were also diverse. Some encouraged experimentation with
design and c6lor. other$ could he putelyman4pulativ,e or cognitive
according to t1 child's level of maturity. *lotto games were also
included. The records could be used' for listening "and at

rest times and,during-many activities. Two of the records encouraged
responses from the children. A list of the irrelevant naterials
appears in Table 3.

.?
Table 3 about here

Several pages of suggestions for the use of the neutral material
were prepared for the teachers. These appear in Appendix D.

.
. .

Teacher training. In'addition to the 'lister Rogers' Neighbor-
hood" films and,prosocial materials for free play, teachers and aids

/ in the training condition were given a training course and supplied
with additional curriculum materials for the children in the training
condition. Teachers and aids Were raid for the time spent in, the 01

training sessions., and they could elect to datn one academic credit
-I,

as well. The goals of the teachdi training R ogram were two-fold
1

(1) to increase the teachers awareness'and gecognition of prosocial
behavior in children and (2) to provide teachers with methods of
eliciting and reinforcing prosocial behavio through specific
learning experiences to be #troduceerin'th ir classrooms. %....

1

.

Six two-hour sessionS were held. Each session dealt with
specific kinds of prosocial behavior. All the training materials I

/ , y
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which hadbeen designed for, the children were introduced- the.
conceptual framework underlying the materials and the techniques to

be used in presenting them to the children were examined. Although

there was no opportunity for the to chess and their aids to view
the films prior tp showinethem to the children (and this was; their
chief criticism of 'the Course), they didhave a,synopsis of each
film, a list of the themes trom each film, and Scripts, for the
forty circle. times in-advance.

,

s._.- The first four meetings of the class were held prior to beginning
the television series with the chi1dr4n. The last two were held ,

during'the first week of viewing and training for the children. Thus'

they were able to ask questions and seek clatificatidn while they were
actually using the materials with .the children. .

C

4

Teachers were asked to observe the following sequence in their
daily schedules, beginning early enough in the day to allow adequate
time for each segmentk\ viewing the film, active play, circle time,
and free play indoott with all training materials being available;
Childr5n7s choices were tot to be limitedto these materials,
however. Time for active play between film viewing and circle time
was requested do the children would not be required to zit attentively

fora a prolonged, period of time.
.

Forty.daily circle'times were. planned for the eight-week period,
with shorter circle times for viewing days (105 minutes), and
longer one for nonviewing days (20-25 minutes). (A. sample script

for circle time Oppears in-AppendixiE).: All the materials .were
,designed to hdlp the children rehearse thd program content and to

make generalizations from it. Songs and chants. prdps for dramatic
play, and verbal labeling books were created for this, purpose. In

addition, .several Hr. Rogersi, books;.' as well as commercially available

books R with relevaht prosocial content Were used. There were aldo

opportunities for the children to use musical instruments which they

"made to accompany the weekly Friday reviet. of songs-and chants.

The songs and chants were recorded on two cassettes to facilitate'

teaching and learning. They were illustrated by 8 x lOr photographs
in loose-leaf books which teachers held for the children to see
while they sang the corresponding sons or chant.

leachey used, picture puppets of all the Rogers' characters
with a backdrop modeled after "Mister Rogers ,Neighborhood of :lake
Believ# from the program as they encouraged the childrema,lhelp
them re'heIlth& action of the story viewed on the film lStith Special

emphasis on hors the characters felt about the action. Teachers used
flannel boards with appropriate pieces and face masks designed like
fans in a like manner. Ot14 dramatic props were hand puppets, often
used pith specific scripts generalizing the program contentby using
parallel stories, and a c/ty backdrop with stand 7,11p figures to

.17
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.

encourage the.children to describe parallel situations from their oWn
experiencgs, e.g., rules for outdoor safety, rules for spool, etc., '

The teach6rs moved the appropriate figures in front of the city

backdrop. With the puppets: however, the children repeated 'the lines
from the script after thetedcher, usingItheir own set of puppets. j

. Since the picture puppets and stand-up figures Caere all, and
could not be easily/seen by the elAire group in the circle, teachers
were requested .to place them on a table early in the morning in the
area where the children would be hanging their coats as they arrived.
Each child -then had an opportunity,to see the.materials at close
range and to play with them bripflY. ,All of the dramatic,props
except for dress-up clothes'and vaskS were ineroduced in this way.
After, materials were used, at circle time, eacher's were requested to
Make a place in the room for therl where they would b'e readily
available to the children following circle and at other times as well.

o

Several games were deSignedto play at circle time to illustrate
sharing, individual differences and waiting. For four of the
series there were props for socio-dramatic play following'citcle time.
These revolved around a rocket and a plane outlined on the flocr with
red plastic tape, with a portable 'play wheel telescopes and telecans

, /

,

A party which appeared in.one of the series was dramati;ed by

the participating groups. Props were available and cues given for
the children to dramatize alter special ,events from several of the
series. One of these was a /* Festival of Mad" organized for the

purpose of copirig with angry feelings.

Many other activities Were planned to follow circle time. These

included making musical instruments playirig circle games related to
varioukthemes, making costumes andztLer'props to stimulate dramatic

play. ,

'All of the written materials 'used for teacher training were
compiled in a teacher's manual. These included the-forty scrips for
circle times and suggested activities to follow circle times. On

the list of prosocial materials appearing in Table 2, those that ware
designed specifically for the training condition are so'indicated by
asterisks.

AssinassestoComnditians.

Due to the procedures involving classroom materials and activities
it was necessary to assign whole classes to experimental conditions.
There were several constraints on random assignment. %There possible,

different classes within a center were assigned to difrent conditions.
Tp the extent possible, ethnic background of thi,children as

balanced across conditions. Observers who had spent several days

I 18
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observing in each class during 'the baseline periOd.rdted each
teacher ona variety of dimensions,designating teacher warmth and
support, 4mount of structure, and use of harsh o'r arbitrary

1, discplinary techniques. The teacher rating forth appears in
Appendix F. Conditions were balanced amuch a..,7possible-for these
classroom and teacher charccteristics. The physiaal structure of
the centers pldced some limits on possibilities for assignment. The

`"two classes in Center D that shared a large room had to bp in the
Same condition, The three classes in Center E that shared a large
rbom, with smaller rooms opening off it had to be given the same type
of clatsrOom materials, though it was possible for them to see
'different filMs. In Center A two classes usearthe.same room at
different times, so they had to be assigned to the Same type of
clhssroom materials. Finally, assignment to the teacher training
condition required that both teacher and aid be willing and' able to
attend-che tea her training sessions. The aharaCtListics of.,,,th0,

classrochs assigned to each condition are suillmariiqd In Table 4./+ ,\ i-

15

Table 4 about here .

negsures.

.

Individual otwervations. The central datawere,obs,ervations of
natural behavior in Ithe classroom. The observational procedures
were similar to those in an earlier field experimen (Friedrich &
Stein, 1973) except that the nialber of categories was-expanded and
modified in a variety of ways. The following general categories og,
behavior were scored" aggression, verbalization of feeling; under-
standing others self-regulation positive social interaction,
persistence, independence, fantaiy. and calling attention to one's
own accomplishments. The last'category was the only behavioral
indicator we could devise that might indicate self esteem. For those
categories-involving interaction with others, the scoring included
an indication of whettierthe behavior was directed toward adults or
peers. When any category was scored, the immediate consequences if

any, were recorded.. These were classified as positive and negative
and as social (from adult or from peers) or material. The
observation categories ar summarized in Table 5. A detailed
observation'manual appears in-Appendix,G.

4
v. mse s 1.

Table 5 about here

Seven women served as. observers. Al]. had college backgrounds
relevant to psychology or education. Four were graduate students
or had graduate degrees in psychology. The peher three had Bachelors'
degrees. Fbur of. the observers were white, twov were black, and one

19
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was Chintse-American. Five of the observers were unaware of the .

hypotheses'of the studylor the exact nature of the types of
'treatments being administered. They.were told that the study was
concerned f/ith evaluation of different types of curricula in Head
SiOt programs. The, remaining two observers were more familiar with
the purpose and content oethe study, but were not told which groups
received which'treatment. Al. observers knew that films were part
of the curricula being investigated and were asked to leave the
classroom when flits were shown. Questioning/at the conclusion of
the study indicated that these procedures were reasonably successful
fn maintaining the observers ignorance of treatment conditions
operating in4individual classrooms, though most did realize that the
study had something.to do .with the . Rogers' program.

The individual observations were carried out by observing each
child for a five-minute period. For eachpinute,the occurrance of
any scorable behavior category was recorded along with the consequences,
the object of the beltior; andthe schoolctivity in which the
child Was involved. ese observations were performed in randomized
order, within a classroom.

4 Of 187 children observed during the baseline period 32 were
dropped from the sampld because they were not present sufficiently
often to Qbtain-a,f least 30 minutes of observdtion. Of the remaining
155, 115 were observed for 60 minutes or more and 40 were observed
for periods totaling from 30 - 60 minutes. During the experimental
period, 14 additional subjects were lost because they left school.
Thy remaining 141 subjects were observed for at least 45 minutes
each during the experiMental period. All but 9 of these children
were observed for one hour or,more.

Data for any one child were collected in approximately equal
amounts by at least three different observersauring the baseline
period and during the experimental period. It was not feasible to
rotate all seven.observers through all classrooms because of the
need to Yecognize children and identify them by name. However, the
,same observers collected data in a given class during both the
baseline and experimental periods so that idiosyncrasies of'particular
observers mould not influence change scores. In addition, reliability
data collected before the baseline period began were examined closely
for systematic differences among observers, and observes were liven
further training, to eliminate the few biases identified;

Group observations

t
Three activities occurred regularly 'for .each class circle

time in which the teacher led group activity for all children', rest
time when all children were required to lie down quietly for some
span'of time. and clean-up time whenc111:1dren were.expected to help
Rut away toys and materials. Each of these activities appeared well

-20
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suited to prov4de information about particular types of prosocial
behavior that were of, interest in the study. In a sense,' they

provided stimulus conditions that were somewhat more comparable for
tall'' children than was the case during the remaining classroom
)activity. or that reason, group observations were developed that
were focused on. particular aspect's of prosocial behavior and that
could be used for the entire group of children in a short time span.

The group obserVatiiona all followed a point sampling procedure.
The names of all children present cin a given day were arranged on
the observation sheet. When the appropriate activity began, the
observer watched each child just long enough to score that child's
behavior. then she moved to the next child. In-this fashion,
children in a class could be scored once in a period of two or three
minutes. The group-observations were done bf the same people who
conducted the individual observations. No individual observations
were collected during the times ,used for group observations.`

Circle time. ThqL5ircle tune pbservations were conducted only,
once during each day when thererwas a formal activity involving all.
children in teacher-diiected activity. Each child was rated on a
scale from 1 - 5 with the points on the scale being defined as
follows- s

Cr=
1. overt disruptive activity or leaves group
2. Inattention, no overt disrtiption.
3. Follows teacher.
4% Follows teacher .facial expression shows interest.
5. Followsteacher, and adds to teaching instruction through

verbal contributions, motor involvementin activity, or,
elaborating on, activity. :

$

Observers rated the entire classes many times as possible. For each
set of ratings of the class. the activity was noted and total time
was recorded.'

For the analysis the ratings on a given day were averaged. Than
all rafingsfor theYahV.ne period and for theexperimeneal
period were summed and divided by the total number of daysrated,
fewer days of observations were excluded from the analysis. The mean
number of days of observation for each chili' was 11.85 for the
baseline period and 10.64 for the experimental period.

Pick-up time. fuzing the period when materials were being put
away after free play the observations were directed to assessing
the child's spontaneous efforts to take responsibility. Using a
point sampling procedure the behavior of all children was scored;pn
a scale of 1- 6 with the points on the scale being defined as follows-

at
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1.. Obstructing efforts to pick up..continues to take out
toys.

2. Rdfuses to stop Dr give up toys or equipment until
teacher. insists.

3. Poes not participate. .

4. Assists in.routite pick up iby working with teacher's

.r supervision.

5. Picks up or cleats up cooperatively withother children
without direct supervision from teacher.

6. Picks up of cleans up withbut supervision from teachr
and. without help from other children.

For the'snalysis, ratings for,each'chiid were averaged for a
given day. Then ratings for the baseline and experimental neriods,
were summed separately and divided by the number-of days observed.
Thus, the score represent an average across days. Children with
fewer than five days of o ervationwere excluded. The mean number
AdaYs of obbervatkOn fOr.each child was 10.53.in the baseline
period and 11,32 in: the.e.perimentarperiod.-

Rest time. The rest time ratingswere designed to'tap obedience
of.classrooM rules as one index of selg. regulation.. The rating

got .began when the teacher announced that ii-was time for!'the children'.
to lie down for their rest period. Tie observer' recorded for e ch

111

child.the tine at which the child first'lay down (to the nearest 0

seconds). The room was scanned continually for children 1.,ho manifested-
problems that required admonishment or attention from the teacher.
After all children were quietly resting the total time was recorded
and each child was assigneq an overall rating from 1,-3 on the
following scale:

1. Child on mat or cot! no admonishments from'teacher beyond
fiist instructibn only routine attentions, and no dis-

, ruptiveactivities
2 ouieta after teacher's Admonishments or soothing -- minor

interactions with'other, children or playing with nearby toys.
3. Quiets only after extended individual attention or much

disruption (crying, protesting,-running around).

A score for each child for a given day wasobtained by multi-
plying the behavior-rating (1 - 3 by the amount of time the child
spent before lying down. A constant of was added to eliminate Os
and a square root transformation was performed to reduce skewness.
A low score indicates an obedient child. The mean number of days
of observation for each gild vas 9.50 in the baseline period and
10.41 in the experimental. period.

Individual measured outside th classroom.

,Individual measures of motor inhibition, reflectionimpulsivity,
helping behavibr, and delay of gratification were administered
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outside the classroom in ordeF to provide more' controlled tests'of
some of the prodocial behsviors ofinteresi-than were "possible,..i.A.

the clapro.om, lope measufes of motor inhibition and reflection-a
were administered during both the baseline and

experimental periods, Data were collected during the last four

weeks ot. the baseline period. 'Experimental period da were'
collected durir th& last four weeks-of television v4twing and
mete contletecl during the four weeks after,the televisioniviewing
ended. . -

, #
,

, Ie .

Testers. Seven female adults carried out theite/

. ,

sting. These

women were different individuals than the observers! and all but

one ofthem had had little contact with the children before,the .

testing, Alli. but one were'unawaie of the purposes of the study. 7 -it

(The one Arson who, was informed was the staff coordinator who .,,J,

completed testing for a few children when time did not permit
ftesting by other testers). All testers were the same ethnic grOup
As the childrehthey tested. Testers were trained by the research
staff and,whApbserved during their initial testing sessionsta be
sure they were following appropriate prodedures:s' 4

e
Motor-inhibition measure. The measures of motor inhibition

mere the :)raw,a-fine Slowly and Walk-a-Line.Slowly measures developed
by 7faccoby et al. (1965). The Draw a Line Slowly test consists. of

a.picture of 2 telephone poles with 3 wires between then and a fourth
wire or line conspicuously missing. On the first trial- subjects

were given the picture of the 2 telephone (poles and tsked to draw
the missing wire with a ruler: On the second tfial, they were
asked to draw the,iwire as slowly as they could.

The Walk Slowly test was sialelo the Draw a Line Slowly

test, except that ,it involved large motor responses, A walkway,

marked with masking tape was laid out on the floor. The child was

instructed to walk down the 'sidewalk" without stepping on the

sides of the walkway. After the child walked down the first time.

the ex'perimenter "took a turn walked down the sidewalk delibe ately
.stepped on the side and remarked, 'Oh I stepped on the side.'. e'

'child, was asked to walk down'the sidewalk again but as slowly as \

possible.

.Reflection-impulsivity. The Kansas Reflection-Impulsiyity \

Scale for Preschool Children (Wright. 1971) was administered
immediately followinR the Motor Inhibition tests. It is similar to

the !inching Familiar Ftgures Test (Kagan 1965) but appropriate for

preschool children. Two parallel forms each contain five practice
items and ten test items bound t^ ailoose-leaf notebook. Each child

received one fort in the baseline test and the other form in the
,experimental period test. 'The forms were counterbalanced across

the periods.

23
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.. 'Oneach item, the cgild-igas;:presete4--with a picture or.-

s. '2, otandardkttnd asked to. find a match picture from.", number of
stimuli. in an.rayl on the eon te`-.17page.. The pictures were.

,-, simple, ,;black ;and white:fdrawitqa of :ohjet is .famill.ar4to young
1. i phild:rep. ~ ;"she la*.tendy efore utlie /Child's first response-was

.4.:
.,-, ,recorded ,frokt-,stopwat h tali ated. to. 1/16 of a secemd.. `'The

.

f;-'errers before the cor t :resconse was also recorded,.
The .aebres -obtained were average, latency and average number of

In addition, fan overall impulsivity soorelifasealcu'lated
by a -9r8c.ecrure devleped by Ffight (Peraenal cornmunfcifidien.)..
`latency and exrdr -Scores were first converted to T-scores C!dan
5.51 .s?' 10 ; T-fcore for iatencylaaa subteacted fiom the

.,X- score 'for errors td'obainvotn impidsivity. score. ?sigh impulsivity
scores indicaee relativ,eirlagh errors and-low4atencigta Low
scores.indicafel relatively loi7 errors and high 'latencies that
is. indidatejellectivity.
- , %.

'Helping behavior./ The measure of helping was the collage
measure used in an earIier,etudyt (Friedrich 'Es/ Stein. 1975) and
reported i the progreas:report bn the fireyear of, the research.

In
a

an individual .ge,Ssiont P.ciiiiale experimenter seated the
child at a table on which .two..pbrtable easels. reated. On one easel
therii was a collage oziad.e of construceion paper, cloth., andeshiny,.
'stickeivs. This collage . was torn'' and five of the piet'ea were
,frtning off . The. ekperimenter explained flat the chilkvauld iialce
a collage' then told the child that anothep.child.Vad made the torn
coi#fage, but had torn it".,anli knocked, the fdec-eg devm, accidentally.

° The other had been especially sad and any becaUde....,the
collage was for, his (her) mother's birthday.. The ''expeklinenter _said
she wouleake that child his :(her) collage; but it was too bad it.. .

A 4 .

was %torn.. . ,
. 1.

-. . .- .','` , 4.-

Following the presentation of this sad story the eper'imenter ;
left the child seated for one minute while she gathered'materials. ,
for the collage. The subject was then given materials to make' a .

collaie. Afeer"the/child finished, the experimenter said 'Would ..,,, -, ./- :you 'Trait -just a 'minute' while I finish what I'm doing' If the 4,

child had not fella red the torn collage after one minute ok waiting. -,ti
the experiinenter aid; "Is there 'anything' you can thinl: cif that - -$

would-make the ocher r boy.girl) feet better?,, 1 After a pausS, the -
experimenter then. asked. the subject to put thei:other child's collage
in a,box--do-dhe--Could the it to that child. The purpose of thi3

/section vas to permit tkre child to touch the collage if .he or She
felt hesitant to do ao. `Finally, the experimenter gave the suhject
five shiny gold stars 'and said thiat,they would make a nice border a

for the collage. iShe said -"Yea can 'take as many as
boy

want for :1
yourself and give as many as you like to ,pie Other boy .(girl)."

The principal, scores obtained were those measuKing.the -amount:
of help' given to the other child. The nuilber of pieces repaired

24
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time spent helpinpf,' and Latency beferalirat.helping act were all

recoeded. Ad there were five pieces failing off.thecolfagelandthere
rip, the maximum number of pieces repaired was six. Extra

helping acts incit9dad-FePaiing apiece twice, placing extra tape'
.on.boMe Notions, and'addipg,Pieces. )These.were given one-point
eath.- In addition a few children vblunte2fed to make a new collag

,

for; the other oh/Lid-or to give:that child tie' one they had made fot
theMselVes.- thoy were allowed to do either of these things, Both

A,.forins of helping were given,a score of six since they appeared

`.eqdlIval;ent to kuWrepalr. The' total helping -score was the sum of

\Poiiitsobtained for all types of helping Acts. ',Thettime,apent.
-helping 4as the number of seconds spent on all helping acts. The,X
latency was-kerie .umber -,of 'seconds before the.first helping act.

Verhal(suggestitins for helping vere,icored,separately with one

pint' for eacif:suggestion. Commenes or:sympathetic remarks about
the other.child. were also scored. Sharing_waS scored as the nu4ers

of gold Stars given to the,other'child at the end,of the session:-

Dela, oC gratification. The 'procedure for measuring delay oaf

gratificatiOn was adaPtea,from'a task,AeVelped by'NiSchel and his
colleagues Pischel, rhkeson; & Was, 1972). the child was seated

. at a table.. and the experirjent'er Showed IliM/her.fouf toys, She
explained that they wOuld play with the toys later. Then she

. ,-(*pointed to a bell and ex ained.that they would Play a-game in

' which she would goAghin47 scieen and: the "child could, ring the.-4

' bell to 'her back.' This ifrocedurevasii)recticed several tiEles.,

The screen consisted. of a wooden frdne coyered'with.prinpd
material and placed on a table facing the child's table. A small

hole was Cut in' the materialAlrough which 'bile ex.periMenter could
watch theeihil _Next, the experimente'onpfied cake tit containing .

e pretzel and two small marshMellows, She asked the child which

he/she would. rather have, She then` explained that she was going

-,bebihd thescreen-fotla while. The Copld'brinr, her back by

,c N;iriting the bell, but would get the nonpreferied fOod item'if that
happened. 'Tf the child waited uptil'She-came back by herself. the

- preferred food item would be given. This contingency was-explained
in different ways, anallree questions were included to determine
that the phlp undtrstocii the contingency. If the child still did

' not undersold, it was explained again and the child was questioned

again.

Two types of material were provided for the.child to play with

- while waiting for the experimenterblocks and play dough. These

`materials were selected because they were unstrucpred'and would .

lend themselves to fantasy play: Previous research On delay of
graification indicated, that inducitg thp child to think about fun

things" open,;tage in fantasy led to increased delayilsof gratificatioA

ClishdheLttet,,a1., 197R). 'As one. of the pos011e outcomeo'of the
prosocial television treatments wasincreased fentasx plat it was'

21
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expected thatchildren exposed to prosocial'television might use
fantasyrelated materials more effectively in the delay of
gratifiCation situation than the control group.

..,

After these instructy.ons, the experimenter sat:dovia behind 3

\,,

V -<cf .

,

sCreen. At each.15-second interval she,classified the child's

hehayior'in one of thee categories :touching the toys, looking at
1 the toys without tbuahring them, or looking aWay from the toys. TTff,

.

the child rang the bell, she recorded the time and.returnei po give
himiher'the nonpreferredreward. If the child Aid not ring the

n bell, the exp4imeder returned after 10 minutes and delivered' the

..n preferred reward. .In both cases the child was permitted 'Iplay

. with a toy motorcycle and other toys,, for a few minutes:before
.

.

vlb

.6N

'2returning:co the classroom,

Detailed 'insfruC4onS'appear_in Appendix I.

4.

Results
- V

ITnAividual Observations:

Derivation of Final Variables.
,

--.-
''

.,.
.

. ,

,1

As there were different amounts of observation time for
different children .the rain frequencies of each behavior category

, were divided by the number of minutes observed to obtain the rate
:.of each behavior 'For positive social interaction verbalization
'of feeling"' brings attention to'self: and fantasy; scores 'were,;,

separated,aceording to the object of the behavior (adults, peers,
or no onE). After examinationlof these initial distributions and
of, the nterdorrelations among categories in the baseline period,
&line variables were combined and others were eliminated because

of low frequencies. All scores-were then converted to logarithms

,
(1(I i,

in
of X + 1) in order to reduce skewing of the'distr,lbutions.

. .

F combination and elimination of variables was based on
intercorrelations-.of the baseline scores (after the log transforma-

:tions), an on a factor analysis. Variables "Were combine& when.

they. correlated With one another when, they loaded on the, same

factor, and/or when.the'were frequently confused by observers.
Only those combinations,where the individual subparts were

'Conceptually related werd,retained. The final list of combined

variables appears in Table 6.

Insert Table G about here
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Inter observer agreement was calculated At the beginning of
the baseline period. Children were scored simultaneously by pairs
of obSeri/ers for 205 intervals,of five 'minutes each.' Observer
agreement was calculated{ by the .following7fOrmula:

2 x number of .agreements

Total number of scores

This is a stringent means of evaluating reliability, because it does
not count.intervals when, neither observer scored a behavior'as
agreements.

O

The percent agreement
the final analysis appeara
positive social interactio

'St
/

object (adult vs. peers) when the-Original tabulations of reliability.
'Ware trade before the"beginning of the baseline period. Hence the

estimates of reliability of the combined categories are based,on
agreements,for.each.component category regardless of cbject. It.

appears that this change ismhlikely either to inflate or decrease
the rellability,oftheae categories.

,
or each behavior category included in
.n Table 7. The categories involyinv
however had not:been'separated by

. Insert Table 7 about here
.4. 4 ...y YI

4

, -
Pesnife repeated-attempts to resolve scoring differences in the

treinpig period, the rate of agreement on many categories was
relatively low. This finding led to further analysis of the
Aisagreementq among. observers Two types of disagreements can
occur* the;two observers score different categories inthe same
timeitterval or oneobsenver scores a behavior, and the other
observer scores nothing. The latter type of disagreement accounted
for the majority of 4isagre4ments in almost all categories of-
behayior (see Table 7),. The major reason for this form of disagree-
ment appeared to be that observers placed in different positions
with respect to the child were able to spe and hear different things?
Tor example. one'obsery r might hear and understand a sympathetic

1remark When the other d d not. If both had heard the same remark,
they agreed on sCoring., hus, much of the observer disagreement
appeared to be due to ,differencei in the amount and kind of
behavior observed rather than to differences in the classification_
of behavior. Problems of accurate observation were particUlarly
acute duet() crowded classrooms and noisy outdoor areas. Under-
standing. speech was made more difficult by dialect differbnces among

children.

2,9
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Disagreements were also examined carefully to-detect observer:,.
biases or tendencies for one observer to use one category more than

, ---> another. The only category on which overuse occurred was tolerance
of delay, It was ,scored more frequently by one observer than by 411
the others,

1 .. ,
. . ,

4 ,

4

-

),One conclusion to be drawn from these relia bility data.is that

the observations represent only part of the behavior actually
exhibited by a Child. It is clear that any one observer'eften failed

to detect behavior that mighthave been scoreable. There appears no-

reason, however, -to expect that the amount of behaboict,'missed" by
observers would differ adrositreatments.:Therefore the overall

quahiity Of behavior scored may have been lower than the4mtrue 'scores.''
tbut.the proportion of behavior that was spored probably was ob4erved
and classified more accurately than the reliability figur4 suggest.

Baseline Differences' by Sex and Classroom

4
Bateline observations were submitted to analyses of variance of

sex x treatment and sex. x classroom in order to determine what initial
die erences existed between groups. Vales were,isignificantly higher

emales on hostile aggression, (F = 8,25 1, 146 df-p<,01), non-
verbal interaction with peers (F = 7:69 146 df- p< .01, and
positiYe social interaction with peers-(? = 5.61 1, 146 df- p< .01).
Females were significantly higher than dales on prosoci41 aggression

= 1:92-1. 12R df- p <.05),

Classroom differences appeared on most variables, The assignment
of classes to treatment was partially successful in balancing plassroom
differences across treatments but significant differences for treatments
remained for total aggression (F = 2.68* 3, 146 df. p <.05) 'hostile

,aggression' "(F = 2.41. 3. 146 df < .n5), imaginative play (F1 = 2.80

3, 146 df: p < .05). teacher-led 6
R

ooperatiOd (F = 5.93 3. 146 .df

p .(u) and tolerance of delay (F = 6.30 3. 146 df p <.01). Thus,

further analyses were designed to control for baseline differences
among treatments. and classrooms.

Intercorrelations of behavior Categories

The iniertorZelations of the combined variables and a few of the
single variables appear in Table 0. The patterns of social behavior

Insert Table' 8 about here

in this sample were similar to those reported in other studies
(Friedrich & Stein, 1973 laccoby & Nesters, 1971). All categories of
social behavior to peers, aggressive and prosocial were positively

related. As in earlieestudies, it appearsthat some children are
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more socially active than others and exhibit higher levels of all.'
kinds of social behavior. Positive interactions with peets were
not related,' however, to spontanepus interactions with adults. This
relation cannot be assessed for aggressive behavior because such
behavior was ,rarely directed to adults. The separation of social
behavior directed to adults and to peers id consistent with earlier
Iiteyature.on dependency and attention- seeking accoby & Masters,
1970%. .

(

Task persistenice was negatively related to social behavior with
peers, particularly positive social behavior and imaginative play.
This negatie relation was not found in our earlier study .(Freidrich7

Stein, 1973). In the settings observed in the present study, there
appears to be more conflict betweeh peer interaction and independent
task-oriented behavior than in the previous study.

Teacher-led coonerapion,as teacher-led instruction and tolerance
of delay as-Vaiting. Fiamination of the baseiTne'corfelations and
analystg of variance suggesteli that teacher-led cooperation and 4

tolerance of delay as observed In this sample were determined
primarily by the teachers` behavior rather than by, individual
characteristics of the children. The clay room differences for these
two variables we're much larger,than for anY\ethers (F = 17.76' 12,
128 df. p.<,01 for'teacher-led.cooperation and F '= 20.11 12, 123 df
p <-.W1 for tolerance of del0). Teacher-led cooperation appeared to
reflect hOw much the teacher structured group learning activities and ,

to what eitent children were requiied to participate. Tolerance of
delay appeared to be'determined primarily by the amount of time during,
which wait\ing was required or expeCted in a given classroom. Some
classeg had many more "delays- than others, The conceptualization of
these to Variables as positively rglated indices of classroom
proceduresrather than of children's behavior is consistent with
findings by Risley (cited in Gump, in press) that highly structured-
,early childhood programs require, more transition time between activities
than less structured programs. For these reasons, these two variables
were used throughout the analysis as indicators of classroom #

procedures and were designated "teacher-fed instruction" and "waiting"
respectivel.

In the ;baseline period, teacher .led instruction was negatively

related to aggression (primarily hostile aggression), imaginative play
and task persistence. It appears that classes in which the teacher
spent a considerable amount of time in highly structured activities
provided less opportunity and encouragement for some types of social
interactions among children and for independent task-oriented activity.
Teacher-led instruction was not relatedPto positive social interactions
with adults, and the correlations with social interactions among peers
formed no overall pattern. On some variables, there were slight
negative relations. but, on others the correlations were slightly
positive or zero. C2

29
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tlaiting was positively related to teacher-led instruction, andt

the other correlates were similar for the two variables, Waiting

was negatively related to aggression and task persistence. There

were small positive correlations with positive social interactions,
with peers and negative correlations with social interaction with
adults.

Stratification of Classrooms
o

Analyses of variance of sex or, treatment x classroom (nested n
treatment) x time period'(baseline vsexperimentall were perfor ed
on 22 individual behavior categories and on,all 12 combined variables.
The'effect of primary interest was the treatment x time period inter-

:. action,- This interaction was non-significant on all variables. One

reason for die absence of effects was,thc large v4riation.among I
classrooms. Because classrooms were nested in treatment, 'the error
term for"all analydes was quite large. /

.
.

I

Some data were available to account for'the classroom differenCes.

-Classroom characteristics were summarized in Table 4. One source
of such data was the obserVer's ratings of. each class at the end of

t

both the baseline period and experimental periods on scales in ended
to tap the,affectiVe quality and warmth of the teachers' inter Ctions
with the children,.the types of discipline used, and the imountt of

4 structured learning activities. The ratings by observers Oni27
scales (see Appendix P) were intercorrelated to derive clusters of
scales, Two major clusters merged, The first appeared to indicate
the positive or negative affective quality or warmth of the teachers'
interactions with the children. Scales that were positivelyiCorrelated
included: ,high degree of private or semiprivate communiCati
positively evaluates children; uses touch, physical affectio in

comforting! calm, acceptant, transactions attentive to pupils needs
good natured and warm supportive patient high tolerance of
frustration. Scales that were negatively correlated in this cluster
included: negatively evaluates children publicly humiliates children
(shame, ridicule) sarcastic.'

,
.r$

i

Tha second cluster appeared to 'indipate the amount of ;structure.
It included three positively correlated scales: academically oriented
class activities structured insistanA upon attention to ask.

A second source was the baseline scores on teacher. le4.instruction
and waiting. J A third source of classroom-differences was the particular

1 center in phich the classroom was a part. rather because of population
/

differences among children or because of shared policies nd expectations ,

within'a center, classrooms within centers were more simi,ar than those
across centers.

.

Classes were rant: ordered on observer ratings of affective
quality, classroom structure and on the basis of obServations of.

i0
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r teacher-led instruction and waiting, The rank ordering ofeclassrooms,

on teacher --led instruction agreed fairly well with the rank ordering

,based on-observer ratings of classroom structure.

The structure of thejissroom was selected as being pqtentially

,the most 'influential characteristic for pktrposes of this study because

many forms of prosocial behavior differed as a function of the amount

of teacher-led instruction. Therefore, classrooms were stratified

into two categories: 7 classes as low structure and 6 as high

structure.
a

4

Although structure was considered one important variable; the

classrooms in the high and lowstructure groups differed in several

other respects that maybe pertinent to interpretation of,the data.

Those classified as high structure were relatively low in positive

affect.and warmth of the- teachers according to the-observer ratings.

?ith one or two exceptions, those cladsified as low Structure were
relatively,bigh,on positive affect.. Thus, the low,structure classrooms

'appeared to have teachers. who were warmer, more understanding' and less

harsh in their disciplinary techniques. Second, the low structure

-classes all'had individual classrooms whereas all butne of the high

structure classrooms were drawn from the two centers in which two or

three classes shared a physical space. Third, most of,the high

structure classes were drawn from predominantly white centers. All

of the low structure classes were from predominantly black.centerd.

Finally,,in,the baseline periods high'structure'classes hadlower

levels of imaginkive play, task persistence: and physical aggression.

Some additional variables ray have contributed to treatment-
differences within-the high structure category.{ The three classes

assigned to the neutral and prosocial TV only condition were
predominantly female (21,girls, 7 boys). The two classes assigned

to the prosocisl TV - Training-treatmentwere predominantly male (1%

boys and 9 girls) There were also larger differences among treatments

in baseline levels of teacher-led instruction than was the case among

the low structure classes. The three classes assigned to the Neutral

and Prosocial TV only conditions (in one centef) were re-grouped for
instructional activities at the beginning of the e4erimental period

in order-to balandathem for age. A new teacheruas a'ded to the
center assigned to the Prosocial TV - Training treatment. Some changes

in the experimental period may have resulted from these alterations

within classes.

Analysis :of Treatment Effects

A second means of controlling baseline differences among class-

rooms was the use of analysis,of covariance. The final analyses of

treatment effects were analyses of covarince of sex (2) x treatment, (4)

x classroom structure (2) with baseline scores as the covariate.

Planned comparisons among conditions were performed by t tests when
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overall treatment effecta- were significant;

The dependent variables in these analyseA'wete 14variables
selected from the original'34 single and combined variabfs on the
basis of.exotination of the. means for bafeline and experiMenial

periods. The adjusted means for ehdre 14 variables appear in Table

9. Those variables that were not analyzed further must be-assumed to

Insert Table 9 about here

have shown no treatment effects, but many of these were single
variables that were incorporated in the combined variables analyzed.
The only two combined categories not submitted to analysis of
covariance were prosocial behavior to peeri and general social behavior

to peers.' The results of the analyses of covariance appear in Table 10.

Insert 'Table 10 about here

Positive interpersonal behavior to peers. The,single variable)

positive social interaction with peers was scored for all positive
social interactions accompanied by speech that did not fit other
prosocial behaviot categoties.- The main effect of treatment was
significant for this variable. The means appear in Table 9. Subgroup

comparisons revealed that the Prosocial TV- Training condition was

higher than all other treatments. Although all groups that saw 'Mr.

Rogerst Neighbothpod",accompanied by teacher training and related
curriculum materials were highest. there were some differences for
classes designated-as high and low structure in the patterns for the

other treatments,(see Table 9). For the lord structure classes both.

the Prosocia; TV - Training and.the Prosocial TV - Materials conditions

were higher than the other conditions. In the high structure classes,
the Proeocial TV- Training condition was high, but the Prosocial TV-
Materials treatment was lowest.

One of the combined categories included the following single

variables: positive social interaction with peers understanding

others, and calling attention to oneself. There was a significant

interaction of treatment x structure reflecting a pattern that was
similar to the single category. positive social interaction. The

means appear in Table 9. For the low structure classes, the Prosocial
TV- Training and,Prosocial TV- Materials treatments were higher than
the Prosocial TV only and the Neutral. treatments: Innthe high
structure classes. the. predicted pattern of treatment differences did

not appear. In fact, the Prosocial TV - Materials treatment was

somewhat lower than the other groups;
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Imaginative ply. The imaginative play category included
imaginative play and role-playing fantasy that occurred alone and with
other children. The most frequent subcategory within the combination
was cooperative roleplaying with peers. Te means appear in Table 9.
The main effect of treatments was significant. The pattern of means

was consistent with the predictedrderingof'treatments. The ,

Prosocial TV - Training, treatment was highest followed by Prosociat
TV -.Materials, then Prosocial TV only_treatment. The Neutral
treatment was lowest. In fact, an examination of-the baseline and
experimental means indicates an overall decreaSe in the Neutral
treatment and, increases in the groups expoSed to prosocial television
alone or Vlith materials and etaining added.

Nonverbal interaction wAh.peers The combined variable
included non - -verbal Interaction with peers and playful aggression.
Much of the behavior scored as. playful aggfession was nonverbal
horseplay that was similar in nature to the behaviors scored as
positive nonverbal interaction. Examples of the type of behavior
scored are friendly face-making, playful roughhousing, or mutual
participation in motor activities. A distinction canbe made between
this category and thohe discussed.preViOualy: The behavior under
consideration was characterized not only by 'the absence of a,verbal
component, but by its.relative simplicity.

There were no consistent effects of treatments on this variable.
There wasa significant, three -way interaction of treatment x sex ')c
structure. The means appear in Table 9. There were no differences
among treatments.for girls. For boys the differences among treatments
formed no readily_iherpreted pattern;

Assertiveness. Three related categories orbehavior were
classified as assertive' commands (single variable); demandingness,
to peers, and verbalization of feeling. These variables were
correlated about equally with positive 'social interaction and
aggression. Conceptually they appear to fall Somewhere between
,positive and aggressive forms'of peer intaractionp surgestirc that
drawing a dichatomy between prosocial -and aggressive behavior over-
simplifie6 what occurs under natural conditions. For these reasons,
these variables are described as assertive., The child states directly
her or his preferences, Wants, and needs in socially acceptable ways
while taking steps to be sure they are recognized.

Of particular interest is the'euggestion that verbalization of
feeling is closely tied to assertiveness,-in children of this age. )
In observing the wan in which children talked about feelings and
wishes, it be4ade apparent that most statements were characterized
by explicit demands requests and descriptions of preferences. For
example, labeling of feelings rarely occurred, but "I wantu.statqments
were frequent. Furthermore, both categories correlated with other
indices of verbal assertiveness such,as commands, requests for objects
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and for ,help,

For commands, demandingness to peers and-verbalizatiati o£
feelings, there were significant interactions of treatment x
structur but.no main effects of treatment. The means for all

three variables appear in Table 9. In the low structure classes,
the Prosocial. TV-Materials treatment was highest -on all three 1
variables. ExaMination of the baseline and experimental period
means indicates that.children in this condition increased on these

types of behavior despite the fact 'that their baseline' levels were
very 'high. ,On commands and demandingness to peers, the 'Prosocial.
TV -,Training condition was intermediate with the Prosocial TV -
only and Neutral conditionS being low. On verbalization or feelings,

there were no differences ambit the latter three:conditions. -

In the high structure classes, there-were virtually no
Aifferences among treatments. The one exception occurred on
vertalitationbf feeling where the Prosocial TYr- Materials treatment
was, lower than the other three. As' will be discussed later, this
group had extremely low baseaine scores on several variables. so.-
comparisons are difficult t6 make.

Aggression.. Total aggression included all categories of inter .
.personal and object aggression except playful aggressior. The main

effect of treatments was significant, sand there was a trend to an
interaction of treartMent x structure. The means appear in Table 9.
For both structure groups combined the Prosocial TV-only condition
was lower' than the other three. This pattern was particularly marked
in the lo0 structure classrobms. In the 1Nstructure classes alone,
the Prosocial TV- Materials treatment was also higher:on total
aggrepion than the other treatments.

Only the main effect of treatments was significant for hostile
aggression. Again, the Prosocial TV-only was lowest. though it was
significantly different only from the Prosocial TV Materials group.

The differences were due primarily to the low structure classes

Igor prosocial aggression. both the main effect of treatment
and the interaction of treatment x structure werie significant.
Overall, the Prosocial TV-only treatment was lower than the other

three conditions. Within the low structure classes, the pattern
was similar to that for total aggression and hostile aggression
that is, the Prosocial TV-only treatment was low and the Prosocial
TV-Materials treatment was high.

For the high structure classes, however the Neutral and
Prosocial TV-Training were higher than the Piosocial TV. only and
Prosocial TV- laterials. This pattern was different from that
shown for hostile aggression. The neutral condition was relatively
high on both hostile and prosocial aggression and the_ Prosocial TV-
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only group was relatively low on both. The Prosocial TV- Training
condition, however,'wts relatively low on hostile aggression and
relatively high.on prosqcial aggression.

ti

'Social interaction with adults. Thisicatego7indicated
spontiffieous social interaction with adults (as'opposed to teacher.-

initiated instruction). As has, been noted earlier, social interaction
with adults was uncorrelated with social interaction with peers for the
most part. The treatment x structure interaction wad Significant.
Ulthin,the low structure Classrooms. the Prosocial TV Materials

treatment was higher than all other conditiOns. Thus this treatment,

which was associated with relatively high levels-of both prosocial and
,aggressive ;behavior to peers was also associated with high levels of
social interaction with adults.

"

.

Ter,the high structure classrooms, the Prosocial TV-- Training
condition and the Prosocial TV - Materials condition were lower than
the other two conditions,

Persistence.. The means for task persistence appear in Table 9.
Although there were trends in the predicted direction, particularly in
the high structure claSses none of the effeCts'of treatment were
-significant in the analysis oflariance. There was a main effect of
structure. Low,strncture classes were higher onpersistence than high
structure classes. That is,the difference between these classes evident
in the basplineNperiod increased in the experimental period.

Teacher-led .instruction. As stated.,earlier, the'amount of teacher-
led instruction appeared to bemore function of'the teacher's behavior
than of changes in the children, Most of this instruction was
academically or cognitively, oriented. In the baseline period, thacher-
led instructionwas negatively related to many of the prosocial behaviors
of interest in this study, e.g.: imaginative play and task persistence.
One reason for the negative correlationmay,haye been that there web
simply less time and 'opportunity for these behaviors when childred spent

much of their time irimandatory instructional activity. Hence it

might be expected that. the amount of such instruction would decline
where the curriculum was re-focused on prosocial behavior.., imaginative
play, and indepelyient task-oriented behavior.

The main effect of treatment wns'significant and the interaction
of treatment x structure vas 44.gnificant. The means appear in Table 9.

Overall the Prosocial TV -Training condition had the lowest level of
teacher-led instruction. The Prosocial TVIldterials and :neutral
conditions were intermediate. The highest levels%of teacher-led
instruction occurred in'the Prosocial-TV'only group. The finding that
the lowest level of teacher-led instruction occurred in the Prosocial-
TV-Training.condition was true for both high and lot; structure classes.
In the low structure classes. however, the Prosocial TV--otorials
ton'itio was also P:, and the Prosocial TV-only con'ition "as
hif:1r than any other condition, In the high structure
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classes, all conditions other than the ProSocial TV training condition
were relatively high:*

Tjaitinp behavior also appeared 'to. be a function more of

"classroom procedups than of the childreil's selfraontrol. As long-

periodsof delay where children were.not involved in activities
appeared to be an undesireabie ClassrooM praCtice, it appeared in
retrospect that one might expect decreaSes rather than increases if
teachers kecame more sensitized to children's needs.' Neverthele6s, the
reliability of thin variable Was low, and it was tht one\variable on
whiCt Observer bias appeared to odcur. Perhaps partly for these reasons,

there were no significant effects in the analysis of waiting. ,The means
appear:in Table 9. .

Summary of treatment 'Affects. In this summary, significant
differences between',each prosocial television ,treatment group and the
Neutral condition will be presented,. .There were feW differences between
the Prosocial,TV only and the Neutral condition in either type of P
classroom. For the entire.sample,,ZWProsocial TV only. group tended to
havellower levels of,aggression.' The difference waS significant for
prosocial aggression. The only Other differencelthat occurred was
limited to the low structure classes in which the,Prosocial TV only
group had higher levels'of teacher -led instruction,c

-

The effects of Prosocial TV-Materials treatment' varied with
elatsroom structure. In the tOw structure classes this treatment was

associated with high levels of, positive social interaction '4th peers,
imaginative play, assertiveness,'aggres`siOn, and social interaction with
adults. They were lower thanthe 'Tedtral condition on teacher-led
instruct,ion. The high structure .class assigned to this condition was
(mite different frakx.the other high structure classes'on several baseline
variables, so some of the significant findings may be a function of
other characteristics in tiiis class. Children in this class had lower
levels of positive social interaction with peers, verbalization of feeling,

' and social interaction with adultg than the Neutral condition,

Although the 'effects associated with he Prosocial TV9Training
condition were more pronounced for thellow structure,clasSes, many of

sthem occurred across the entire range of s ructures sampled. For the'

whole sample children exposed to Prosocia_ TV with teacher training had
higher levels of positive social interaction with peers. and imaginative
play and lower levels of teachers -led instruction. In the low structure
classes, this condition Was also associated with higher levels of
demandingness to peers (though notes high as the Prosocial TV
materials rirottp but not with increased aggression. In the high structure
classes children in the Prosocial TV: Training condition had lower'
levels of social Interaction with adults. .

Ther&were no'sim ificant effects of any treatment on persistence

or waiting,
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Throughout the analyses the differences among classrooms were
repeated and striking. Although this variable aione was not of

interest;in planning the study. Classroom structure and the variables
associated with it in this sample clearly had important effects on many
of the prosoaial variables Under study. In order to interpret these
differences, it may be All to reviet the ways in which the high.and
low"structure classes differed. high structure classes had
teachers who rated lower. on warmth and higher on harsh disciplinary
practites, they met in large rooms shared by, two or three classes, they
were predominantly white, and the ratio of boys to girls was imbalanced.

In three of the six classes children were re-grouped at,the beginning
of the experimental period to form more heterogeneous age groups, The
low,structure,classes had teachers who were relatively warm and notes
punitive, they met in individual classrooms7 they wdre predatinantly
black; and most had an even balance of boys to girls,

Classroom structure was not included in analyses of variance of
the haseline data, but the intercorrelations with teacher la instruction
provide similar information about the overall differences between high
and low structure .classes. fl, the baseline petiod, teacherled
instruction was negatively related to aggressiOn (particuAarly hOstile

aggression), imaginative pls:y, task persistefice, and non-verbal

, interaction with peers,

The adjusted means for those vari tiles on which high and low
structure classes differed significantl in the experimental period
appear in Table 11.. There were main eff Fts pf structure on positive,

q.

' Insert Table 11 abut here'

social interaction with peers and verbal interaction with peers (see

Table 10). Children in the high structure classes increased more than
.thase in the low structure classes, despite the fact that their initial

scores were slightly higher. Significant structure differences

occurred for commands and demandingness topeers. Low structure classes

manifested more of these behaViors than high structure classes.

On persistence, the initial differences increased in the
experimental perio4 primarily because all the high structure classes
except those in the Prosocial TV-Training condition dropped considerably
in persistence. The low structure classes. which,were initially higher
remained at approximately the same levels as they demonstrated in the

. ebaseline Period.

As the structure division vas based on teacher led instruction

one might expect regression to the meanie-Although the high structure

classes dropped considerab2.ylml'this variable. the low structure classes
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'lid not increase consistently. Similarly, on wai ting behavior,,the
initial differences were maintained 'and, in some instances} increased
in the experimental period.

Group 0bservations

The (cores for the experimenta l Period' for circle time, pick up
time and'resttime were suhmitted tp.analyses'of covariance of sex x
treatment structure with the baseline scores as the covariate. The,
adjusted means for the three variables divided by treatment and structure
appear in Table 12. For circle time, there were no significant effe

000.0.0 -,0001d 0.0 0,0110.% 004=00 01r. 40,1% 00 0 0,0404 000100 N.0 000 0,0 00,0. 0..0 000, 0. 000

Insert Table 12 about here
4-

For pick-up.time and rest time, the interactions of treatment x structure
were significant = 3.15' 3, 101 Ai.' p < .05 F a .178. 3. 109 4f
p <.05 re!xpectively).

.0n both sits of ratings, those dif$rences among treatments that
did occur were limited to the high structure classrooms. In the high
structure classes, pickup ratings were higher for the Prosocial TV- .
Materials and Neutraf conditions than/) for the Prosocial TV-Training

condition. This pattern was not prdicted., ?or rest time ratings, a
low score indicated more ready obedience of classroom rules than a high
score In the high structure claes, the prosocial TV-materials'oup,
had significantly lower scores thaqin the other treatments. As indicated

earlier, the high structure Proaocial TV laterials t1 ass was suffieiently
different from the other high structure classes that these effdets cannot
be attributed to the treatment'alone with any confidence.

The main effects of classroom structure were significant .for both
pick -tip time (F = 23.32 1001 df p <.01) and rest time (F = 8.31'
1, 1n9 p The ,high structure classes were higher on pick-up

,ratings, but had oorer (i.e., higher) rest time ratings than the low
structure classes. /

In4ivi4ual Tests
/

The data for the ylotor inhibition reflection-impulsivity helping

and
.0
delay of gratificgtion measures were collected during the last four

weeks of the experimental period and the subsequent four weeks. No

testing was possibfe in one classroom (High StructureProsocial TV-
Materials), because the center director refused permission to conduct .

individual tests with the children. As the refusal occurred just before
the beginning of the experimental period ,(when parent perrI4ssion for
testing was being.obtained), it Was.too late to replace the class. Time

delays also prevented administration of all tests to all, children so

the number of subjects for these measures is smaller than for the
classroom obserVations.
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. -The baseline and experimental scor on the Draw a Line Slowly.

and Walk Slowly wasures were converted to. T sbores.ctean = 50,
Standard deviation = 10). The scores for trial 2'(when the child was

instructed to go slowly) in the experimental period were submitted to
anelyseof covariance of oax.x treatment x structure with the baSeline

trial 2 score as the covariate. The means appear in Table la, This

3

Insert Table 13 about here
4

, I ,

analysis. hewfmer, is only approximate becaUse of 'one Missing cell (High

Structure Propocial TV - Materials).
.

.. .

There were no significant effects on the Draw a Line Slowly, ,

measure. On the Walk,Slowlymeasure,%the main effect of treatment was

of borderline significance (F = 2.63z 3. 82 df p <.06) . The Prosocial'

TV-Materials condition was lower than the other three treatments. As

there were no ,overall effects of structure, this difference does not
appear to.be dueto the absence of the a h structure class from this

condition.

Reflection impulsivity

The latency and error'scores o the KRISP were converted to T

scores. An impulsivity score was calculated by subtracting the T-

score for latency front the T score for errors for each child. The means

appear in Table13. All three measures were submitted to analysis. of

covariance of sex:x treatment x structure with the baseline score as
the covariate. There were no effects. of treatmentor.treatmeht

structure. The only significant result was a main, effect' of structure

on the latency scores (F = 18.16 .1, 82 df, p s''..01>». Children in low

structure classes had longer latencies than those in*high,structure

classes.) -This difference was manifested in a borderline main effect

of structure on the impulsivity scores (F = 2.75 1 32 df. p

Helping Behavior .

°
- :..

The mean frequency, duration, and latency of helping on the

collage appear in Table 14. Analses of variance'of sex :.- treatment

x structure were performed on th se data with provision for a missing

1

_

.11,r

Insert Table 14 about here

cell. Again, this provides only approximate result's. The main effect.

of treatmen was significant for frequetft of helping (F = 2.68 3, 104

df. < AS). The Propocial TV - Materials condition was associated with

Od
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'the highest. frequency of helping and
had the loWest frequency of helping.
only conditions were intermediate.

Delay of ('ratification
.

36

the*Prosocial TV only treatment
The Neutral and- trosocial'TV

The delay of gratification measure was scored in 15-second
intervalE -Aitt the end of each 15-second interval, the observer,
checked 'one of three categories: Chad touching play materials,
child looking at play,materials without touchin0 child looking,
away from task. The atountof time spent t+ aching and looking

the play materials was #lighly related to the total time elapsing
before the childiterminated the task by ringing the .hell. therefore
the,latter measure was the only.One anqUzed. The distribution of`
scores was bimodal; Of 99 'children tested, 23 terminated the task.
immediately (Within 15 seconds) and 57 waited the entire ten minutes.
.0f,the remaining 9 subjects, 13 terminated the task before 5
minutes had elapsed. Therefore, the delay of gratification scares
were analyzed by v2 tests in which scores were divided into three
categories (Low a leas than 15.teconda, ?tedium a 15 second to 9

minutes, 45 seconds, High =JO minutes) and into two categories (the
low and medium levels above were combined and compared to the.high
levels).. the frequencies appear in Table 15. In both analyses, the

Insert Table 15 about here
4

effects of treatment mere non-significant.

Classroom structure was significantly related to delay of gratifi;
cation. High structure classes were more likely to wait the entire 10

minutes than low structure classes '(k:
2

= 7.36, 1 'cif "p < .01): The
frequencies appear in Table 15. .

Examination of frequencies within treatments for high and low
structure classes separately suggested that there were no troatmentt

effects within either type of class,.

,

Summary of treatment affects for group observations and individual
measures. There were no consistent treatment differences -71711e goup
observations of circle time. pickup time, and rest time. All of these
measures 14ere intended to tap self regulation inthelorm of conformity
to classroom rules and procedures. On the individual test._ the only
treatment effects occurred for the helping measure. The Frosocial TV-

Materialacondition hadiphe highest helping scores and the Isrbsocial TV

only had the lowest scores. There were no treatment effects'on Motor
inhibition, reflection impulsivity or delay of gratification ='

These findings are consistent with the fact that treatment eft Ate.
in the individual observations appeared for social behavior buy. rot fpr

measures of self regulation.

4,
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.01.assroom structure was significantly related to pick-mg ratings,
rest time scores, latency, on the reflection impulsivity measure, and
delay of gratification. High structure classes had higher rule
obedience on pick-up time and hider delay of gratification. J.,ow

structure classes were scored as more conforming In rest time, and
their latencies on the refection - impulsivity measure were longer.

Discussion

Patterns of Naturalistic Behavior "tx

-1

Before discussing treatment effects, it may be_useful to examine
the patterns of behavior which occurred in the different natural
settings observed in this study4 Thesb patterns shed some
the problems that may arise in viewing prosocial behavior ii oh:'

Indeed, the results of this study 'like those of earlier studies e.g.,

Friedrich & Stein,1973: Murphy 1937' *'right, 1960) indicate that one

cannot draw a dichdtomy between positive social behaviors and aggression.
In free'play positive social interactions with per are correlated with
aggression. .

Perhaps more interesting, we have identified a set of verbal behaviors
,would could be characterized as assertive which are distinct from verbal
aggression. These assertive behaviors are more closelyrelatedfto
positive social interaction than are physical and verbal aggression.
They appear to be prosocial as they represent adaptive and socially
acceptable ways of dealing with donflict. The naive notion that
prosocial interaction is characterized byipassivity and constant concern
for others is contradicted by this conceptualization. The prosocial

,childis,nOt.e. "goody-goody." For the preschool child assertive .

, behavior, although associated with positive forms of interaction- does
not appear to be clearly differentiated from socially unacceptable
forms of aggression.

Effects of,,,Praadaal Television, Materials and Traidag:

Prosocial.television by itself. In contrast to the earlier study
(Friedrich & Stein, 1973) in which viewing alone was associated with
a number of increases in prosocial behavior, the children in the
prosocial television only condition did not differ from those in the
neutral condition on these behaviors. There was a slight trend toward
increased imaginative play. The -one area in which the prosocial

television only condition differed was aggression children in this
condition had lower levels of aggression than the neutral treatment.
Although differences in aggressive behavior were not found in our
earlier study at least One other study using "air. Rogers Neighborhood':
did find reduced aggression following viewing (Shirley, 1974): fri the

present study, this finding cannot be attributed solely to the effects of

television. The other groups who saw prOsocial televisioh had
relatively high levels of aggression. In interpreting the aggression

ti
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differences, the interaction of television, initial level of aggression
and classroom structure seems to:be important.

There are many striking differences in the characteristics of the
children, the physical settings and classroom procedures and educational
philosophy between our eatlier'etudy and the presTlt study.

First, the population in the present study was urban, poor and
ethnically mixed. The population in the earlier study was from a small
city and surrounding rural areas.. They were MOre economically advantaged
and predominantly white. Second, the preschool settings differed in a
number of wayst- In the earlier,study the physi al Settings in the
university nursery school, provided more space f cilities and materials
both indoOrs and outdoors. In addition. viewingiwas conducted i
smaller groups in quieter, less distracting settings. The tea ler-child
ratio was not only smaller, but the teachers were university instructors
and the assistants were graduate and undergraduate students, Their
training emphasized the importancti,of social behavior and teaching
cognitive skills through individual and small group instruction.
Despite the obvious differences, their procedures appearmore similar
to those in the low structure classrooms than in the high structure
classrooms in the present study: The overall effects of prosocial
television were more pronounced in the low structure classes than in
the high structure classes and the pattern of effects were more similar
to those in the earlier study. 'The differences between the urban high
and low Structure classrooms as well as differences in findings between
the two studies alkgest that classroori structure is an important
determinant of the influe e orprosocial television,

1

In this context, it is noteworthy that the classes in the prosocial
television only condition were the most highly structured in the
experimental period. The high levels of structure in these groups may
have reduced the possibility that television would affect positive
socihl behavior. In addition high structure in the baseline was

t associaXed with low aggression. Thelolaggression in this condition
may have resulted either from the high structure in the experimental
period or from the interaction of structure with exposure to prosocial
television.

1
In .the present study, it wad necessary to supplement prosocial

television with materials or curriculum which related to the program
content in order to produce changes in prodocial behavior. Obviously
television is ore'of many influences in group behavior. In the
present study classes had been meetly; on an dveryday basis for
several months before the experimental treatments There introduced.
table patterns of interaction may have deIeloped whereas in the

earlier study the treatments were introduced a few weeks, after the
classes were formed. In addition it was'not possliole to control for
classroom/lifferences by assimino, different treatments within
classrooms and. there was more variability among teachers than in the

At>
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university nursery school, Under these conditions, it appears that
prosopal television must' be enhanced with additional environmental
suppo t in order to override the pewerful effects of existing grogp.
climate and teacher differences.

An overview of our results and those of others (mg., Shirley,
1974 Singer &"Singer, lf.'74) suggest a number of variables that may .,
be.important in deterMining when viewing Mister Rogers Neighborhood
in a group setting; is likely to produce changes in children's
.behavior and'when it Is not ikeIrto do so without environmental
supplements. There is no way to determine from present findings_ the
relatiVe salience of each, but the following have been identified as'
possibilities 1) characteristics of the children 2) physical, setting
of, the classroom 3) 'Physical' arrangements for television viewing'
4) the, compatibility of teacher philosophy- with the program 5) the
methais of teacherinsttuction. particularly the amount of structured
activity 6) teacherchild ratio' 7) stability of group climate and
patterns of behaviOr at the time television-is introduced.

Prosocial television and related. freeplay materials. The

importance of group structure is again apparent in assessing the
effects of prosocial television-supplemented by freeplay materials.
The high structure classroo0 assigned to this treatment had the highest
levels of teacher led instruction in the entire sample. *There were no

consistent behavibral changes in that class sand those differences that
did occur appear to be more a function of extreMe differences in the-
baseline period rather than treatment effects.

The addition of materials designed to stimulate rehearsal of
program content and to provide environmental cues related to the
program was associated with prosocial behavior in the two loci 'structure
classrooms in this condition. In the experimental periodtchildren in ,
this condition, compared to'the neutral groups, had high levels of
positive social interaction with peers. imaginative play, assertive
behavior, positiVe'social interaction with adults and helping a peer
in the individual. test ituat4011.

Mile Children in this condition shOwed high levels of prosocial
behavior, they also showed the highest levels of aggression, both
hostile and nrosocial. One reason for the increased aggression may
have .hee' that these children were initially highly agqresbIve and
socially active, and they were accustomed to a fair amount of freedom .
to choose activities in the classroom. In addition the setting in
which television was viewed during the early part of the experiMental

O period.Was somewhat crowded_ ant filled with distractions. Perhaps
for these reasons, the children in nese classes reacted somewhat
negatively to requireTtelevision viewing; Although changes in
group size and Phyhical setting for the television viewing were made
once thdNprobleu became apparent the teachers felt uncomfortable

about imp&sing viewing and were somewhat antagonistic to the procedure.
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'The aggressive[Teactions of the children this condiion may,
therefore.'have been,partially a:functio of their initial
predisposition to aggressive behavior a d their negative feelings
about an enforced activity irethe con xt where,thereiwere few
required activities. The teachers V7 e apparently not sufficiently
involved in thle philosophy of the p ogram to counteract these

,'reactions.
t

Nevertheless,, it is interesting that-the prosocial messages
of the progra and/or the stir lation provided by the materials
apparently a so had agositive effects. The design of'the study, does
not permitione to determine whether the effects werelue primarily
to the materials the teleVisioh, or ,the combinationiof tfie two. '

In, addit onto the fact ghat the effects of the piayLthaterials without
the tel vision were not/assessed the differences 14 structure
betwee the condition that included materials and the prosocial
telev sion only condition make it difficult to determine the relative
imp tang of the thevision viewing in the materials condition.

// a I

These results support the prediction thae television viewing
combined w/th environmental cues-and rehearsal materials that are
designed to be used without adult direction can stitMulate many
categbrieS of prosocial behaVior. Although, there are certainly many
differences between classroom viewing and home vieWing the findings
suggest the potential value of prosocial television accompanied by
well designed play materials in the home or in small group Settings
such 4s day care homes where adults are untrained in educational
procedures.

!

Prosocial televi sion and training. The most consistent and
clear-cut effects on positive sociakinteraction with peers anJ
imaginative play occurred in the condition that comfiined prosocial
television-related play materials and teacher training and

"involvement. Alt:tourth the effects were greater in,the low structure
classes. the pattern was sufficiently pronounced in both high and low
structure classes to produce_overall treatment differences. In the
low structure classes assertive behaVior was also higher in the

1

training condition than the neutral group. By contrast With the
--.-cyrosocbaI TW - materials condition. however. aggression did not
qntrease.-

These *,findings support the prediction that prosocial behavior
will be most affected by the combination .of television and active
partialnation by the teachers and children'in rehearsal activities.
The activities:were structured to provide opportunities for
generalization and extension of the program themes to .everyday
classroom experiences. They were also designed to Promote warm,
positive interactions between children and adults. The training of
the teachers was intended to sensitize them to the recognition and
reinforcement of prosocial behavior. The combination of these
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features With television and independent play materials was apparently
powerful enough to overcome the effects of existing group climates
and to operate across the wide variety of, teacher methods: settings
and child characteristics represented in this sample.

Although the prosocial effects were strongest in the training
condition, one of the major differences froth the prosocial,television
and materials group was the absence of high levelsfof-aggression.
The importance of this difference is revealed by an examination. of .

one classroom in the training condition which was equivalent to these
in the prosocial television - materials' condition in structure,
initial leyels of aggression, and initial reactions to required
television viewing. Thtraining group did.not increase in aggression,
It appeared that Otheiteacher in this clisbropm had more positive
attitudes to the television programs and greater awareness of the
pros al ehemes. This may have enabled her to facilitaEe the
televl.sion viewing process,and to respond more readily to prosocial
behvrlor in the classroom.

Effects of television on self regulation and social behavior.

:11,1 most pronounced effects of all experimental treatments
occur-zed for social behavior to peers. By contrast. there were no
consistent effects on any of the measures of self regulation, This
pattentis consistent with the earlier study, where increases in
prosocial interpersonal behavior were manifested by the children from
lower social class backgrounds. In that study. persistence increased
for the entire sample but the-effects were strongest for children
who were'above the mean in intelligence:" ;There were also some
increases in rule obedience, a category that was comparable,to
accenting responsibility in the present study.

Thecontrast between the effects on social behavior and self-
.regulation suggests that self-regulatory behavior may be more
difficult to convey to young children than social interaction Skilli.
This notion is.sUpported, by findingsshowing low frequencies of many
types of self-regblation in natural behavior (e.g., Friedrich & Stein
1973). In experimental modeling studies, self-regulation is generally
more, difficult to produce than social behavior (Hoffman ,1970).
Perhaps self regulation,requires Treater maturiy and perhaps it is
less inherently reinfording than positive social behavior.

Another possible reason why there were no treatment effects en l )

self regulation is the very powerful situational influences on many
of these categories of behavior. Classroom structure was highly
related to most categories,intarfle to measure self - regulation.
Persistence was considerably. highet in the low structure classes
than in, the high structure classes and the difference increased in
the experimental period. . This ,difference may be due to the greater
emphasis on individual and small group instruction with warm, accepting
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adults. It appears that this experience with independent task
orientation may also have affected responses to the meadnre of
reflectivity. Children from low-structure classes had longer
latenciescn this measure, ,Waiting behavior appeared to be
primarilydetermined by classroom procedures i.e, less waiting
was required in low structure classes. Both the group observations
and the indiyidual tests were designed to control some aspects of
situational variability, but despite these efforts, classrodt
structure was the major variable related to these measures. The
pick-up time ratings, intended to measure accepting responsibility
in.a group, appeared to revell different levels of expedtations
annforcetent by teachers.. The more structured the classroom,
the nigher the pick-up ratings. High structure classes also tended
to be bighenon the individual task measuring delay of gratification.
`test of the children in the'high structure classes waited the
Maximum length of time on that task. It appears that children's
experiienceslith waiting in the classroom carried over to this
individual setting with an adult present.

The rest time ratings present a unique problem. The score
assigned to a child appeers to reflect the amount of admonishment by
a teacher tp a child. Thus. the lower scores in the low structure
group may nqt reflect absolute differences in children's behavior,
but differences in teachers' responses to perceived rule breaking.
The observer ratings of differences in disciplinary techniques are
consistent with this interpretation.

Situational variables, particularly classroom structure, have
been important in the. results throughout this Study. In general
treatment effects were more likely to occur in low structure groups
than in high structure groups. This suggests the tentative
conclusion that the atmosphere and procedures in file low structure
_classrooms were more conducive to the acquisition oflprosocial
behavior through the procedures used in this study. However, the
conclusion that high structure,in itself interferes with such
procedures ip not warranted. There were a number of other
dimensions .on which high and low structure classes differed. In
a4dition,, among high structure classrooms assigned to different
treatments, there was higher variability on initial levels of
teacher led instruction, physical facilities and sex ratios within
classes. Thus, treatment effects*could have been masked.

Implications for Daycare and Early Childhood Education.

One of the major purposes,Q4 this study was to determine
whether prosocial television and related curriculum materials
could be useful in daycare an educational programs for young
children especially the disad antaged. The results seem to us
to be not only encouraging but impressive given the wide variety
of clasproolh and teacher characteristics. As in much educational
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research, these characteristics were certainly influential. .But in
many instances the treatments were sufficiently. obust to produce
significant positive changes.' The teachers. children, and physical
facilities were typical of urban early childhood education programs.
Both television and curriculum materials were introduced as a part
of !Ongoing classroom activity' by the teachers. No additional
personnel or space were required: It seems, therefore, that
prosocial television and curriculum have potential value for enhancing
the development of the whole child. ,

ggrpgEi

The study described here deals with a twofold problem to
determine whether a television irogram designed to enhance personal,
social and emotional development can have positive effects on dhildren's
behavior and to determine what elements,in the child's environment may
combine with exposure to such a program to produce the greatest
positive effects. A related objective was to provide information
that could be' useful in the planning of daycare and early childhood
education programs. Two components of the environment were studied:
training of the adult caregivers to-implement materials and concepts
related to the programs and arrangement of the physical environment
to increase the'likelihood that the child will use material from the
program in his eVeryday,behavior. The program selected for study was
"Nisterogers' Neighborhood.- The group settings were early childhood
education programs for urban low income children.

The dependent variables studied fall' in four major categories-
1) Positive social interaction with peers-- -- cooperation, nurturince,
helping, Sharing, understanding, and verbalization of feelings;
2) self-regulation and achievement behavior-task persistence,
freedom from distraction,,willingness to tolerate delay. spontaneous
acceptance of rules, independence, and autonomy- 3) creative fantasy
and imaginative Play, and 4) assertiveness and aggression. These
variables were assessed in a natural setting as well as in the
controlled conditions, of the laboratory.

Subjects for the study were 141 children enrolled in urban Head
Start programs. Baseline data were collected over a three-month
period. Whole classrooms here then assigned to one of four
experimental treatments' 1) prosocial television with teacher
training for'rehearsal activities and relevant play materials in the
classroom, 2) prosocial television with relevant play materials in
the classroom. 3) prosocial television with irrelevant play materials
in the classroom, or A) neutral films witn irrelpvant.play materials
in the classroom. Three classes were assigned to each condition except
the Prosocial TV - Training condition to which four classes were
assigned. A total of 20 Mr., Rogers" or neutral films were shown to
each class during the, eigllit-week experimental period.

4?
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The play materials relevant to the prosocial television were
designed to provide cues and opportunity for rehearsing the program
content in individual or small group play. There were dramatic play

materials, craft materials, puzzles, books, records, and posters,

many directly from "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood.' The irrelevant materials

were books, games, and records that were as devoid of prosocial content'

as possible. In the Prosocial TV Training'condition, the teachers

and aids were given a twelve-hour course and supplied with additional
curriculum materials to use in circle time activities. The course was

designed to increase the teachers' awareness and recognition of
prosocial behavior in children and to proVide them with specific means
of eliciting and reinforcing prosocial behavior. ,

The major dependent variables were derived from observations of
natural behavior in- ongoing classroom activities. The 'following ,

general categories were stored: positive social interaction with
peers, imaginative play, assertiveness, aggression, social interaction
with adults, task persistence, teacher-led instructid4, and waiting
patiently. In addition, other aspects of self-regulation (accepting
responsibility and rule obedience) were observed during circle time,
pick-up time, and rept time. Individual measures of motor inhibition.

reflection-impulsivity, helping behavior and delay of gratification
were administered outside the classrOom.

Large differences among classes in the baseline period led to
a stratification of classes or the basis of the amount oaf structured
group learning activities that were regularly employed by the teachers.
Masses were divided into two grbups high and low structure, on the
basis of baseline observations of the amount of teacher-led instruction
and observer ratings of classroom structure. Analyses of covariance

of sex x treavment x structure with the baseline score as the
covariate were carried out for each dependent variable.

Prosociil television alone produced few behavioral differences
from the neutral treatment. The group who saw prosocial television

with irrelevant materials had lower levels of aggression particularly

prosocial aggression, than the neutral treatment. As this difference

did not occur for other groups exposed to prosocial television. it
cannot be attributed to television effects alone. In the low

str4ture classes, they had slightly higher levels of imaginative play.

The effects of prosocial television accompanied by relevant
play materials varied with classroom structure. In the low structure

classes, this treatment was associated with high levels of positive-
social interaction with peers, imaginative play assertiveness
aggression_ and social interaction with adults and helping a peer in

an individual test situation. They were lower in teatherled

instruction. The high structure class assigned to this treatment was,
quite different from the other high structure classes on several .

baseline variables. so some of the significant findings may be a

48
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function. of factors other than the treatment. Children in this class
had lower levels of positive social interaction with peers, verbali-
zation of feeling,, and soaal.Interaction, with adul than the high
structure neutral 'condition.

'
AlthOugh the effects of prosocial televisiodoc ompanie4 by

relevant play materials and teacher training were more pronounced
for thelow structure classes, many of them occurred across the
entire sample. For the whole sample, children in this condition

0 had higher levels of positive social interaction with peers -and
imaginative play and lower levels of teacher-led instruction than
the nemtral,condition. In the low structure classes, this condition
was also associated with higher levels of assertive behavior, but
not with awiression. n the high strucfure classes,,children in the
Prosocial TV - Training condition had lower levels,of social inter
'action with adults than he neutral treatment.

Although there was a slight trend to higher'persistence in
the Prosocial TV - Training condition it was. not significant. There
were no condition differences in waiting behavior or in any of the
observations of accepting responsibility and rule obedience* nor
were there any consistent treatment effects on motor inhibition,
reflection-impulsivity or delay or gratification in the individual
,test situations,.

Throughout the analyses, classroom structure was an important
variable. Treatment effects were stronger in low structure classes
than in high structure classes. In the baseline period, high
structure classes had lower levels of imaginative play non-verbal,
interaction with peers, aggression (especially hostile aggression)
and 'task persistence than the .low structure classes. In the
experimental period., regardless of treatment, children in hitgh
structure classes increased in positive social interactions with
peers_more than those in low structure classes. High structure
classed' had higher levels of rule obedience in pick-up time and
higher delay of gratification scores in the experimental test
situation. low structure classes had higher levels of task
persistence, assertiveness, conformity ih rest time, and latencies
on the reflection-impulsivity measure even when initial differences
were controlled'.

,The study has implications for the use of prosodtal television
and related curriculum materials in day care and educational programs
for young children, particularly the economically disadvantaged. As
in much _educational research teacher and classroom characteristics
were important variables. 'But, in many instances the treatments
were sufficiently robust to yield changes despite the wile variation
in teacher characteristics and classroom procedures. The teachers,
children, and Physical facilities were typical of urban, early 's
childhood education programs. Both television and curriculum
materials were introducad as a part of ongoing classroom activity.
No special personnel or space were required. It seems, therefore,
that prosocial television and curriculum have potential value for
enhancing the development of young children.
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Table 1

Prosocial Telev sioq; Series with Summary of Themes

Name of Series ; Number of p °grams Themes

Rocket Series'

Lady Elaina-
Henrietta Conflict

X the Owl -

3

.\

Persistence

Delay of gratification
..s

Self - regulating -behavior :.

accepting rules;
wait, learnilig to control
aggressiie impulses ,

ecognition and labeling of
feelings

Selfperception- Uniqueness
.1 of each indiVidu41. acceptance

of differences in self and
others

46.

Corney Conflict 2 Self-regulation learning,to

Neighborhood
Switch

4

50

accept rules learning to wait,
'coping with frustration,
learning to xontrol aggressive
impuldes, finding alternative
course of action.

Recognition and labeling of
feelinAs. self and others

Helping

Verbalizing -feelings

Helping. sharing; cooperation
Recognition and labeling of
feelings: self and others

Self regulation- 'learning to,
accept rules, coping with
frustratiOn learning to
control aggressivc'impulses.

Persistence

ae



1

Henrietta -

Collette

'Table 1 ,(contiittied)

4a

$

Self-perception: uniqueness,'
of each ind vidual, acceptadce
of differenc s in self and
others

ev

Helping, Atiarin,,, cooperation

Recognition and labeling of
feelings:- self and other4

Daniel - Panda 3 Helping, sharing cdoperation
Birthday

Rocking Throne

=WI

Recognition and labeling of
feelings: self and o era'

Verbalization'of feelings:
1sadness

\
.

/

. .

Delay of gratification

$elf- control /
\/

Understanding feelings of thers
\

Verbalizing feelings

a. Shofin over two waeks, two programs each week.
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Table 2

Prosocial Materials

0,

Materials for teaching helping behavior to youngichildren were organized on

4

two levels: (1) free play, for individuals or for small groups to use together,

And (2) structured materials, for.children to use with adults.

I. Free Play

A. Materials which children could use indiVidua4y or in small groups (these

were to be available for use during free play every day after having

first been introdu4except for items 10 and 11) :

0 1. 'Books: Leo the Late Bloomer

l

All tile Animals were Angry

-

The Matter of Mittens

The Elves, the Shoemaker, and the Shoemakerq Wife
.

(Note for training groups: The following two books were

available throughout, 'without being used at Circle Time:

Speedy Delivery

Rogers' Songbook)

.

2. Records: To be Used whenever records would usufilly be used--free
1 ,

,t11 0

play, rest time, snick.,or lunch time, activity time, etc.:
w.

5 Rogers Long Play 4

2 Rogers 45 rpm

3: Picture puppets: Characters appearing in Rogers' 1

4. Hand puppets: 3 boys

3-girls

5. Stand -up figures: To encourage'generalizing themes.

4

6. Backdrops: Largelfolding pictures to use with stand-up figures and

picture puppets--tobe,used on low tables rather than the floor.



Flannel board and

Table_ 2 (Continued)

ieces-re resentin all

, 49/

characters and

2r:2211: Best used standing on the floor against something solid.

Lotto Games: These are based on ;wo of the songs which are record d

on the cassettes--Hallelujah I'm a Growin' and Hew do You Feel Today

Friend?

9. Children's picture books: 'To accompany 3 songVind 2 chants\\; corded'

1/4/011 the vissettes--Try Again, Sometimes IsFeel So Sad, It's Great Co

be/Different, What do You do With the Mad?, Here'are My Hanas.
1

10. Wheels to use for dramatic revollan around two of the Rogers'

seriesr -Rocket SerTes,and Daniel-Pandaq,Airthday Series,

11. gplaentials: TrainJing groups--save for specific times. called

for in script; other groups--use at own discretion.

B. Materials for cooperative play:

1. Mockup of the castle from the Nei hb rhood of Make Believe: To hang

. )
\on wall in an atea where dramatic play can take place.

2. bressup clothes: Large boxes or shelves should be available for

storage of these items in the dramatic play tea:

a. Masks for dramatizing Misterogers, Lady Berlin, Robert, Troll,

Chef Brockitt, Handiman Negri, Francois Cleions,

'b. Capes for dramtizingeKing Friday and Queen Sara.

c. Gaily colored fabrics for use as capes or tunics to dramatize

oEhet characters.

/

3. Materials for makIn crowns and hats.

4. lours' poeters: Hang wherever most suitable to stimulate inter,
. .

k.

: encourage conversation, and dramatic play,

5. Materials for makin telesco es and telecans: To be used in the

Rocket, Daniel-Panda Birthday, and NOM Switch Series.

r 53"
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Table 2(dOntinued)

SO

,Nt

6.. Materials fOr makina_tistrutients: Drums, ahakers, and kazoos

to use at Circle ttue;
:

7. Pictures of trolley froo-"ArOund The Neighborhood' envelopes to create

a trolley by'pasting-them on the sides. of shoe boxes.'

II. Structured Materials

A. Twenty films (14 to 20 minutes long):

1. Mechanics of viewing: 'Darkening, the room
4 6 PhysicaIrraligeMento--chair's, ventilation"

Timing - -meet bathroom and thirst needs first
Teacher's role in encouraging children to

participate and helping-them to maintain

interest .

*
B. VerbalIabeline Books (these were to be mode available to the children .

Z'
.

after they were first read. during Circle Time): .

-.
/7

A

1: The
,

these books to the children atchildren time. Vol-

7
r

_

,1 ng.each story she tries to elicit from the children`, the feelings

that were described in the various incidents. She then repeats the,

correct responses, ordadieotes them if the children have. not.

1
2. .he rehearsal questions after each story could by expanded to ask

children how they feel when they ari the givirs of help, and when

they ore the receivers of help.

Seri to use with u ets .

I. As Ole teacher tells the story with the puppets, she encourages the

children to repeat the lines after her, using their on puppets.

2. These scripts can be expanded to enable the child to generate more

of his owncontent.

*D. assettesandAccoureacher'sBooks (two chants and six songs

:are recorded):

1. Directions for introducing Ad 4ongs and the accompanying illus-

tration books appear inthe Teacher's Manual. We hope the

(a4



Table 2 (continued)

children will enjoy the. songs and chant's, and learn them well

enough thatthey.will-be able to use them.to help themselves ideal

51

with uncomfortable feelings and difficult situations.

*E Games: Described in Teacher's Manual. .

s'

*Only, the training groupp,teceived these materials.

55
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Table 3

Irrelevant Materials

'Books

Chicken.Soup.with Rice
AMella Bedelia
Cricket in a Thicket
'Black is Beautiful
The- Snowy Day

Whistle.for Willie
ABC of.Cars and Trucks
The Very Little Boy
Gilberto and the Wind

Games

Mhtcui? Tens Blocs; 100assorted
Colorforms
Jumbolino
The World AbOut Us Lotto
Object Lotto
Build a Picture'
Oolor Cubes,
Mailman Puzzle
Schooi.Patrol Puzzle

Records

Seasons for Singing.
Yqu Sing a Song and I'll Sing a Song

' / Little Whi e Duck
Babar, Songs a tories

1'

A

w.

t
1

r

it

r
ti 56
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Table 4

'Classroot Characteristics in Each

,

Experimental Tre4tment

Conditions

Number males

Classroom 1
2

.3

Neutral,

5

5

3

. Prosocial TV

only

3 -c,

. 3

3

Prosocial TV
Materials

6

7

4

Prosocial TV
Training

5;
7

: ti
4

a
'10

Number females,

1

2

3

6

8

3

4 ,

3' ,

5

4

7

8

t

t

8

5
4

0 1

4 4

Center

1 A B A A
2 B B A B
3

4
E E

r
C D

D

Mean teacher
warmth

(ratings)

1 0.4
2 2.3
3 r 0.4 ,

4

2.3

0.4

0.4

2.0
' 1.0

0.6

3.0
2.6

-1.3
-1.3

Mean teacher
structure
(ratings)

1 3.2 2.3 3.0- 2.1
2 . 1.9 4.0. 3.0 2.1
3 4.n 4.0 3.7
4 3.7

Baseline observation
Of 'teacher led

instruction

1 .045 .067 .060 .050
2 .036 .020 .025 .046
3 .119 .023 .166 .079
4 .073
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= Aggression

aph = physical
av = verbal aggression
any = non-verbal aggression
ao =.objedt aggression
apt = playful aggression
at =' tattling 6

y

ad = defehding property ,non -

aggressively
ac = loud, angry commands

a

Table 5

Sumthary of Observations

,p = Persistence

e = Verbalization of Feeling

gel = labeling feelings

ew = "I want" "I don't want"
en ='nonVerbalization 441

u = Understanding Others

ur = giving. reasons for own
behaviOr

us = shoWing,consideration and
attempts to understand
others

uc = comfort, sympathy, affection,
praise

up = going against other's,wishes
ua = attending to distress
uq = questing- asking for mater-

ials or objects

r = Self-regulation

rt = tolerance of delay
ra accepting --reSionSibility

re = rule enforcement
rd =.rule disobedience

i = Positive Social Interaction

it, = teacher led cooperation
is = cooperation
ii = initiating interaction
ih = helping and sharing
is = asking for help
if = suggesting alternatives

social interaction
is '= spoken (verbal)
in = non-verbal

54

4

pc '= continually staying with an
-activity '

pd = persistence when having diffi-
culty with .something

n = Independence

pi = after indicating need for help

nr = refusing help

Fantasi

fr -= role playing alone

ic = collaboratiVe.(reciprocal)
taking of roles

fi =imaginative-

b bs -= bringg recognition e9 self

Modifiers'

.faneg = negative, the reverse of the
behavior described in the
category

1 = 1-w intensity, minimal

3 = high intensify

Object's

A = adult
C =child
Cs = children'
B . = both adult.and. child

0 = none

Consequences

46C = positive social froth child
+sr = positive social from adult
LSC = negative 8.0'8.111 from child

-ST = negative Social from adult
4M ,=*material.gain
-M = material loss
0 =, no clear consequences

1
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Table 6

Definitions of Combined Variables for Individual Observations,

Name of variable

1. Verbal interaction with
peers

4 -

2. Prosocial behaviOr to
peers

Indiyidual categories included
I

is c (social interaction with peers)
bs,- c (brings attention to self-peer

object
ur (understanding others)
us (showing consideration)
qp (comfort, sympathy)

is (cooperation with peer)
ii-c (initiating interaction With peer)
ih-c (helping peer)"
if (finding alternatives)
ur (understanding )iothers
us (showing Consideration)
ua (comfort, sympathy)

3.

.

.

Social behavior to peers

fc '(collaborative role-taking)

All categories in prosocial.behavior
to peers plus

is - c (social interaction with peer),
bs c (brings attention to self - peer

object)

4, Imaginative play fc (collaborative role taking)
fr (role playing fantasy)
fi c (imaginative .play with peer)
fi - o (/imaginative play alone)

5. Nonverbal interaction in - c (nonverbal interaction with. peers)
wittipeers apl (playful aggression)

6. Demandingness to peers is c (asking for help from peer)
ac Commands)
av (verbal aggression)
ew - c (saying "I want' to peer)
el c(labeling feelings to peer)
uq -.c (asking for objects to peer)

7. Verbaligation of feeling ac (commands)
ur (understanding others)'
us (shoWing consideration)
uc (comfortaympathy)
ua (attending to distress)
uq - c (asking for objects to peer)
ug - a (asking for objects to adults)
ew - c (saying 'I want" to peers)
re (rule enforcement)
is - c (asking for help to peer)
bs c (brings attention to self peer

object)
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Table 6 (continued)

S. Total aggression

9. Hostile aggression

10. Prosocialaggression

11. Social interaction with
adults

12. Persistence

;

I-

All aggression categories except
affil (playful aggression)

hph (physical aggression)
av (verbal l-aggression)

any (nonverbal aggression)

at (tattling)
ad (defending property)
ac (commands)
re (rule enforcement)

is a (social interaction with adult)
bs :- a (brings attention to self-adult

object)
uq (asking' for object to adult)'

- a (initiating interaction. with adult)
is a (asking, for help to adult)
el - a (labelingleelings,to adult)
fi - a (itaginative play with adult)
ew - a' (saying "1 want" to an adult)

GO

pc (concentration on task)
pd (overcoming obstacles)



Variable

Positive social
interaction (is)

Verbal interaction
with peers-

Prosocial 1ehavior
to peers

social behavior
to peers

Imaginative
play

Non-verbal interaction
with peers.

Command (ac)

Demandingness to, peers

Verbalization of feeling

.total aggression

Hostile aggression

Prosocial aggression

.__Social interaction

With adults

Persistence

teacher-led
instruction (it)

Waiting (rt).

57

:Table 7

Observer Reliability

Number of

times both
observers
soared

Numbe of
times second
observer
scored
different
category

Mauer of Percent

times second agree-

observer_ menta
gave no
score

35 39 30 .39

99 .58 81 .50

188 92 130 .54

292' 17 188 .62

95 55 42 .53
.

13 12 17 .39

33 19 33 .52

91 36 77. .55

156 48 127 .70

129 31 96 .62

50. 33 35 ..50

57 32 48 .50

160 58 134 56

110 31 .63

60 36 28 .55

14 2 .35

a. Calculatjd by formula: 2 x number agreements
Total number scores
for both observers

61
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Table 9
59

Means for Baseline and Experimental Periods and Adjusted
Means for Experimental Period for Individual Observations

Divided by Treatment and Classroom Structure

Variable Struc -.Time Means
ture Period

Neutral Pro- Pro- Pro -

social social social
TV only T -Ma TV- .

,

Positive High

social

inter-
--action tow

A
peers "--...,

All

Verbal High

inter-
action
with low

411
peers

All

Itagin= High
ative
play

Low

All

I

verbal
inter-
action Low
with
peers

All

Base .015

Exp .036

Base .017

ENP .015

.

Base ;.1016

Exp .025

,

Base .039

Exp .079

Base .034
Exp .042

,,

. Base .037

Exp .061

Base .092

Exp .029

Base .033

Exp .017

Base .030

Exp .023

.018

Exp .,024

Base .030

Exp .030

Base .024

Exp

Adjusted Means

leutral Pro- Pro- Pro -

social social social
TV only TVra- TV-

terials Train-
ing

.020 :062 .045

.032 .054 .045

terials Train -
.

.

.028 .014 .031

.042 .025 .053 .039 .038
ab

.029
a

.049
b

'-.011 .020 .021

W ','.014 .029 .034 :017a .018
ab

.030
b

, .035
b

/---.,.
,

.020 :017 .026

.028 .027 .044 .028a .028a .030a .042
b

.067'^ .023 .064

.094 .037 .036 .088a .076
ab'

.050
b

.078
a

.027 .046' .037

.040 '.070 .063 .047a .049
ab

.069
b

.069
b

.047 .035 '.051

.067 .054 .075 .061 .061 .060 .073

.033 .016 .052 ,

.032 .022 .051 ,.025 .034 .029 .050

.011 .038 .051 .045

.027 .036 '.049

.032 .638 .043 .022a .036
ab

.040
b

.043
b

_.021 .021 .025

.033 .029 .031 .022 .035

.052 .023 .041

.039 .022 .033 .041 .033 .024 .031

.027 .032

.036 .022 .033

.036 .025 .032 .031 .034 .025 .03i
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Variable 8truc- Time
turn Period

Table 9 (continued)

Means
,

N P P P N

Adjusted

1'

deans

60.

P

Commands High Base 0016 .022 .006 .017

Exp .020 :014 .011 .022 .024 .014 .015 .023

Low Base, .023 .011 -.029 .024 a
.Exp .020 .017 .038 . .027 .019

a
,0178 .036b .026

All Base 19 .016- .017 .020 b
Exp :020 .015 .024 .024

.092ab
016a .025 .024b

Demand- High-

ingness

Base
Exp

..025 .033

.045 .010

.014,

.025

.029

.038 .047a .029a .032a .039
a

6 peers .
,

-

Low Base ,035 -022 . 1)47 ,050 b
Exp .034 .026 .071 '.055 .033c .029c .0668 .049

All Base .030- .027 .030 '.039
b b b

Exp .039 .021 .041 .046 .040
ab

.029 .049 .044

Verbali-High 'lase .061 .nns .024 .068 b
zation"

of feel-
ing Low

,Exp

Base

.095 .095 ,

,

.058 ..024

.033

.

.079

.075

.061

.099a .0328

.

.047

b

.075a

a
Exp .070 .061 .107 .078 .0728 .065a .M02 .073

Total High Base .042 , .051 .036 .057

aggres Exp .070' '.061 .062 .073 .013
a

.062
a'

.072
a

,074a

sion. . ,

Low Base :063 .049 .092, .089 '
bc b

Exp .071 .038 4116 .091 .072 .042c .1058 .082

.

All Base
Ex) p

.055 .050

.070 .049

.064'

.039

.073

.082 .078- .052
b

.0198 .0738

--Hostile -High Base. .,011--- .014- --;-015-7- .020--

aggres- Exp .028 -,,022 %027 .021 .0358. .024a .034a .023
a

sion
Low Base

i,

.097 ...016 .03f1 037

ExP .030 .013 .052 .042 .029b .01611 .045a .0368!)

All Base .02P .015 .026 .O2P,

.029' .017 .039 .031 020 %039
a

.030
ab

Pro- High' Base .029 .033 .013 .031
a b a

bsocial Exp .041 .027 .025 .039 ..045 .026 .029 .0318

aggres-
sion Low Base .035 _on .044 .034

b
Exp .036 .023 .057 .041 .

ombc
022

c
.0548 042

All Base ,032 .028 027 .Q32

;Exp .033 .025 .041 .0/.0 .040a .024b .0428 .040a



61

:Variable Striic-

turd:,

Social_ -- High_

inter-.

action
with Low
adults

All

Per- High
sistence

Low

All

Teacher- High
led
instruc-
tion -Low

All

Waiting High

Low

All

Time
Period

N

Base- .053
Exp .065

'

Base .051

Exp .051

Base .052
Exp .053

Base .064
Exp .646

Base 0S7
Exp .092

Base .081
Exp .069

Base .119

Exp .103

Base .040

Exp .059

Base .079
Exp .081

Base -1.068
Exp .075

Base .034
EXp .040

Base .051
Exp .058

Table 9 (continued)

Means

P P '

r.

.047 .037 ,

.065 .029

..049 .063

,045 .076

.014 .050 '.050,,'

.055 :052 .046

.055 .066 ii.0,50

.039 .052 !.059

.109 .069

.088 .076

.082k .068

i064 .064

.125 .166.

.109 .125

.067 .ni42

.100 .031

.096 .104 .062

.104 .078

.077 . :046 .103

.064 .057 .071

.025 .029 ..019

.033 .025 .924

051 037
.049 .041 .648

P 'I/

,045
.038 .075a

.056

.054 .(150e

.0653

.053.

.083

.089 .036

.067.

.074 .072
ab

,676

.056 .098a

.040

:041 .065
b

.041 .0;12 b

.063

.044

.053

4

Adjusted Means'

P P,

,068a ,637b

/1 b
.0472 .071

.659
a

.053
ab

.047 .047

.075 .071

.061a .062ab

.103a .122
a

.101a 033
c

.102
a

.077 1)

.064 .052

.036 .027

-
.050 .040

_ .

40431)

.0423

.044
b

.066

.038

.07711

.056
b

..044
c

.050
c

.067

.025

.047

Note Within any row, means designated by the sane superscript are not
signifiC7tly different.



Table /0

Analyses of Covariance (Baseline as Cov ariate) for Individual Observations

,

02

go

F ratios '

Dependent'
Variable

Treatment Sex Structure_Treatmeft Treatment Sex x Treatment
(3, 124 (1.124.
df) df)

(1, 124
df)

x Sex (3,
124 df)

x Struc- Structure
ture (3, (1,124 df)

x Sex s
Structure

Positive 3.81 ;01
social

interaction
with peers

11.84**

124 df) (3,124 df)

.17 1.37, . .88 .41

Verbal 1.26 .08 ,5.59 '.43 ."3.73 .67 . 68

interaction
with peers

,/

Imaginative 3.72. .76 .38 .33 1.28 .97 .90

play ^. Is
. ,

1 - .

Non-verbal , .84 2.78 .69 .08 1.60 . .52 3.45
interaction
with peers

Commands 2,51
a.

.25 3.47a .43 3.14
*

0 .95

Demanding- 3.96
**

.01 3
1
05

a
.35 . 4.43 .17 , .59

**

ness to peers.

Verbalization .31
**

.OR .47 .07 3.47 ,47 .19

of feeling
,

**
Total 4.61 3.60a .13 .44 2.50a .04 1.04
awression

1 .

Hostile 2.79' .42 .41 .58 1.54 .42 Al
Aggression

Prosocial 4.67 2.53 1.01 .20 3.37 _ 0 1.35

. aggression

**
Social inter2.62

a
'.14 1.1S 4.54 4.36 .?3

action with
adults

* **
Persistence 1.13 4/31 15.61 . 37 .12 .19 1.13

***
Teacher-led 17.78 .144 19.13

*
9.72 .04 .11

instruction

*
.

Waiting 1.37 3.10 24.36
*

.CI 1.04 .84 1,13

.a p < .3.0 * p < . 05 ; ** p < . 1)1
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Variable

Table 11 c

Adjusted Means for Experimental Period of Individual
Observations for Classes Divided by Structure

Structure -

High Low F ratio
.

Social interaotiOn .039
with peers

r
Verbal interaction .073
With peers

rImaginative play J135

Non-verbal interaction .029w
with peers

Commands ..019
...

r-
Demandingness to peers .037

i

Verbalization of feeling .076

Total aggiassion Avp

Hostile aggression .029

Prosocial aggression .034

Social interaction with .056
adults

Persistence .055

Teacher-led se' .095

instruction

Waiting .062.

p <--A0

* P < .05
** p <.Ol

.025

.059

11.84
ft

5.59

A31 .31.

.032 .69

.024 3.47a

.044 3.05a
.

.010 .47 .
.

t

.075 *.13

.0324
.

.41
...

.033 1.02

:7: t

.-.052 .30.
. /

$

**,
.012 15.61

.061 19.33

*ft

.034 . 24.36



able 12

Adjusted !lean Scores for Circle Time, Pick7,Up Time, and

Rest Time for Treatments in 64.gh and Low iructure Classes

Variable Structure
- Neutral Prosocial

TreapMents
Pro 6cial Prosocial All

TV Only 'TV - Ma- TV - ''-:;,

rials Training z -

*Circle Time High 3,19 3.27' 3;54' 3.45 3.36
Low 3.30 3.39 3.26 3.42 3.3.4

Pick-up High 4.23a 3.92 4.31a 3.69
b

4.04
Time Low 3.60 3. 3.37 3.51 3,50

.
'

Rest time High 8.69a 7.14
a

4.26b 6.31
a

- 6.73

Low 5.04 4.30 5.10 5,99. j 5.23

Nate :leans with the safne superscript are not significantly different,

-

CS

1

,16

164 4*
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Table 13

Adjusted Mean ScoreS4ri Experimental Period for

Motor nhibition and Reflection -- Impulsivity

Variable
r

$4ructure

. , Neutral

Treatments

c.

Prosocial Ptosocial
TT-only TT:-Materials

Prosocial
TV Training

A).1

Draw a Line.: High 48.2 47.6 - 53:4 49.7
Low ', 48.7 47.3- 47.9 ' 51.0 48.7

Walk a Line High 46.6 50,1 - 54.4' 50.4
low 52.0a 48,3a MO 48,9a 47.0

KRISP High 43.3 44.3 - 47.4 46.7
Latency Low 55.2 53,0 49.9. 57.7 54.0

KRISP High
..

1 48.4 51.1 , 47.8 49.1
Errors Low 52.7 52.5 43.7 51.5 31.4

KRISP . g High -0.28 7.61 - 0.01 2.45
Impulsivity Low -2.52 -0,67 -0.70 -5,56 -2.36
(Errors -

ILatency)

Note: Means in one row with the same superscript are not signifigantly
different.

A
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Table 14

Mean Helping Scores on the Collage Measure in the ExperimieW Period

Variable

4

.

Frequency .

Structure

Ie

High

Low

Neutral'. Prosocial '1

Only

.14 .13

1.07
a

c25b

Condition

Prosocial TV-
nateriale

1.61ab

.

PEosocial
wo Training

. :9S

1

/ .75
ab

All .79
ab .-14b 1.61a .79

ab

Duration High 5.42 .39 '38,2

Lou 23.2 13.53 169.65 27.7

All- 14.431' 6.99 69.65 33.0

_Note!' In any row. means 113th the same superscript
different.

...

b 70

./

h

-/

are not significantly

r

66
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Table 15

Frequencies of Scores on Delay of Gratification

in the Experiment4. Period

'

Length of time Condition '
. ,

in delay of
gratification

..e

Neutral Prosocial
TV-only

Low (n-15 seconds) .
6 3',

Medium (15 - 535 seconds) 1 2

High (600 seconds) 12 I iS .

Structure

High Low

Low & Medium 3 30

410 High 30

71.

6,

Prosocial -Prosocial

TV Materials TV-Training.

7' 10

4
.

5

11 23 .
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ROCKET SERIES

Appendix A .

41*

Content Summaries of "Mk. Rovers' Neighborhood" Films

And their Corresponding Themes

Summaries of the three films:

#188: In the Neighborhodd,p1 Hake Believe {NOM) Handiman Negri and Lady

Elaine Fairchild plan to launch a rocket to Some Place Else. King Friday says

a launchihg needirrules and gives them Several. Everyone prepares for launch.

0 6

Dr. Bill Platypus, takes off in the rocket, but lands in the castle. All are

disappointed, but King Friday suggests fhe need for more rules, and they will

try again. Mr. Rogers, says sometimed anew thing is scary until you know all

the rules involved.

#189: NOM--Lady Elaine Fairchild and Handiman Negri try another launch.

This time Dr. Bill lands near his home; again a failure. Lady Elaine Fairchild

hits the rocket because she is mad and doesn't know"what else to do. Handiman

Negri suggests they need to learn more about rockets, then make better plans and

l

ry again. Mr. Rogers says that each time they tried again, the rocket went bet-
.

ter and a littlejurther. It's people who make plans that make things work well.

#190: Mr. Rogers says it takeb a long time to grow, but each little person
4

can expect to grow big. NOM--with the help of rules and planning, the rocket is

%launched and goes successfully to Someplace Else. Everyone is happy because the

rules helped and kept Dr. Bill. safe. Mr. Rogers generalizes about rules. Peo-

pleiike to be told why there are rules.

Themes from the three films:

1. Persistence: delay of gratification.

2. Self-regulating behavior: learning to accept rules,'learning to wait, learn-

ing to control aggressive impulsea.

72;
00.

t.
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Appendix-A fcontinued)

LEF - HEN. CONFLICT SERIES

Summaries cethe two films: ti

#442: Mr. McFeely delivers a package to Henrietta:-dresses from Collette.

Mr. McFeely then delivers cement to Lady Elaine 'Fairchild and helps her pour it.

She is patching her museum wall. Handiman Negri comes and helps her. When

Henrietta comes by in one of her new dresbes, LEF expects her to want Cr) help

also. But Henrietta doesn't want to get messy. LEF doesn't understand and calls

her a sissy, so Henrietta gets mad and leaves. Then LEF feels bad and wonders if

it is wrong to be the way she is. Handiman Negri tells her everyone is different

'and people like her the way she is. W. Rogers talks about teasing; sometimes

.

it can make you feel bad about who you are. 'People should feel'good about who

they are.

q'443: NOM--Handiman Negri goes to see Henrietta, who is still dressed fancy

and still upset with LEE. Handiman Negri tells her that LEF had said she somq-

times wishes she was like Henrietta. Henrietta can hardly believe it. Handiman

Negriltelis her she and LEF are very different, but NOM likes and needs both of

Handiman Negri goes to the castle, sees LEF go by all dressed,up (like,

Hanrietta). King Friday asks Handiraan Negri tr make his throne into a rocking

throne. Henrietta comes by, and wants to be a little bit handy.(like LEF) and

helpaRandiman Negri with the throne. They. try to make it rock, but fail, and

the King is a little upbet. Henrietta explains that thel'oyal throne wasn't

really'meant to rock. A rocking throne is different. (Parallel to different

but special people.) King Friday decides to have Corney make a new rocking

throne. Mr. Rogers talks about' differences between people and than goes to

Francois Clemmons' studio to hear some musicians,

2112WALCIALIV films:

1. Recognitibn and identification of feelings: self and others,

93



. Appendix' A (continued)
70

2. Self-perception:, uniqueness of each individual, acceptance of Oifferences in

"self and others.

3. Helping, sharing, and cooperative behavior.

X - CORNEY CONFLICT SERIES

Summaries of the two films:

#398: Mr. Rogers and Francois Clemmons practice golf4 Francois Clemmons

almost hits Mr. Rogers. Mr. Rogers tells of accidentally hitting someone when

Ile was small and how both he and his mother got angry. NOM-Henrietta gives

Francois Clemmons a box of dresses to take to Elsie Jean Platypus, and goes in-
.

side to finish g letter to Collette. On his way, Francois Clemmons meets X who

is practicing his golf swing. X is waiting for Henrietta and is getting annoyed.

Francois Clemmons goes on to the Platypus mound. Corney passes by in a hurry

With a big load of boxes. Francois goes dfter Carney to help,,but it is too

late. X has silting his golf club and knocked Corney.t boxes all over. Francois

helps pick them up. X is sorry, but Corney is angry and hurries off. X admits

to Francois that he had been angry about waiting for Henrietta and had forgotten

to be careful. Mr. Rogers says there are some things you might do when you are

4

angry that can hurt people, but suggests there are other things to do with the

.;mad that you feel that don't hurt peoplei

#399: Mr. Rogers listens to BoTrow's son and his friends sing. Son says

he likes his family, even though they get angry sometimes. NOM--Corney is having

a swing sale and sends Mr. McFeely to tell everyone, to come. Mr. McFeely tells

X, but X won't go. X tells Robert,Troll that Carney doesn't really want him,

and that everyone would have a better time if X isn't there. Robert Troll is

concerned about friend X and asks Corney if he knows what is wrong. Corney and

Robert Troll go to find X. X tells them he is a bad owl who hurts people, because

'24 %



Appendix A, (continued)

73.

he knocked Corney's boxes over yesterday. Corney says yes, he was angry with X

yesterday, but not any more,, because he knows X will try to be more careful.

Both Robert Troll and eorney assure X that everybody does bad things sometimes,

but that doesn't make them bad people. X feels better and goes to the swing

sale. Mr. Rogers repeats that good people do bad things sometimes.

Themes from the two films:

1. Self - regulating behavior: learning to accept rules, learning to wait, cop-

ing with frustration; learning to control aggressive impulses; finding alter-

native courses of action.

2. Recognition and identification of feelings: self

3. Helping behavior.

A. Verbalization of feelings.

NOM SWITCH SERIES

Summaries -of the four films:

#446: Mr. Rogers goes to McFeelys who are wall

you need planning for such a job; you must not paper

Trow accidentally bumps Chef Brockett and juice gets

and others.

papering. Everyone helps;

over windows or doors. Bob

spilled on the new paper.

It's. okay; accidents do happen and it can be fixed. NOM Mrs. McFeely takes wall-

paper to Lady Elaine Fairchild and tells her about redecorating. Lady Elaine

Fairchild decides NOM could use redecorating and uses her boomerang-toomerang-
.

soomerang to switch'eveiything. X and Daniel Tiger are both somewhat frightened

and don't like the change. Daniel refuses to come out of his clock. Troll gets

lost. King Friday 'is furious; his castle has been completely wallpapered, even

the windows and doors.. Lady Elaine Fairchild can't understand why everyone

doesn't like the change. Mr. Rogers mentions that Lady Elaine Fairchild changed

things without sinaasi anyone, and people like to know when things are going to

happen.

it
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Appendix A (continued)

1448: Mr. Rogers goes to Bob Trow's workshop; they explain pulleys and the

winch. NOM- 'EF is selling maps. King Friday explains-his idea of a winch with

sandpaper ribbon to connect everyone to the castle. Lady Aberlin goes to distri-

bute the ribbon. At the Platypus mound she hears little'Anna crying because of
1

the Switch. Her parents are worried about her. Bady Aberlin finds Edgar and the

winch helps them back to the castle. Mt. Rogers says sometimes its nice to have

a change, and sometimes, its nice to have things just the way they were.

#449: Because.of the Switch; Henrietta's glass cat has gotten broken and

she is sad'. Everyone is upset over the Switch (Anna still crying) and King

Friday orders LEF to replace everything. LEF refuses. Then Lady Aberlin tells

LEF about poor Anna, and LEF hears her crying. LEF finally realizes that her

Switch really had hurt someone else, and she decides to ase her bopmerang-

toomerang-soomeiang and put everything back the way it" was. Everyone is thrilled

to have the old NOM back; Anna stops crying. Seeing everyone happy, LEF decides

this'is best after all. She,hadn't liked King Friday's orders, but when Anna

needed her, she had known what to cloy Many of the neighbors still have mad feel-
,

ings, however, and King Friday suggests having a Festival of Mad to get rid of

them. Mr. Rogers repeats that Anna's crying had changed LEF's feelings, and asks

what do you do when feeling mad?

#450: Hr. Rogers pounds nail with hammer."NOM77Gong begins Festival, of Mad.

LEF hadn't thought about others' feelings and they are still mad. They hit a

punching bag. Francs:mg Clemmons tells Daniel, who has been hiding in his clock,

that everything is switched back and'he can come out now. A Dixieland group

provides music and they clap and play tambourines. Robert Troll wins the Ring-

the-Bell contest (hammering) and Daniel wins the Celery- Eating Contest. Every-
;

one feels better when they have gotten rid of some of their mad feelings. LEF
f
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111
wants her neighbors for her friends, and King Friday suggests she ask before she

switches things again. LEF is choseji to close the :estival by hitting the big

gong. Mr. Rogers stresseS'that there are different ways to ,say "I am angry" and

that after you say you are angry; it is easier po say "I love you," and it gives

you a good feeling.

TheA mes from. the four films:

1. Helping, sharing, and cooperative behavior.

,2. Recognition, and identificatldn pf self'and tthers.

,3. Self-regulating behairior: learning to accept rules, coping with frustration,

learning to control aggressive impulses.

.4. Persistence.

, 'HENRIETTA SERIES

0 Summaries of the four films:

#306: NOM--Mr..McFeely brings a letter for,Grandpere from his granddaughter

Collette. $he is coming for a visit. Grandpere shows Mr. McFeely a picture of

'her. She is very pretty. When Henrietta comes and sees the picture and hears

Dr. Bill Platypus say how pretty Collette is, she is not very happy. Later.when

X and Lady Aberlin go to see her, she is all dressed up and speaks French to

them, Lady Aberlin and. X are concerned about her. Lady Aberlin goes to the

Eiffel Tower and sees fancy Collette's picture. She understands why Henrietta

is all dressed up and hopes that she will realize that everyone likes Henrietta

just as she is. Mr. Rogers repeats that Henrietta thought people wouldn't like

her anymore unless she was fancy.

' 0307: W. Rogers is doing fancy writing. He spills ink and 'gets angry.

NOMHenrietta is still dressed fancy. Handiman Negri sees that Henrietta is
, . A

,'

sad and reaWsures her that he is her friend. Handiman Negri then sees Collette's

721
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picture, exclaims how fancy she is, and Henrietta is hurt even more. Henrietta

tells the picture that Collette can't take her place, and knocks the picture to

the'ground. She is frightened then and tries to get it back and can't. 'Handiman

Negri comes, picks up the picture and finds Henrietta. .She asks him not to send

her away.:Handiman Negri,realizea she knocked over the picture, helps her fix

it, and explains that she is the only Henrietta they have and they need her and

would never send her away. Mr. Rogers says that Henrietta feels left out and
,

angry.

#309: NOMCollette has arrived and is with Grandpere. Chef Brockett

brings her a aurprise cake. They put it on the railing of the balcony where it

looks like it might fall, then they go inside. Later Robert Troll finds Henrietta

looking at the cake and wishing it would.fall. Robert Troll !glows she feels that

if she can't have the cake, she doesn't want Collette tp have it either.' A gust

.of wind then knocks off the cake,gnd it smashes onto the floor. Henrietta thinks

she did it by wishing, and is miserable and afraid.she'll be sent away. Lady

Elaine Fairchild cotes, sees the cake, and tells them a gust of wind has blown

things down all over the Neighborhood, just like the cake. It wasn't because of

Henrietta's wishing. Lady Elaine Fairchild uses her boomerang-toomerang-soomerang

to return the cake to its proper place in perfect condition. Henrietta is very

grateful.

#310; Mr. Rogers tries to make folded paper hat. NOM--Lady Aberlin goes

A
to the Tower and finds Grandpere and Collette. The cake is still uneaten.

Collette has decided to share it with everyone at a party. She suggests that

Lady Aberlin distribute party hats to invite people. Lady Aberlin takes a hat

to Henrietta, but Henrietta says she's not going because it's not fair that

Collette had first a cake and now a party all to hc.,_self. Lady Aberlin explains

that Collette is sharing the cake at the party. Henrietta still feels hurt and
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won't go. Lady Aberlin distributes the other hats, then goes back to the Tower.

When Grandpere learns that Henrietta is not coming he's upset,..Since he needs her

to introduce people to Collette. Henrietta feels much better when Lady Aberlin

,tells her she is, needed to do something Collette can't dot and goes to the party.

Mr. Rogers and Ur. McFeely try again to make paper hats--again fail. Some things

I can do well; other things I can't do so well.

Themes from the four film:

1. Self-perception: uniqueness of each individual, acceptance of differences

in self and others.

2. Helping, sharing, and cooperative behavior.

3. Recognition and identification of feelings: self and others.

-DANIEL - PANDA BIRTHDAY-SERIES

Summaries of the three films:

#422: Mr. Rogers paints, and suggests that some people paint when they are

angry to help them feel better. Other people do different things when they are

angry. NOM--Panda is very sad over not having a birthday. He mentions that on

Planet Purple everything is the same, but here there are lots of different things

things and different people. At the clock, Francois Clemmons and Daniel Tiger

are talking about birthdays. Daniel's birthday is Friday, but he feels sorry

for Panda and gives his birthday to him. Panda is then very happy to have a

special day. Mr. Rogers wonders how Daniel will feel the next day and stresses

that in the real world everyone has a special birthday, a name, a body, a history.

#423: NOM--Daniel's friends are worried about him becausehe has a cough.

Yoshi goes to see 'how he iB. While coughing, Daniel tells Yoshi how he had felt

sorry for Panda and had given him his birthday, but now he feels sad and left out.

Panda is getting a ride in King Friday's plane and that is what Daniel had wanted.
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Yoshi explains that two people can share the very same birthday. Handimen Negri.

agrees. When Daniel understands that both he and Panda can share their birthday

and bothAo for a planp ride, he is happy and stops coughing. Mr. Rogers again

goesoVer sharing birthdays.

#425: 6M--Trolley decorated. It's Daniel and Panda's birthday and they

prepare for their plane ride. King Friday urges them to be careful. Al Worden

is going to take them to Planet Purple and they willstop at the moon on the way.

Lady Elaine Fairchild brings a cake for the moon, which is also sharing this

birthday. .Yoshi, Al, Daniel, and Panda take off. Mr. Rogers' syesses that the

plane ride to Planet Purple was a pretend one. He suggests making up stories

about their ride.

Themes from the three films:

f

1. Helping, sharing, and cooperative behavior..

Z. Recognition and identification of feelings: self and

Verbalization of feelings: sadness.

ROCKING THRONE

Summaries of the two films:

3.

#444: Mr. Rogers

Friday has Mr. McFeely

Corney is taking a nap

others.

shows baby chick--takes a long time to hatch. NOM--King

take picture of the rocking thrOne that he-wanurto Corney.

if
and doesn't want to be disturbed. He is cross with Mr.

McFeely and tron't listen to him. Mr.. McFeely didn't know what to do. Later

Corney apologized, explaining that he gets cross when he is sleepy. He gets ex-

cited about building the rocking throne. Mr. Rogers says it is hard to know what

to do when someone won't listen when you try to tell them something important.

#445: Mr. Rogers does a potatoe print;'says it takes a long time for things

to grow and it's hard to learn to wait. NOM--Corney is finishing the rocking.

80
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throne. 'He has Miss Paulificate (16 some embroidery for it. X the Owl is trying

hard to wait, but gets impatient; he wants to deliver the throne now and gets a

little angry. When the throne is finally finished and delivered,.KIng,Fridayls

very happy with it; and very ed that they took the time to do the ,job well.

King Friday knows that all go growing things take time, and he like's the way X

is growing. Mr. Rogers latei goes to Handiman Negri's music shop to hear a,group

77

of black musicians.

Themes from the two films:

1. Delay of gratification.

2. Self-control.

3. Understanding feelings of others.

4. Verbalization of feelings.

r
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APpendix

Neutral Films

CArcUs Day in,Our town
Pride, The Saddle Horse
African Girl - Malobi

4 Airport in a Jet Age
Adventures of Bunny Rabbit ,

Aaimals,GrowIng Up
Jobs in the City,- Construction
Jazzoo
Norwegiaq Children
One Rainy Day
Matter Everywhere
Mr. Moto Takes a Walk
Milk s. As. You. Likes It
Space Flight Around the Para}
Spring Cores to the City
Tembo the Bahy'Elephant-
Visit with Cowboys,
Rhythm is Everywhere ,

Rabbits
Pliny Farm

Animals Move in Many Ways , e4

Curions George. Rides a 'Bike

Kangaroos
i

t

sa

Fireman
nimals of the Zoo

People Soup
Three' Little Kittens
Zoo Animals in Rhyrai
Prickly-, the porcupine
Spring in the City

,
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Su *estinns Use of Prosocial Materials

. .

For Groups without Training

Dramatic Play Materials:

1: Set of stand-up figures with City Backdrop.

2.' Set of pictures of puppets and personalities from "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood"

with a Neighborhood of Make BelieVe Backdrop.

3. Flannel board and pieces.

4., Masks; fabrics for dressup clothes.

5. Telescopes and telecans.

6. Wheels.

7. Puppets.

8. Material to create-a mock-up of the castle of make believe.

We suggest that for the first four weeks of films, you limit the number of props

and pictures introduced with the backdrops.and flannel board .to those appearing_

in the film each day. To assist you in accomplishing this, we haVe included pic-

tures of all the characters and lists Of the films in which they appear. You

may 'Wish to continue limiting the pictures and props thi-oughout the eight weeks.

However, after foilt weeks, the children will have met all the characters, and

they may want to use some from different series together, as they create their

own situations.

With the city backdKop,,you may want to vary the number of stand-up figures you

make available at any he time.

'In order to give everyone an opportunity to use the new materials without having

to wait a long time for alturn,you may want to introduce all of them on the

83
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same day indifferent parts of the room. From aim to tiu during the eight

weeks of films, if interest seems to subside, perhaps rearranging the materials

in different locations in your,room wUl help, or making them available during a

'Afferent time of day. A

An airplane appears in one of the series and a rocket in another. A portable

play wheel 14 prdVided for dramatic play to use with these series of films.

eluded in the box is some plastic tape which you may want to use to outline a

plane and/or a rocket on your floor. There 4re also some materials which can be
/

used as telescopes and telecans (walkie-talkies) with these series.

,Books:

If your children 'enjoy looking at books during rest time or throughput the day,

you may want to introduce all these on ypur book shelf at one time, putting a

like number ofyour'present supply away, and keeping your total number on the

shelf about the same,as usual.

If your usual story time is a total group time, you may sometimes enjoy dividing

the group in two with the teacher's aide reading to half the group. If some

children do not seem ready for a.groupatoiY time, perhaps there are some quiet

activities they could engage in (iUzzles, pegs, other manipulative materials)

-independently at this ark.

From time to time you may wish to vary the location and the arrangement of your

story groupfrom chairs in a circle to individual rugs or mats, to one large

blanket or rug.,,to outdoors under a tree on warm days. If the group is large,

it helps everyone to see if the teacher sits across from and higher than the .

children, and moves the book from side to side and in front of ,herself all the

84
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time she is reading so that the pictures are dearly visible.to everyone all dur-
.

ing the story. If the. teacher varies her voice when reading different roles, it

will enhance the story for the children._

Records:

With the exception of

music lends itself to

gram. In addition to

singing, and rhythmic

ing snack, and during

story time, and construction work with. blocks or with tools,

almost every other time geriod in an early childhood pro;

special times that you may regularly designate for listening,'

activities, other listening times might be during rest, dur-

lunch times. Since snack and lunch periods are also good

times for conversation, music at these times should be selected for "mood setting"

and for the most part should be instrumental without lyrics.

Music belongs with activity and can contribute'considerably to creative art ex-
.

,

periences such as easel painting, finger,painting, and work with clay, and is

alsb good background, for water play.

The records that .are included in these materials all have words. We hope you

will wijdy using them with your group for your regular listening and singing

times, as well as at rest time, and during many activities.
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Suggestions for Use Of Neutral Materials for Teachers

Books

If your children enjoy looking at books during rest time or throughout the

day, you may want to introduce alithese on your book shelf at one time, putting
.

a like number-of your present supply away, and keeping your total number on the

shelf about the same as usual.

We have not followed any special theme in our selection, but have tried to

provide a variety of subject matter, and a range of complexity, hoping each child

will find special enjoyment in at least one book.

If your usual story time is a total group time, #lou may sometimes. enjoy

dividing the group in two with the teacher's aide reading to half the group. If

some children do not seem rtady for a group story time, perhaps there are some

quiet activities they could engage in (puzzles, pegs, other manipulative meter-
,

ials) independently at this time.

From time to time you may wish to vary the location and the arrangement of

your story group--from chairs in a circle to ,individual rugs or mats to one large

blanket or rug, to outdoors under a tree on warm days. If the group is large, it

helps everyone to see if the teacher sits across from and higher than the children

and moves the book from side to side and in front of herself all tbs time she is

reading, so the pictures are clearly visible to,everyone all during the story.

If the teacher varies her voice when reading different rules, it will enhance

the story for the children.

Games

We are not concerned that childre'n follow the specific rules given for some

of the games. We feel that children often work out their own approach to games

that is appropriate. to their level of understanding. However, children with
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older siblings are often insistent that someone teach them the rules as printed

on the box lid. In this case we dope you will familiarize yourself with the

rules, and explain them as simply as possible at the same time assuring them

that when they are learning a new game, it's all right to try it their own way

the first few days.

Freedom to experiment with their own designs with the colorforms, color

cubes, and Build a Picture will help the children to gain in self-confidence and

self-reliance. Teachers will know which children may need extriencouragement

and praise to initiate and then pursue their own ideas. The patterns and'augges-

tions in the boxes could be usedmuch later in the year to stimulate renewed in-

terest in the materials after the children have had ample time,td develop and

work out their ,own ideas.

When children have difficulty with new puzzles, some cues that may be hdlp-

ful are: color, shape, size, usual lOcation of,a familiar part. I.

The Matcub Tens Blocs may provide a different level of experience with nut
.

..,

,
,,

bets for children who have already gained some skills in this area. For othera

the introductory experience may be purely .manipulative. We hope all childreh
$

will find some pleasure in their Use.

Perhap some of your children enjoy assuming the teacher's role with lotto

games. If you., can help them work out taking turns, this cant be a very satisfac-

A
tory experience.

Records

pith the exception of story time, and construction work with blocks or with
$

tools, music lends itself to almost every other time period in an early child-

hood program. In addition to special times that you may regularly designate for

listening, singing, and rhythmic activities, other listening times might'be dur-

ing test, during)nack, and during_lunch times. Since snack and lunch periods

so
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410
are also good times for conversation, music at these times should be selected

,

.fr

for "mood setting" and for the most part should be instrumental withodt lyrics.
0

Music belongs with activity and can contribute considerably to creative art

experiences such as easel painting, finger painting, and work with clay, and is

also good background for water play.

The records that ard'included in these materials all have words. We hope

you will enjoy using them with your groui) for your regular listening and singing

times, as well as at rest time, and during. many activities. The Ella Jenkins

records encourage responses from the children.)

ip
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Sample Circle Script

MATERIAIS NEEDED FOR CIRCLE TIES.:

1. Cassette: Sometimes I Feel SO Sad

2. Teacher's Book: Sometimes I Feel So Sad

35

P&N. - PANDA BIRTHDAY SERIES

Monday - DAY #1

(View Film #422)

4 .

3. Table with NOM Backdrop and figures of: Panda

F. Clemons,

D. figir

These should be on a table near the locker area Wchildren can see, play

with, and arrange them as they wish when they first arrive at school.

4. Materlals for making one of the rhythm instruments on nearby tables.

SCRIPT AND INSTRUCTIONS:

Song and Book:

PANDA WAS SAD BECAUSE HE DIDN'T HAVE A BIRTHDAY. WE HAVE A SONG ABOUT PEELING

SAD. ILL PLAY IT FOR you NOW.

(Play cassette of Sometimes I Feel So Sad and show pictures in accompanying book.

Go through this twice and encourage children to sing along ae soon as possible.)

Dramatic Play with NOM Backdrop:

(Teacher moves the appropriate picture puppets as children help her to retell the

stpry.)'

. WHO WAS IT THAT WAS FEELING SOBAD TODAY?

Panda)

WHAT DID PANDA DO ABOUT HIS SADNESS?

(He told his friends about it.)

633
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DO YOU REMEMBER, With HIS FRIENDS WERE?

(Mrs. Platypusor Elsie Jean, and Daniel Tiger, and' Francois Cleimons.)

DID THEY DO AnYTHING TO HELPPANDA FEEL BETTER?

36

DANIEL,TIGER.HELPED HIM FEEL BETTER BY GIVING PANDA HIS BIRTHDAY, DIDN'T HE?

FRANCOIS CLEMMONS HELPED BY LISTENING AND SAYING THAT HE UNDERSTOOD. WHEN slam-

ONE HELPS YOU IT MAKES YOU FEEL' HAPPY TOO.

Activ t : 0

(reac er indicates materials that are ready for talking any of the rhythm instru-
.

menta and suggests they begin woLking.over there. This activity can be continued

whenever it fits into the regular scheddie,so that each child eventually makes a

drum, a shaker, and'a kaioo.)

.
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Appendix F

Scales Used for Plating Teacher Characteristics

Baseline - only rating

1. leads many activities 1.

comments

2.--high degree of private or 2.
semiprivate communication

comers

1. overt facilitation of Le1 3.
task.,OrAeitted.behavior

donnents

(4. negatively evaluates
children (disapproval)

comment4

strongly neither.. strongly

agree agree% agree nor disagree disagree

disagree

strongly neither strongly

agree agree agree nor disagree disagree
disagree

strongly
agree

neither
agree agrrle or

disagree

strongly
4, agree agree

5. positively evaluates 5.

children (approval)

comments

6. dor;iination through

threat

comments

strongly
agree

strongly
6. agree

7. uses touca physical 7

affection in comforting

CO

agree

strongly
disagree disagree

neither strongly

agree nor disagree disagree
disagree

neither
:tree nor

disagree

neither
agree agree nor

disagree

'strongly neither
. agree' agree agree nor

disagree

strongly
3. expresses and label's own 1., agree agte

feelings

comments

9. publicly humiliates
children (shame,
ridicule) as means
of consrol

connents

strongly
9. agree agree

neither

a,,,ree nor

disagree

neither
agree nor

disagree

strongly
disagree disagree

strongly
disagree disagree

strongly

disagree disagree

strongly
disagree disagree

Strongly

ditggrce disagree

.1
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Appendix F (continued)
strongly neither strongly

10. specific techniques
used in communication

10. agree agree igree anr disagree

disagree-
disagree

of listening

strongly neither strongly
comments 11.

/
agree agree

/

agree nor disagree-
disagree

disagree

11. Asks for reasons of
behavior when
disciplining

comments

12. private disciplining .12.

comtents

13. Calm, acceptant
transactions

comments

::.

strongly
agree agree

strongly
14, agree agree

14. academically oriented 14.

comments

15. uses imaginative play 15.
and fantasy

comments

16. use of control
technioue

17.

comments

class activities
structured

comments

13. sarcastic

comments

strongly
agree agree

strongly

agree agree

16. strongly agree
agree

neither strongly
agree nor disagree disagree
lisagrne

neither strongly

agree nor disagree disagree
disagree

neither
agree nor
disagree

neither
agree nor
disagree

strongly
disagree disagree

strongly
disagree disagree

neither strongly
agree nor disagree disagree
disagree

strongly neither
'17., agree agree ,agree Tor disagree

disagree

19. in'istante upon atten- 19.
tidn to task

comments

strongly
agree agree

strongly
agree agree

neither
a*ee not
disagree

neither
agree nor
disagree

strongly
disagree

strongly
disagree lisdgree

strongly
disagree disagree
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strongly neither strongly

20. controls through 20. agree agree, agree nor disagree disagree

standards with disagree

appeal to convention
as source of author-
ity

Y.

comments
strongly neither , ,strongly

21. attentive to pupil's 21. agree agree agree nor disagree disagree

needs disagree

CoMments>
strongly neither strongly

22. good natured. warm '22agree agree agree eor disagree diphgree
disagree

,,

comments

.11
neither --strongly, strongly

23. supportive 23. agree . agree agree nor disagree disagree
' disagree

comments ,

strongly neither strongly

24. patient 24. agree , agree 'agree nor disagree disagree

: disagree 4
..

comments
strongly neither 'strongly

25. high tolerance of 25. agree agree agree nor disagree diSigree
frustration disagree

comments
strongly % ' neither strongly

26, has' children wait 26. agree agree ame nor disag5ee disagree

long after , ' disagree

announcing actitd-
ties,

consents

. . - . strongly neither strongly

27. misinterprets child's 27. agree ,. agree agree nor disagree ,disagree,
..,

behavior or intentions J disagree

(child may be trying ('

to be helpful (teacher
does not see this and
scolds child for
-misliehavins)

I *

comments

f

1

a
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Definitions of Observation Categories
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A Observation Categories

General instructions: Behavior and certain types of stimuluOituations, will

be recprded sequentially as they occur, The codes appear on a single sheet. Def-

initions of each category follow:

Each child will be observed for 5 minutes. The 5 minute period will be di-

vided into 5 oei-minute time blocks. Any one behavior category should be scored

no more than once in a minute. ,Mpre than one category maybe scored within the

same minute.
c

Abbreviations

ir= child observed
= any other child

el,
= teache

=*
0 other person; child, orladult

r

For each observation, play activity, beh for Qegory, object of behavior

and Consequences of,behavioe will be noted. -In soMe inatances, which

specified later, mOdifiers, such as intens y, will also be noted.

SCoring of a continuous or repeated.. act

For the continual Or repeated occurrence of the sate action, during the 5

minutes, score the behavior category only once per minute, but at intensity level

3.

\a-, e.g., S may hit Chp.d'A one time or 12 times,. nd still only get one rating of

ap (physical aggression) *so long as this action has all occurred in one time

block, However, the intensit of the behavior is High in the two cases aild would

be scored. differently for ea h.

t
Modifiers

These are symbols which can be added to categories to indicate that the ac-
tion has d particular component.- These are not to be used alone.

4

v
=

behaVior has, verbal component
nee negative, the reverse of the behavior. described in a category, e.g.,

negative comfort, reassurance, sympathy -S laughs when child falls off

a rocking horsd
1 = low intensi0.. Behavior is minimal, but scOrable. -

-.3 = high intensity. Unusually intense,ploog-lastingi or repetition of the

same actions.,

ray.Antensily "1°4s assumed and will not be rated.

Play Activities (to be design4ed by brief beginning of word)/

W4anthe following categories describe the major activity in which S is,en-

0
gaged, use them. If he is engaged in some activity not listed, write it if you

J
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can do ,so without losing the behavior Tings. If you,cannot write it, score
Misc.:

. art* = art and Crafts =-achy artistic activity such as paiging, cutting and
pasting, clay, crafts, .or others where matdlelliife basically an-
structured.

blo

cli

con

= hlocks.
.0\

= climb --any climbing on b ars or other eqUip
/

nt..

)1;

!'s

= construction7-fputting together materials which a 7 e at least partially
structured such as

ihap-bloeks,',"

pUzzles, tinker-toys, Lincoln logs.
ge

1

dol = play with dolls, or related type figures'(cardboard stand-up people).

gam = an organized game such as tag, footbal l, races, or any other group
activity where there are at least some minimal rules being followed.

//
gro ,= group - -a demonstration or other group activity led by adult.

hou = house.

jui = juice.

1

man = manipulative:small toys'suah,as doll furniture, toygarages, etc.

mis

mot

= misc.--S is engaged in an activity that does not
Write in what the/activity is.

= gross motor activitiesrunning, pushingthings,
motor activity Ot included in mare specific categories above.

mus =.musio.

fit above categories.

or any other gross

non = none--S is wandering, going between tasks, or just doing nothing.

pup = play with puppets.,
4

res. = read - -use of books or listening to sEory.

4
rol role play--principal activity is playing house, cowboy, fireman, etc.

InClude dress-up if that is the prfNiPal activity.
. , .

rot -c= Crime and adventure role playing such as cops and robber's
k

and indihns.

rol-o= other--role playing occupations
boa;.' ride in h chair), or other
above.

or.cowboys

(firem4, transportation (going for a
role playing activities not mentioned

san, = sand - -in sand box and using sand (don't score this if he is'doing
something like painting on a table which happens to be in the box).
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1

O

,

pak

:

sho'-= shopwork--use of tools such as hammer, saw, etc.
0

sli =

swi = swings.
. .

. .
.. . r, . .

veh = veHicle--any riding'activi ies; trikea,etC.

walk = going on walk as a group.

e,
wat = wateir-'-When principal act.tvity.

Object (target) of behavior (Scored,pnky with behavior
I. other 'People,-not S alone.

A = ,

*

C = Child
.

CS

4

='Children

B = Both adult and child

?

4
-

o

r

4.

ategories, involving

4

r

1k.

4

0 = Score zero if "it,is not clear whether the bebavidr is directed towards

anyone.

PositiveoSocial Interaction
.

= Cooperation. S interacts with one or more children in ducga way phabbe-
havior is .directed toward agamd6n,goal. This may involve making something
together, exehangi g materials, taking turns, or participation on some or:

ganized game. Mu t last at least 10-15 seconds.. .Do not" include circle

time activities or activities that are organized and directed primarily by'

an adult. ACtivity-may be suggested: by an adult.
\

e.g.:, Several.boys run in circle Chaffing one another, but not aggressively.

Alds,sone orgapizatiop, like game of tag. They took turns being

* ;

Primitive football game with a group, of. boys chasing and tacrcling

the one with the ball. This would be doublescored with aggression.
- -="4

-S pushe's wagon filled with other Childreh.'
i

4,

Two Ss putting clay into puzzle mold. Both areyarticipating4but
S dolpg so more actively thaliC.

Three girls jumping rope together, taking turns holding ends of rope.

it = Teacher-led cooperatioh. ,Cooperation-as defined above except that the

activity is led pr directed by' an adult. ,

e,g.: S joins T and other children tohelp carry tablecinside.,

r



STarticipates in joint block building project. that T organizes.
.,

Several children work with T to carve out a Halloween .pumpkin (fetch

ing., carryihg) .

' . - /. .

ii *Attempts to initiate social interaction. This wpilld be scorekwhether 9- ,

agreed to join S or not to join 'S in the suggested interactlion.- An, /erbal
or nonverbal attempt to initiate interaction with other (S)'that *4 not ag-

greOsive., MaTinvolve suggesting an activity or, attempting to join an ac.-,

tivity. De not score .if S is merely watching ogler chiPren's play.
,

,

.
,

, t
.',

e.g. : . aks C 'Do youtwant to jump rope?"' 1
,

) 1, _
."Let'a .play house."

.

4

PCome over h'e're." , 1
3 ,

S tries to join group' Chat is playing dolls. ''
1'

. ±,
N )

ill.= Helping and sharing. S givbs or offers help.or materials to other'children
. or,aaults."iScore even if C doesni't seen to want what is givhq. Can be sug-

gestO by other adufeor child. Dies not have,to be spontaneous. .'

. qt....., .

.

Do notlinCludeipassing around:food t m06.1 times. /gXclude sharirig and help-

'ing thg is enforced by T. This opt gory is didtpguished,from cooperation

III N i in that ih is .one way; ikstdaa of.thA 3-way exchange seen iri.eonatrationi-
2

-e:g.: S gives piece of clay to,'C'jwithut being asked. I'

'S offers crackers 'to observers. \

, _

,When C is playing baby in.crib, S brings her tom.
4

.

. \

,

.

\. .

)

-S-pushes-children-on-swings.___v__
.-

N % I
,

' ' S goes to 0 andfiers him a swing.

.1-

s"S brings blocks and C take them repeatedly. She is delivering

blocks. . 4
(Y

.d)

i..

.

h negative = S refuses to share when asked by T or C. Do not scoreNhere S is
defending ftopertylrom other `C who is trying to take it. .1

ic=-Asking for help. Child asks an adult or child for help with something.

e.g.: "Help me up (on swing)"
/.

ia negative = Showing signs of needing ,help, but-not ask ng for it and not help-

' ing oneself. Do not score unless it appears S is tr ing to attract attention

to his need for help.

e.g.: Walking around carrying jacket looking atpeople as if trying to at-

tract attention, but doesn't say anything. A

*it
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4
. . .1

.

if =' Fin4ng or suggesting alterndtives. StdIverts or attempts to diVert, C from

'tan ogressive.or stressful act'to another toy.or activity. .

e.g.: ,C wants s-S Ito get4Ofi swing. 'S points to another empty swing and/or

tells C there it an.empty 'swing ("Go over there").

1. X.

C says to S give him some block's: S says "I got mine here. You get
t, some" (points).

S had all the gi'reffe rings (ring toss) and.0 wants some. Ohe drop-

ped. S said "Get thAt one" (points). 1'

Social interaction

f. . - P

S engages in social interaction with one or more others (either adult or child)
with positive or neutral affect.

...

15 .

is = spoken (verbal) interaction . Score here if two o r more chil4ren (or S and

..,ati adult) arecengaged in averbal exchange concerning a related area or 4

,topic. They may also be involved in nonverbal interaction. Do not score

single verbalizations where no response is given td -the speaker.A-The min/-
.,imum unit or spgken social interaction is: ,a statement by the S, a response

' from the other (aatlt or ,chila), and then another statement from the S. In-

teraCtion must go on for at least 10=15 seconds; Exact timing is not neces-
,

sary, but it must be more-Chari kleetIng-interaction.

When two children are standing or sitting ogether and talking and you can't
understand what they're saying, spoken soci 1 interaction would be scored
here if the tone of voice and facial expression are agreeable, sociable, and

- ,

Friendly (not angry).

Score this category,"is," only if the spoken behavior is not scoreable in
another behavior category. Do not score "is" 'if the behavior has been

scored "ic.." notscore if__T_is_addressing children and child's responses
are limited to minimal words such as "yes,"#-What," "u1 huh."

e.g.: Two children are washing dishes next.to each other and are conversing.

Two childn'n'are talking togethaf while waiting for their snack.

'S says "Look at that bus. ". Teacher says, "Yes, that's a big *us."
Says S "It's green."

.

* 99

t
C,

4
AV .

in = non-verbal social interaction. SCOie if child is engaged in some type offL
non-verbal exchange. Play cazilbe scored here if.it has not been scored in

. other categories. Play must involve interaction, not just two children

tplAying next to each other. Doubtful cooperation cases fit In here (inter--'
it, tang hands). S must be showing active geStures, facial expressions, or

the like Interaction must go on for 10-15 seconds..,,,k.
,..,
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: .
, . . i . . , .

ThiS category is scored only whek S:s lieHavl.or is complete non - verbal, If .

the S'is'also verbal,'s re as 4.s" not "in." If S is non-verbal,* but other

person says something, see as "in." 0, . %S. - y ,.
t .

.4 e.g.; Nap. time. Twci children lying near. each other playing with each
.

other's hair.' - .. ..
'.

,
-... .. .

.
.

-N.

'On a walk "several.children making filmy faces at each!other

Running together on playground; children start and stop in,same
-plades, os-c-

`v

ti

On wheeled toys, riding togethdr or bumping gently and non- aggressively.,
t

Verbalization of Feelings

Expressing feelings; Verbalization of,Feelings . sv %,

i\' v.

.
el = labeling feelings. Describing one's feeling's with the use,of an explicit

feeling word. 4' /

. . -..s,

e.g.: "I like you"%.
,"I like that puppy .down Ehere" .

_ 4

. 4
"I'm mad" 1 .

"I don't like you"
"Itm'sorry" v ry

0

eu = statements be inning with "I vine or. donit want." Do pot include "I

, want!! or "I donttdwant".seatements at Mealtime, e.g.,"I want more juice"

(eliminate 'this from scoring). !Also, if an "'l want" or "I don't want". it

statement is scorable in another category, don't score here, e.g., "I want
v. to write my, name'*self." -

4 4

eg:: StateMents-thht would fit in this category are,:

'"I'want to get smelt (refers to blocks)
"I want to lay down hele" (very intense) -,intensity.3
"No, I pnitinnt ;o."'

c
A

Whendi Want" or "I d'init want" statements ere accompanied by crying or In-

A tense emotion, score intensity 3;

e.g.: "I want a turn" gile crying)
4

e4 = nonverbal, expressinn of feeling. Nonverbalization in situations where S is
showing an emotional response-7crying, clearly sad expressions, sings of

fear (avoiding object, etc.), Do not score when an emotional response such

'as crying, has been caused by accidentse falling, .or bumped heeds. If S cries

because he was hit by C, include this. Do not score expressions ofjoy or

happiness , .

._

If any of t ese.emotional responses are accompanied by tallang, don't score

here, even if you cannot understand the talking.
0

. \ 5 - v t
100

-

I
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... \
. .

. .

e.g.: S is being chased by C who is
#pretending tube a monster. S -becZMes

.

.

visibly fearful-distorted 'face, hands up, then starts to scream. ..

4 . k

Understanding4others 7-') Pc

. Air = giving reasols for flings or behavior. Verbal statements giving reasons
for own behavior ..4:1;, 9ut own feelings. ,Dor.ipt score "I don't want to" here

.'unless a reason is gi en. Can be ,reply .to A question about why etald!.,is
1p,. 1 .1- doing.somethingt ..,

0-
- ,

.

'e.g.: "No, I just started doing this." Mr.plaining why
.

doesn't want _tó play)'

,-:
1 $ threateng C with biopic ("he hit me"). ..

(-

S eguses to give 'some; blocks to C
s.

:

... "I hsd this" first" ,
0, , 1.

.

. . a_. .

I 'us = showing consV,eration and-attempts to understand others. Questions about
others' feelings, behavior, references that ask for p repective of that
other., Also,"includes any statements about other chills' feelings or Ithe
ressons,for c ld's behavior. Lastly, this category npludes S telling C
something C

.

n as to know-panting out, hazards. .* '

.
. k

,

.1 .

. )1,g.:, Childre on a 1,11k, S says to C:
,0

--." ' -"Watcb.-.6 ,for yodr head
--------"Your mother's here." t.

St I

:Uq= question. A for paterials or objects.

e.g.:, S asks C for clay ,( 4.4,

. ,
' .

. , \ :,

uc = comfort.',.sympathy, reassurance, praise, and'phys al affeCtion. Axy of the

above given or directed%toward another chid or'ay lt. 14benc,this behaviqr

is all or part verbal, score the, modifier.verbal. Do not score touching
, another as "uc" unless it is ei4erly affedtionate.

s
.

- ,

e.g.: ,.Two. boys-were being punished. ,S puts her hands on face of C stroking
,

, ;IVgently.. , .

.

. .

. i .

`At circle,tfime C laid body on T, cuddling With 'I:
. ,

C wants a swing. S putg arm around C.
/ . -

ua = attending to distress, drying, hurt, being punished. Looking intently and

consistently at C when C is crySirig, hurt, or being punished. Do not score

unless other is,showing distress.
.0

4

e.g.: Two boys were being punished and.S watabedthem intently.

Other child is crying and S wat ches intently.

Independence

= independence. Score when S does something for himself under 2 eonditions.

1
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S. -s

s'

. ni = S has asked or indicated needfor:'heip, alien doe it himself (usually, after
being ignored). f 4"\ ,7 ..

4 .

1
e.g.; lo S says: "Teaclik, will you help .me Witt:this'?"

t' - I '.. ,
5 17nr = refusing help. "I want, odo it myself."

, .

1.
e.g.: 1. T offers to help child. put blocks away and S refuses helpse
, .. °

%.
. .. 0. %.,, 2. T says: "I'll write your name on youvOicture" and S says: ''I.,

. want
"

to,write.'it myself."

.
p = persistence. 1

,,I , ,.,

pc. = continually staying with or concentrating on an activity. S eng4ged in task
\

.

or actiyity for'one minute. Shows signs of.continuous involvemeht during ,-,

lost of that time; doesn't look away,from task-much, continuouliY manipulates
.

. object or materials 'involved.
0

.4
,

. .

Task here is any activity Involving making or building something or working
with materials--drawing, painting, blocks, doll figurds(jf not used for
fantasy) are examples. .

)
.*

.

.Alsb incrude motor activities -climbing, swings, sliding boards, riding
vehicles.(ifAot interattingswith others), etc.,

.

''e f.,
/Do nod, score running.

---7"..
.

.
.4 , i

Do not score involvement in social activity.

0

1)(:: not score during cooperation,

Score if S is playing or building somethliig and
S continues to build--reflects involvement,

T tells him to stop, when

e ;g.: 1. manipulatei clay fairly consistently and attentively. ,\

2. S in motion climbing on bars (not scored when Sjust 'sits on top
of bars).

.3. S paints continuously for several minutes.

pd = Persistence when having difficulty. with something. S make!: repeated efforts
to accomplish a Mask in which a series of trials can be observed orin whiCh
he encounters. difficultyl If.S tried three or more times, score "pd" even
if his efforts do not last eh.e sit"tire minute. ,

.

Also scored here is the continuation of an activity despite interruptions
or interference from others.

.

S tries to rebuild block tower after it falls,on,floor.

2. S contintlea "cooking" despite sneak gud attack from other child.

102
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'Aggression

al4

t

aph= physical aggression. Hitting,, banging, throwing, kicking,-etc. it 'other

.

.

person or toys' C is playing with. Incl6de clear tretening,gestures.
. I

"''' 7tt
f

e.g.: .1. S is swinging on ?Ned ladder; C .gets in_herolay; S kicks C.

av = verbal aggression. NAe calling, teasing, jeering, threatening, ring* talk
'to another, derogation. If both physical and verbal aggression occpr,acore

. both: ' 4. 4

'V

e.g.: I. As C is tryingto build something, S says: "You can't make it."

)41

2. S says,,"rm gonna slap you."

I
3...:S says, "Stacy's. (painting)

t
is ugly.!'

? . - ,
,

i
ac - commands. S commands someone in loud, angry tone. Do not score shouting

or loud commands unless it is angry. .-,t,
.

.-, ,

-.,
. .

e.g.1- 1. As S-grahs at-straw T id-picking up, she-says: "Give me that"

y> in lotid, sharp.tond.
,

\
t.

,

2. C bumps into S who is swinging. S says: "You better stop" in

,

,lou4Jangry tone.

.
an4= noverb1.1 aggres sion. .Interference with other child's activity. Attempt-

, ,

ing to, take something or grab something from 0. Score even if not success-
ful in getting it.

4

e.g.: 1. S tries to grab necklace from Cl.

2. S giabsat straw T is picking up.
0

3. S sits on other child'in chair.

4. S takes C's cup before juice. /-
O

5: S stands in the way ofC's tricycle.

ao = object aggression.
nd is intentional;
the act is vigorous

4

.Injury to objects, score only where not interpersonal
banging,hitting, throwing objects. Score only when
Or forceful or the child expresbes anger facially or

verbally.

e.g.: 1. S knocks over own block tower -- appears deliberate.

2. S throws truck.

3. .S kicks block on floor while loOking,directly at it.

4. S 'tries to bteak glass bottle on street bj stomping on it.

5. S kicks suitcase on the street (was in her way).

I

4

.

Coe
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4
1

t
apk. pleykl,aggression. Physical oriverbal aggression in a clear playful. way.

Score only where it is interpersonal. A1t1.partics involyed must be smiling

or laughing or clearly enjoying thealbelyes. If you are icl'dbubt, do not
score this categolw. $ f

,
..

r

e.g,: 1."'S and C were-roiling on the ground together laughing and spiling
while grabbing each other., 1

4

. 2. S and C together, grinning. S punches Cthey,Both latigh., C.
starts chasing e; they continue laughing and smiling..

7,-

at = Tattling or threateriing to tattle. Telling-or threatening.to tell an adult
or C about $'s misbehavior. Do not score if tattling is elicited by aAues-

1' 7 ,

tion frbm'any adult. '
.

',.

e.g.: 1. "Teacher, he hit me." ,

.:

14. "Oh, Teacher, he called you a dummy. 'Yen know who said-it?"
A

4f
1

ad = defending property non-aggressively. If another child attacks, aggressively

or tries/to take something, S° does not give up materials? May, hold them

tightly or move away from the.other.child, or verbally claim the materials.
Score-even if the other-child- finally-gets-dialeota.' . -.

.

,

.

e.g.: 1. C tries to grab clay from S. S heIds onto clay, but is not ag-

.
gressive. A ,

- .;

2. *o tries to take swing from S. S says.: "That's mine."
.

A 'i /

1'

4

r = Self - regulation

rt = tolerance of delay. Child waits patiently (i.e., without being aggressive
or deniandingp) when something he wants is ndt immediately availablet(e.g.,
toy, piece Of equipmnt, help from teacher).* You may infer that S is wait-
ing if he indicateb he wants something verbally or with gestures or if 0'

somethingomething to indicate that It .s waiting. It can be scored for pre;
.iipus minutes if you become aware'that the S was waiting only after' watching.

for a few minutes. Score once for each whole minute that child waits pa-
tiently. He may occupy himself with something else, Mit does not move away
from object he

(

is waiting for. If S finally gets what he is waiting for,

score and consequences. (Score also if child verbalized positively about ,

waiting.)
.

e.g.: 1.,5 asks C for clay and C re uses, S site until C leaves clay,

then takes it, , \

2. IS asks for turn on tricycl or vehicle. Waits watchihgthe ob-

/ he wads, .

3. S watching C paint while waiting her turn. T had told S she,

could paint when C was finfshed., When C was finished S started
to paint.. '

1'fyil

444

4



4. S tries to grab toy from 0. T tells S he cannot have it or 0

. wpn!t give it up: S'then waits forltoy non - aggressively.:.
i ,-

ra = ACeenting Res naibility .

,cy

Carrying out acttvities sucb as pickifig up toys, cieTning up, distr tinA .4

It.

I

juice'ot food or othe'r adult-like acttIties without direct adult supervi-
sion. This may occur spontaneousIY. ,Cfu,also be scored'if adult asks child
to do something and child thbn continues the activity after adult leaves..

.

...

Again, score once for each minute that works without adult supervision. If 4

done Jointly with other children, score as "ra-ip." '.If dope with teacher, ..'

score ''ra-it." If done with teacher and children, score 9a-ic" with og-
lect '4.',!,., If someding adillt-like is dopp for other'Childreri, score AA 1,-,

helping andaharing.
- ,

.*

.

.e.e.: 1. S pickgA
.1

and puts 'them" way.
,

.

. . , (.2 ; i I.
i ..

r .1
A

, 2 Afterj'T stops wiping table, S ,ontinued wiping table and then
\ \ wipes chairs. ..;.

t. . . 0

A 1 `'i'/ -

. 1; tills S she can't have sandiA kitcherl corner.- S spends some
. .

. tim9'trying to scrape .sand.off stove. 'T,givener brush and .

.:-- 4 lea.Ves.TSTbrUshea)aand aff---lpts-of-efforte S'

v

.
.

4. AfAfter T
\

tells S to put truck away, S carefully takes it%fill .

, dpart (tinken tops)., and puts in box. tThe4icarries boxi,to Opset.
. 4.;

.4
. Ys '. -

,., 1 . j ..' ' . ..,,....

.5. S bringing ih chaiefromroutside.
..,.

ti .

&. S helping to carry in table with teacher and other children. . 4 v
. . .(Score "ra-ic" with object =-"B." ;

(

. . , : ,

.
. .

re =:. rule enforcement.% Stating a rule to another c hild,.stoppineanother om

st misbehavio e.g., keeping other'in,t group if he 4s. supposed to 'be there,

telling.other the right way't9, do something,.telling ether'not to dopome-
thl.ng that is, against rules). up tells T about 0's; misbehavidr,score,--

. gda tattling.-. Dont!: score if it 'fits under verbal' aggression (loud and angry,
....c.,

tone). Include statements of rules in games., no not include commands or'
reprimands unless they state'a geneal rule that is-part of the classroom`
roles or an instruceion about behavior that'a teacher hasj,nefiously stated. .

.

-..

th :
.,..*

e.g.: -1..-Z.During a walkyS:sayp'to C: "Always hold ,hands."

. 4 /-')
2. "Don't eat- .your candy before your °ranee

,

have 1 r
.......---. 3. In a qootbar14 game S says :' "You v to Eh w it-from here.u.

rd = rule ditobedience. S'acts in a way has been to/d,not'to'oriagainst rule T ,.

had stated to group in general. If not sure-aDout rule'? don't score. ,

"1-' \ :-./ -) 4; ,
. N.. J
4 g.% : 1. S runs out, of play yard..

1 4' 4441. .. 4.-.

2.. S leaves table during joie. 1
. ' .-

,-,

1445
w.

I

.4' 4
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(._*,

3. S leaves circle;; during group.activity.
* 1,-

4.

.... J.
o s *. .

T tells all children to eat oranges before candy. q then takes .
1,,,_ :

piece of candy first. ''.
.

. 1 , , /
5. After Tasks children notl to tlittchcamera, S ebs at camera.

6. While trying to get S's to puE away blocks:, .S continues to take
..

.

. *- them out of shqlves.
i

t
, . .

. .
7.,5 closes door.. after hiving been explicitly told not to.

&, S plays in section of, playground 1 has told him tp stay away
from, He.doesc4his several, times. ' '

p .

e
. ir,

bs = Bringb Recognition to Self
/ .

Making statements or gestures bringing recognition to yourself or accomplish-
ments. Any verbalization of pride in own behavior products, clothes,. physi-
cal characteristics. Showing someone somettIng Sie'sg made or brought.. This

does not include merely trying to get attention by calling out to someone:
It must be an attempt td get_ recognition or. Vise,

e.g.: 1., S sows T thel puzzle he day comp1,ted.

2. S says to T:i "Look 'what .I, made."

3. S is on bars and says: "Teacher, watch me."

4. S is painting and says: '!Look at mine, took at it."

.
.

''''',-.L.)
5. S is painting says:. "Now look at it; it's pretty now."

Fantday

f = fantasy. a. Pretending an abject is something other than what it is in
real life. ak

4 4 IA

b. Taking a role. Pretending you are some other person, chatac-
ter, or object. S mdst behave as if he/she.were person or
character. *

t

fc = collaborative (reciprocal) taking of roles. Two or'more children (or S
with an adult) take roles and relate to one another in thode roles. Score
conservatively, Scorelthis only where S and 0 are both pretending.to be
someone or something acid they share these fantasies with each otherl,

, .
e.g.: '1. Playing house with a designated mother, and .father, and babies.

Four children were playing in kitchen cornevlong sequenpain
which three play mother, fathert and baby.

III 2. Playing on blocks; one bby is engineer, one is fireman; are Pre-
.tending it's a train. . .



I

o ,

fr = role taking alone or without participation by others in reciprocal roles.

e.g.: Dressing up in adult clothe a--"I'm going to a dance."

RociIng doll, patting, talking to it. Must be Some indication S is

"_ pAYing mother, Do not scord if S merely handling doll.

Two boys sith.ng in toy cars pretending .
to drive and making motor

sounds.

= imaginative. Anything that does not kit in the role taking category that
does fit definitibn of fantasy. If'C is participating in this fantasy or

sharing, it, score C in object column. If S,is engaging in fantasy alone
,of C.is not participating, score no obAect. If a sequence of behavior is

scored. '"fq" but some parts of it couldlbe scored "fi," score it only as "fc'.!

(i.g., tWo children are playing house. Ope explains that sand is a cake.

Score only as "fc."11

e.g.:. 1,4 S says that clay pieces she is pressing into puzzle are biscuits.

2.% S is painting; says: "Ws chocolate."

S,push'es doll carriage, covers and recovers dolls.
I

4. Several S's are pretending a peg board,is ebirthday cake.

During.faQtasy asfiv.Ity, any behavior occurring that is ordinarily scorable
in other behavior categories, score as a subpategory of fantasy. Note: The

rule against scoring a category more than once per minute is modified here.

You may core "-fr," ort's'fi" plus these 'categories with modifier's dur-

ing, the same minutA.

e.g.: fc apl = playing in a group on pretend boat; captain and sailors
(I fc - el

- ft - el = playing alone'with a doll C'I like you dolly")

-fc ih. = boy: :Tent some food, baby?"'
girl: (Mommy) stirs food 'on stove.
boy:' "Mommy went shopping."
girl: "This is a bathtub."

fc - ih = boy: "There's 'your dog" (gives baby stuffed dog).

fc -. av = girl: ,("Shut up baby." .

fc -.ia = baby: "Put me in bathtub."
L

Consequences of Behavior

J
Where ther e is a clear outcome of one of the behaviors scored, positive or nega-
tive, It is indicated in the column for consequences. The outcome should occur

within one mi9te of ,the termination of the behaviiQr"ot it4,,should.1 e clear4 re-
lated.to the behavior (e.g., by the teacher telling the child thae'the iecaward-

ing or punishing him for a given behavior). Always mark the consequence category

in thee same row as the behavior even if the consequences =cur later.

In the consequences are unclear, score as,"no consequencep."
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4 If more than one type of consequence follbws one behavior, score all consequence

categories that apply: .

e
''''.5 '

General definitions of each type of consequenies are given here. Tfien the types

of consequences that apply to specific behavior categories are given. The general,

definitions throughout. ,

. 1
. '. .

/
,

I, I. .
,

Consequences: Positive Social Interaction o . ,
_

41x . gestures of physical affection (hugs, pats, embraces); Verbal praise or ,4

expressions of admiration; declarations of liking.
-..

. .

+ST = physical a ffection;'cudd],ing; praise for behavior.

For and "it" do not score simply because S engages in the'ipteraetiont-score

only if S's participation eficiEsresPonses from other children or from the t a-

cher. Teachers may praise, explicitly' welcome, Children IA° group acdtons, o

single out individual children for positive attention. These-are ,+ST$.

"ii," score 4SC if other child or Children.joinS as Suggested, or if othei chil-

dren include S in their actiVty; 0 if S is ignored; -SO i S id activgly.rejecte4
/

ror "ih" score -fSC, if other child or child4n,thank'orgive positive acknowledg-

ment of S's help or contribution; +ST for positive comments from teacher or adultg,

for helping"or sharing.' t,
.

411

"ih" may have negative consequences from children of from teacher if S is re-

proved or if other childrencrefuse to play with an S who refuses to share. How-

ever, refusal bust be explicitly 'contingent on nonsharing. >

.
,

.

i -M may be scored if teacher enforces sharing by taking awaytoys or objects.

For "ia," score 4SC or ST if-S's requeot,ie gru

SC if S i$ in any way reproved -for needing help.

For "if," score 48t for prase from teacher contingents on Sis'Suggeation; -SC

for praise from achild. Do not score + consequences golely for compliance with

S's direction. Score +M if obtains or zetains wesession of some desired ob-

ject as a result of his supaat±0n. .

For "is" and "in," score +SC itotherchild or children Frees affection for S

in the course of the interaction either OlybiCally Or verbally. Do not score

only because the interaction occurs; and score -SC ifinteraction sequence ter-

minates with,verbal aggiegsibn or a rebuff from other child or children. -j- and

-ST are also possible: these.are praise or-rebuffs from teacher-or adult for

engaging 4n the interaction.

For much of this category, -SC or ,-ST is' inappropriate or ,unlikely, as the fact

thatthe4behavior,caregory is scored precludes many kinds of negative intbrac-

tions. 4-14 ipinappropriate for much of the category, hilt' can-occasionally be

scored wiv4n a group acE4.on results in the completion of a product which all ad--/

mire (Halloween pumpkiln, elaborate building project, good snack, etc.). Do not

,;score -Mk fl-then S ares,-and therefore does not have some object to himself.

ted; 0 if S is ighored; :ST or

14 8.- °t,,
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Conseauences:- Presistence
'e

Iv Score +SC if S's perforniance or product elicits praise or admiration from

Ot,per children; 0 if neither; -SC if performance or product is derogated or
criticized. :*

D

Score 4ST if S's.performapce 'or pioduct is praised or admired 'by teacher; 0 f

neither; -SC if teacher criticizes or corrects.

Score 4M,If S creates ,
product which apparently S'is pleased with (out of clay,

.7 picture, etc.); -M if product. is one which annoys or dissatisfies S.

-.
Do not score mere ly for participation. Consequence must be one which Winferred

on the basis of reactions of others, not S himself. In the case of Material con-

sequences, go.by S's apparent reactions to his own.ptoduct: 1:f. he shows signs of

satisfaction and pleasure,,, give him a,p1pS rating;. if he criOlcizes or estroya.
his own product,a -;,and if he discontinues or shows no affect that you can see,
a O. Do not score Material consequences for motor activities, etc., where no
'product is completed.

0'
igaCI: same as "pc .1'

Independence:

,

For either "ni" or "nr," score +SC if child's act receives prai e or admiration

from other children; -SC if act ip critiCized or derogated; 0 I it is, neither.

+ an& - ST are judged iikewide. Vend !,- Mare judged on the bas e of child's
apparent satisfaction with the results of his independent action.

Consequences for Verbalization of Feelings
m

Definitions as usual except:'
. . .

' 4 r
C..... , .

.f .

+ST Z T responds to the expresdion of feeling by repeating or labeling the feel;-

'ing, asking what is wrohg, showing physical affection, or with other--4orms..

of conversatio,n .that:are positive or neutral'in tone.

T terminates or modifies scolding or Other forms of disapproval.

+SC = C reacts with understandidg,
to another, e.g., C replies:
down here" and .0 says to T:

V.

o± positive feeling, or explains S's feelings,

"I like you too.' S says:" "I want to lay :

"He wapts to lay down here."

S shows nonverbal_signs ofifear. C says: "He's scared."'

-ST = T criticizes, didappmes, or otherwise shows negative
pression of feeling,le.g., C crying loudly and T says:

Yoere not gonna die."

reaction to S's ex-
"OK, calm down.

-SC = C re*ied to- expression of negative feeling 7ith a return in kind, e.g.,

if S says: ."I don't like you," C says: "I don't-like you either."

109
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411
onseouences for Aggr asitTg

I

4

Fox afh, alf, ac, afictanv:
, 4

T
Y .

.

-

+SC. rs 0
p

discontinue; aggregsion directed toward S as a result of S's aggression;
1 ,0 smiles, laughs, or engages, in Other forms'of positive social'interac.tion

as a result of aggression.. .. .

T expresses sympathy, concern abOut S's feelings, asks what is wrong in
gentle tone of voice. Note: If T also reprimands, score both 4ST and
-ST.1 //, s

.9 .
, 3

. ,

-SC . O'irectsiverbal or ,physical aggressionto S.or tattles oh S for aggressiVe
behavior. Score this even if you are not sure who started aggressive in-

-; \
A

terchange, so longs other child is aggressive in return.
. , / , ,

4 0
,

C riticizes or disapproves of 0's behavior. C 'stops a positive interac-

onvith S as a restAt'of-aggression, e.g., C walk; away after playing
Yitti:S when S begins to Shout and call p names. .

.. ,

-ST -= T tells S not to enlage in behavior,dnd
actually punished, -ST.

T ends positive interaction with S as a

S obtains tome object; toy, or privilep
a result of *aggression, e.g., S pushes S
swing.

expresses disapproval. If S is

result of 'aggression.
A

. such as a turn at an activity as
off swing and then S plays on

= S loses some object, toy, or privilege rasa a result of aggression, e.g.,
T takes away toy hammer after S swings it at another 6.-

0 = S fails to get some object, toy, or privilege that he tried to take aggres-
sively, e.g., S tries to grab tricycle, but C reipses to give it up.

ao:: Usual definitions except:

-M = S destroys or breaks object by aggression (exclude cases where$S looks.veryi

:pleased).

..s overcomes obstacle by aggressive act, S Ungss lid of tinker toys or

kicks it; box comes open so S can play with tinker toys; S kicks door that
is stuck and it opens., /

. .

...4121..: This presumes positive social feedback from other child' or children.
not ,score 4SC, here.

-SC = If playful interaction changes character and either S or q begihs to cry,
complain, become seriously aggressive, or otherwise depart from playful
nature of aggressions

o, do

s %In

.11
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.4ST = T listens to.g's tattling and either scolds or stops C from doing the thing__
,S was complaining about; T sympathizes with S.

+M = S gets toys, object, or privilege from C as a result of tattling or threat-
ening to tattle. "C ma give it to S directly, or an adult may intervene to
give object to S, e.g., "teacher, it's my turn and she took the bike;" T
then makes 0-give S the bike. . -

.

.

0 = T does not respond to tattling and S does not get whatever he is complain-
ing he lost.

6

, N

+14 S retains object that he/she'has defended.

4

= S loses the object that he/she tried to defend either because C takes it
or T makes him giVe it up.

Consequences for Underatandinz-Others'

For ur, us, and ucl

+ST/

a

+SC = 0 talks to S -about what has happened in a positive,or neutral tone of
voice, may touch S in'a comforting or affectionate' way, may praise or ek-
press admiratIon for statements made by S, mayaMild in recognition of what
S has said (be stfte the smile directed towardi S is in iesponse to the spe-
cific behavior scored), or 0 may discontinue aggressive Iehavior directed
towards S.

rST/
-SC = Usual definitions.

+N/
-M = Usual definitions.

lla: Usual definitions, egdept +ST /+SC = not appropriate.

ua:

+ST/
+SC = 0 talks to S about what has happened in positive

may touch.S in comforting or affectionate way.

,-ST/

. '-SC = S receives a/negative response from child being watched.

or neutral tone

+M/

voice,

41 = Not appropriate.

Q



Consequences for Self-Regulation

rt:

4ZT/
4SC = S receives praise or admiration about waiting; 0 may talk about walking

with ,S in positive or neutral tbne ofvoice.

-SC = A more insistent child shoves in front of S.

= S gets what he's been waiting for; may receive special privileges.

-M = Usual defiriition, or may never get a turn.

ra:

+qT/
4SC = Praise, admiration, talking to S about efie job that was dope, thanking S

for _thethe job. ,

-ST = T may be critical .of the way something was done (S may have spilled some-
thing). .

-§C = Aggression directed at S for cleaning, putting away something C wants.

= S may get "goodies first" because of the job done, or may receive special

privileges.

41 = Don't score putting away toys or other objects as a loss. This is not -M.

re:

46T/
SC = C does what S says in rule (score only if i s clear that's what other
A Child is doing). 0 may reiterate rule state by S. T may, praise S Eor

stating rule. 0 may discontinue aggressive behaviOr directed towards S.

-ST/

-SC = Usual definition.

4M/
\.M =- Usual. definition.

'

4.,T =T talks to S about what lids happened in positive,or neutral-tone of voice.
4

k . . s.)
+SC :3 Admiration from other kids, imitation of S's misbeha4r, joining in and i

supporting S's behavior. Score whether S is or is not the lepder (S does

not have to be the firdt to start the behavior). '
..,

,

III ,m,

= Usual definition.

112
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Consequences for Bringinklleconnition to Self
- .

: 4R/ -

4Sb ='Scdre when S receives praise.or admiration iram.O. Also score if 0 looks

-*/ J.

4..

or watches when S requests Chid. t ,

. -
.

-ST/ .
4 ,

4.

. , -... i

-SC = Usual definitton. Do not score -S when S re ceives no response from 0 (lack

of recognition is scored as no consequence,. .

+M./.

= Usual definition.

(Consequences for Fantasy
. .

Consequences rarely Occur for fantasy by itself. Do not score +SC for mere par-

ticipationjn fantasy by other children. This is implied when you score "fc" or

"fi" with P,Aras object..

-FST = T praises, gives warm attention to S's imagining or fantasy activity, e.g.4'
T says little gtrl rooks pretty all dressed up to io to dance or takes her .

so other adults canisee her.

.

'Do not score epnaequences within a role taking sequence if the occur aaphrt of

a role.

48C/
48T = Others watch S'$ fantasy with enthusiasid, admiration, e.g., if S is putting

on puppet show and others watch..

4SC = S has asked to play a particular role and is allowed to play it, e.g., S
says:' "I .,ant to 'be daddy," and plays daddy:

Positive Social ConsAgnences

e"
+SA= Positive" Social Cyinsequences frasp

+SC = Positive Social 1C neequences from C,.
*4.

:

1. S receives praise, admiration, appreciation or physical' affection from
an adult or a child for a'behavior. Do not score smiles unless they

occur with sopa other form of positive feedback, or

2. 0 discontinues aggression.ur negative behavior as a result of S's

action. 4

\I
Examples

/'
ih 4SC = S helps another child by pushing on swings. 0 smiles at S and thanks S.

. * 4 , ,
..:---

ra +ST = S puts away toys at appropriate time..T praises S for doing so.

rt +ST = S waits patiently for juice or food. T praises S.

113
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4.

-

ii 46C =.:1\suggeSts a cooperative activity. C responds by jo ining in the activity.

is 4ST 9 S participates-lin a cooperative activity initiated by another.' T praises

S fOr doing so.,
. .

(..1

0
t?.

bs +ST = S attempts to show someone something he has. made Dr is doing. T looks

and either smiles or praises S. - t

7
' is 4ST = S asks .for help With somdthing. T attgaipts to give help.'

if. 4SC = S suggests an alternatiVe activity for C. C accepts that activity and

.moves toward it.

at +S = S tattrep.on another child. T pun ishes er'scolas that child.

el 4ST = S states a feeling. T responds by sympathizing, asking questions to
explbre reasons for feelings or by dis4ontinuingaggressive or Other
negative.behavior:

api -SC = S engages' in muttlailliting with other child., 7

it\ST = S participates in group cooperative activity. T directs special atten-

tion to him for his participation (i.e., says his name or directs com-

mentstjo
, 0

us 4ST = S aslaisT fishe wants him to pick up toys. She responds that she

doesn't need those picked up. (Take note: This is positive even

though T refused his offer because she responds pleasantly and answers
his` question.)

pd 46T =S accomplishes a difficult task such as putting on own jacket and but-

toning. T praises S for doing ao.

Ei

Negative Social Consequences
P.

-SC = Negative Social Consequences from C.

-ST = Negative Social Consequences from T.

,

S receives verbal, physical aggression or disapproval from another. ItIclude

scolding from teacher.
N I

0 discontinues p'Sitive interaction as a result of S's behavior,

cexamples :

aph -SC ='S hits another, 0 hits back or yells at S in loud, angry or derogajory

manner.

. ,
ih -SC = S attempts to push C on swings, C yells at S to stop.

rd -ST = S leaves juice table at wrong time. T tells him to sit down'or repri-
0, Mends foeleaving table. ,

114
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per.

rel -SC = S disobeyd rules. Another childptells T about his misbehavior.

ia ST 7 S asks for help with something. T refuses. to help.

-

el -ST = S states,a feeling, "I don't like him." T -Orimands by telling

him he shouldn't saylthat.

ii -SC a S attempts to initiate cooperative activity, but d refuses to partici-

pate.

)

PositiveMitarial Consequences.
-.

+1,C=. PoSitive Material Consequences.

S receives a toy, food, privileges or
tivities tkt are usually desired by children as

o 'Examples.:

opportunities to engage in ac-

a result 41E a behavior.

aph. +M. = S attempts to take. toys or, materials from 0.

he tried to take. .

uq +M = S asks 0 for materials. S gets materials as
4

I

He actually gets whatever

a result.

111 +M =\S brings toys from shelves for C to play with.

. ad 4.14 = Srefuses to give toys or materials to a C who is trying to get them.

S retains g.T.

'41 = Negative Material'Consequences.

'C gives S some of toys.

S loses or fails to get toys, food, materials., ,privileges or opporthnities for

activities that he apparently wants. Include.dprivation if T forbids S to`play
fr with a toy as a result of behavior,or if-T isolates C. .

Exampled':

nph 0

ad .-M

r'rt 41

= S attempts to take toys from C. C keeps toys.

S refuses to give toys or mat rials,to 0 who is trying to take them.

S loses toys to,0 an ay.' ,0 e they takeS them directly or T makes S

give them up.

= S takes food befOre he is suppo ed to*. 0 makes him ? put food. back or

takes frpm him.

= No consequences.

115 .
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Circle Time

.e"
Y.

Appendix H

J

Instructionsfor Group Observations

0

,Rate children in ,the.order. of the class'roster. If the activity is one
. in which there are pauses, do not rate during the pauses,.

. .
.

- .

2. It is' ot necessary to rate every teacher- - instigated activity. This

rating is intended only .f or the part of the program the (teacher sets up
as a whole claps aattyity. ,Some teachers might not set it up as a circle--
what is wanted here is a rating on whatever the teacher sets up as a full

,

class activity, co tha.t.all:Children are expected to participate, at
t

least in the beginning.

'
§' /. ,

A,.

.3. Pate the Children forithe
.

fIrst time at the beginning of circle tine.,

, when they are assembled end the teacher has begun whatever activities she.
is'using. Look at each child long enough to judge-14s btavior and .rate

4

him3 then go on to the next; !o not linger over indiyid 1 children, Try
to Five about ln.seconds to eatIN and don't'concern yourself-if you

c
happen to notice that a child has changed his behavior after you rated him.

G
44 .114

4- There is a tendency to use the middle categories of the scale.. If you
notice al'child either being disruptive or showing .exceptional enthusiasm
(theitop And bottom categories) as you are ratingEaarby.children, assign,'
him or her the rdtitlg immediately. It is unnecessary to rate the child

, .

again when you come to his naMe on the aist. .
.

... .. . .

.
5. If: ahother ohsetver is present, don't conker and sit far, enough from each

other that you do noesee each other's ratings. This is important so that
we can get good tests of the ratings.

C. After you have rated the children once, note the time and describe the
activity at the head .of the rating sheet. Then rerate the children, using
the same categories, describing their behavior at a sec Oita point in time.

Use the number 1 for the first rating, a 2, for the, second, and so on.

Yo4 should rerate the children as many times as you can complete the
entire class roster, for each reratIng noting the.timp'you begin and the
Activity in progress at the top of thesheet.

7. Coordinate your ratings with those, of the other observer (if there is one)
so that you begin each series of ratings at the same time. Note the time

\
that circle time is concluded at the.top of the sheet.

116
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pick-up

.) .

1. Rate only one pick up period per day. Choose a time when the teacher
announces that the day's prograwrequires picking up and putting away.
This may be at the en of the day, when it is time to move indoors or
when it-is time to move from indodis out. Use only'perio4s where all

children are expected to participate. '..'

2. If you have a coworker rate theisame pick urn period.

/3. Use the folldVing categories to describe the,cciildren's behavior

Append4 11 *(continued)

A

rd3 ObstrUctiniz efforts to pidk up continues to take out toys.

rd Refuses to stop or to give up toys or'equifrment until teacher
4 insistk:- , .

0 DOes not participate.
,.

c

(

re--it Assists in routine pick up by working with teacher's supervision.
ra-ic Picking up or,cleAing up cooperatively 0:1th other children. This

must be joint actiLty, r.p merely both'picking up different sets

of materials.
ra3 Picking up or, cleaning up w ithout.direct suaervision from T.

.

4. ho not be concerned with how effective the child seems!to be-r rate his or
her efforts if the ghild seems to be try mg. .

..,

(5. 'rite the names of all cbilC11 en on the clean up observation form. If you

have a prepared list of names, crossjout.names of childr.dn not predent
and add any navies at bottom that are not on list. Look at, each child

briefly- ?,ong enough to score his behavior" at the moment - then check til
appropriate column on the scoring sheet for the first observation. You

may observe Vs in whatever order you see them. If two S's are near one

;another you may score them simultanewsly. Be sure you have a score for

each ch44d. Then begin a sbcond observation following the same proceafe.

I

P

a
r
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S

Rest time

Appendix H (continued)

. .57 0
, 1 .

1. Start your stopwatth at the timthe teacher announced that it is time
.,

to get out mats or cots (or whatever preparations art usually made for
rest time). Time the rest time quieting' or soothing period from this
time until the room is quiet enough that thp teacher is no longer
engaged with the children or is. resting herself.

#
4

2. Using, the clasa-roster, if you have one, scratch off the names of
children who are Aop present. or the remainder of the children,
.re ord the time the'child lies down on 'hid or her mat or cot. Some
children mays lie clout and then get up again. Record the time the child

, firdt lies do01 as nearly as possible.
-

3. Quiet, obedient children are easily missed. Try to sit where you an
see all corners of the room, and if you have to move to make sure, try
to check the children out without making noise yourself.

. .%
4. 'Assign one of tht folladilt rating to eachi child at the end of the

quieting period'

a. Child on mat or cot- noadmonishments from teacher beyond first
t instruction, only routine attentions, and no disruptive Ativities.

0

b.' Ouiets after teacher's admonishments or sodthing--minor interactions
with other children or playing with nearby toys.

Quietp only after extended individual attention or much disruption
(cryik Protesting, running around)

5. Be guided by the teacher's behavior. That is, if a child is quiet
enough so that the teacher gives no more than routine attention give
him an a, if the teacher directs only one or two comments at him (or
her) a b, and if the teacher spends much time and effort with' the child
a c. Iiifferent teachers will have different standards as to what is

acceptable. The rating should be"based on what seems to be acceptable,

in the room that the child is in and what the teacher of the class
( takes as quiet enough.

6. The second time listed at the'head of the sheet, the time all children -4

are quiet_ should be the time the room is'qdiet enough that the teacher
either lies down herself or stops working with the children. At this

time, record the time at the top of the sheet and assign ratings of a,
i or c to all children on thetbasis of their behavior throughout the
time the children were getting ready for their rests. As soon as you

have given the children ratings,'/eave the room. It is not necessary

to slay for the Thole rest period.

4,
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Appendix-H(continued)

Group ratings are scored as follows'.

Circle Timer I

-

I

1=Overt disruptive .activity or leaves group., . 4

2=InattentiOn, no overt disruption
3=Follows teacher
'4 Follow teacherfacial expression. shows interest
5=Follows teacher adds to teacher's instructions

- ,. 1

The ratings taken on a given day were averaged to provide a mean for
the day. The number of ratings included varies according to the length of
the circle time. .. '

. , / k

Pic?: up Ratings.
1. 1 (t.

. ' 4

,
.

-

1=Obstructs pick up
2=Continues playing of refuses to stop
=110 contribution
471.76rhs with T's supervision

5=Works cooperatively without T's supervision
6=orks alond without T',0 supervision

The ratings on a given day were averaged to provide a mean for the day.
The.number of ratings included varies according to the number of children ,

the rater was able to,rate easily -in large classrooms, the raters tried to
rate as many )hildren as poisible by moving around thi room ,to sree where

the action was.

Rest Time RatInas
. ifm

.The amount of time the child spent before getting down on his mat or
cet (to the nearest 1/2 minute) was multiplied by the behavior rating

c.

1=a=complies with teacher at first instruction
2=b=quietsafier teacher's Admonishments or soothing

/ 3=c=quipts only after extend attention or much disruption

A constant of 1 was added to all times to eliminate O's. A low score

therefore indicates an obedient child.

I i
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Appendix H (continued) \

Locate rating for a given subject and write date of obsdrvation On
tabulation sheet.

P

The numbers on the rating sheet indicate whether a rating is 1st. 2nd,
3rd, etc, For each rating, determine whether

T present or absent.
. Food present or absent.

The first behavior rating in the final Oltimn represents the first
observation, 'etc.

Write the number rdpresenting the .observation second, third) in

the column on the tabulation sheet represehtinghe behavior rating scored.
,

If Not in place' checked, write the num1k the observation in that
column.

Write the total time involved in all observations in which the child was

,

scored in place" and.the behaviormas scored rt ra,lis, or any other

positive behavior. ?lost observers give a breakdown of(the amount of time

covered in each observation. IL they do not, simply divide the total time
in equal paris (or use the total if 41.1 the observations are scored in

place and rt, ra, is.)

V 6
Repeat for all observations for a gtiken

tl

child.
....Jr

Notl: There are generally two of these ratintm by the same observer for
eachate because they did one at Snack Time and one at Lunch. Record

both. We will not try to separate them. .

It there iA more than one observation for'lhe same period by different
Trbo,ervers, record both and bracket them to indicate they are the same tine.

... fi '' r t
.

go,

iY
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Appendix H (continued)

Snack Time and Meal Time Retinas

1. When T indicates that children should gather for snack or meal, start
ybur stopwatch. Statt a new recording sheet, and write 0 or whatever
-time your stopwatch says above column for first observation.

2A Writt in names of children present, or use list already prepared (whet.
available).. .1f you have prepared list cross out names Of children not
there, and write in any new navies.

3; Observe each child on the list, one at a time, for a brief interval.
You may observe them in any order, just as everyone had been covered
when you.inish., YOu should look at the child briefly--long enough to
see how his behavior can be scored for that moment: then record scores
in the columnifor the first observation. If two aildren on the list
,are close enough together that you can observe them at the same time
you may dq that so long as you can see each well enough to, score
behavior.

4. The observations for each child consist of the following:
Check first whether he is waiting in rhe appropriate place for the /I

snack or mear'or,not. ...This may be a tablein the room or he may be in
line to 'go to a room for a meal.
If he is in place," check the following-

4
. .

4 6

1. whether or not T is present.,
2. whether or not food is proeqeht
3. behavior category that applies!

4

,a1 rt if S is waiting quietly
b. appropriate category of positive social interaction if S .

Is socializing while waitilig.
c. appropriate category of aggression if S is aggressive

while walling.,
d. rt-neg if he attempts to eat before supposed to.
e. ra if helping to distribute napkins, eating utensils and

the like.

If he is Tiot "ill place," do not record in other columns unless he is Ns

still hg1ping.'to pick pp or put away toys.. In that case, score appropriate
categoiy from the Pick,Up ratings (ra or other). '

1

5. When you have scored Al children once, record time you finished. Then
attempt to estimate whether the food is going to be served within the
_next five minutes. If it is clear that it dill be more than five
minutes, then return to the procedure for five-minute observations of

. individuals and observe the next child on your list for five minutes.
-Hp sure to keep your stopwatch going, however..because we 'want a record
of time from the beginning to the end of the waiting period. When you
have completed,the five-minute individual observation, do another snack
and meal time_observation following the procedures described above.
Record the time oh the yatch-that has Gassed since thb beginning of the
first observation after circling the 2nd observation on the sheet. If

there is. still n5 sign that a meal is immenent, do another five-minute
individual observatiod, then another Snack and ?teal Time observation,
,and so forth.

If it appears that the meal is nearly ready \to be serevEr-when you
complete a Snack and time observation then continue to another
Sn4ck and Neal Time pbserv.ation immediately. Stop observation when the
.children are allowed ,to eat.
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\ Appendix I ,c.,

. .

Delay of Gratification Instructions

List of Materials:

4 toys
cardboard-box
Bell
Pretzels
*Marshmallows
:Screen
Cake tin
Playdough and blocks

) .

4 Seat child.

, .7

Instructions for Delay of Gratification Mea'surd

ti ' .
. A

works.

.

Show child-the four toys. Show how each one orks. THESE ARE SOME TOYS

THAT YOU AND I WILL PLAY WITH PRETTY SOON. .Show Dor two toys workfter
demonstrating the toys, put them iOcardboard box. Put,,box in corner of

room.

IJETEIES WHEN I AM PLAYING WITH CHILDREN HERE, I HAVE 10-t0 BEHIND THAT

CREENN WHEN I DO YOU CAN BRING ME BACK BY RINGIVO THIS BELL. LEPS PLAY
A TE WHERE I GO BEHIND IT ANTI YOU BRING NE BACK,OY RINGING THE BELL. (Let

child practice ringing bell) I'LL GO BACK THEhE NOW. AND YOU RING THE .BELL

TO BUNG,ME BACK. (Go behind screen so you'are out df sight, and come back

immediately phet bell r gs.) GOOD. NOW, LET:6 DO THAT AGAIN. (Repeat

going back and forth Pt, east q times or until child clearly understands.)

'Sit down beside' child and get out cake tO.n. NOW LET WE SHOW YOU WHAT

IS IN HERE. IT!S A SURPRISE. 4-(open cake tin). Look. THERE'S A PRETZEL

ADD TWO MARSHMALLOWS. WHICH ONE WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE? (Let child choose

one he prefers.) OK, I'm GOING TO PUT THEM BACK MIMI TELL YOU HOW THIS
GAME WORKS. (ClOse cake tin and put at back'of table, out of reach.);

.

AEMEMER I TOLD,YOU THAT I sourxriEs HAVE TO GO BEHIND THE SCREEn? I

HAVE TO GO BACK THEM NOW. BUT YOU CAN PLAY WITH THIS PLAY DOUGH AND THESE
'BLOCKS WHILE-I'M GONE. IF YOU .WAIT UNTIL I COME BACK BY MYSELF, YOU MAY

HAVE THE (Preferred objectmarshmallow or pret291.) IF YOU DONuT WANT

TO WAIT 'UNTIL I CONE BACK BY mar, YOU CAN RING-THE BELL AND BRING

BACK ANYTIME. ,IF YOU RING THE BELL ,YOU CAN'T HAVE THE (preferred object):
BUT YOU CAN HAVE THE (nonpreferred object). (Repeat and rephrase this 2 or

3 times-to be sure child understands

CAN YOU TELL ME, WHICH DO YOU GET IF YOU SIT ANT) WAIT UNTIL I.catE

RACK BY 'IYSELF?
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.

IF Y01) WANT TO, HOW CAN YOU HAIM ME CONE BACK? IF YOU RING THE BELL

AND I COME. BACK. micll DO YOU GET? .

I
, OK, GOING BACK THgRE MOW. REiTEBER YOU CAN PLAY WITH THE PLAY

DOUGH ANT) THE BLOCKS WHILE I:4 GONE. (Sit behind screen so .that you can

see child, but he cannot see you)

'StaiL'stopwatch as sojaaalicsgo behind screen.

1

.

4
Score child's behavior according to instructions until he rings bell

or Anti' 1peminutes have passed.l'
. 44

. If child ritigs bell, record time from stoowatch. Then go immediately
to the table.

reward.)
YOU SEE YOU DADE HE CO'IE BACK. ?IOW YOU MAY HAVE TEE

(nonpreferred rewnrd.) Give it to the child and let hhn eat it.

if child does not ring bell, return after 10 minutes. Record 10
minutes on' data .sheet. THERE, I CAM BACK BEFORE YOU RANG THE BELL. NOW
YOU Ay HAVE THE (preferred reward.) YOU HAD TO WIT A LONG TEE FOR
THAT DIDN"T YOU?

NOW NE CAN PLAY:WITH THE TOYS. Get out toys and play for a few minutes.

oP
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